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You are reading the 20th Rare Book Catalogue published
by Back of Beyond Books—A Score of Catalogues!
We lead off with our specialties of Western Exploration and the Colorado
River and Western Americana followed by Native Americana and Mormon
History. Due to the success of Promotional Travel Guides and Trade Catalogs
in Catalogue #19, we feature new favorites in this catalogue. Special selections
in the fields of Art, Photography, Literature and Poetry, The Natural World
and Its Defenders, and Americana are also featured. With perhaps one or two
exceptions, all the material in Catalogue #20 is newly-acquired.
Highlights include a rare serialization documenting the Kolb Brothers’ journey
down the Green and Colorado Rivers in 1911-12 (item 4), a superb collection
of USGS photo negatives from the early 20th century (item 30), a near-pristine
copy of one of the scarcest surfing titles, The Art of Wave Riding by Ron
Drummond (item 34), and a previously unrecorded Lincoln item (item 38).
For rail enthusiasts we offer Denver & Rio Grande photos from Disney
animator Ward Kimball (item 73), and a collection of turn of the century
albumen prints from the Colorado Midland Railway (item 74). Item 94
features a collection of Dakota Language ephemera from the Santee Normal
Training School. In photography, we feature a scarce 1903 copy of L.C.
Henrichson’s Portland Oregon—From Heights West of the City Looking East,
a Panoramic View (item 120).
Item 204 is a phenomenal diary kept by Rev. George Pannebecher recording
sermons preached throughout his 50 year career in the pulpit. Item 241
features an iconic Santa Fe Railway poster, and item 271 preserves a
salesman’s sample kit from the Royal Tailors.
Enjoy browsing,
Andy Nettell
Item No. 22
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In honor of Bill Dailey, the
esteemed and kind southern
California dealer of science,
medicine, and printing, we offer
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Baumann’s Frijoles Canyon
Pictographs.
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knowledgeable bookman in our
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also passed. Bill leaves a legacy
of scholarship which will rarely
be matched.
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throughout the country.
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WESTERN
EXPLORATION and the
COLORADO RIVER

Section 1:
5

1. [ALPINE EXPLORATION] Forbes, James D. Norway and Its Glaciers
Visited in 1851; Followed by Journals of Excursions in the High Alps of
Dauphine, Berne, and Savoy.

Section 1: WESTERN EXPLORATION and the COLORADO RIVER

Item Numbers:
1 to 30

Edinburgh, Adam and Charles Black,
1853. Small 4to 9” - 11” tall. 343pp.
Hardcover. Good. Brown blind-embossed
cloth boards with gilt lettering on spine;
both maps and all lithographic plates
present; includes errata sheet. Boards
have moderate soiling, light wear to all
edges and moderate chipping to head
and foot of spine; text block has light
foxing and soiling; some plates have light
toning but colors are still bright.
A classic in alpine exploration. Neate 276.
016492.

$375
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2. [COLORADO RIVER] Bass, William Wallace. Adventures
in the Canyons of the Colorado By Two of its Earliest
Explorers, James White and W.W. Hawkins.

3. [COLORADO AND GREEN RIVERS] Kelly, Charles.
Mysterious “D. Julien” - Utah Historical Quarterly,
Volume 6, Number 3, July, 1933.

Grand Canyon, Arizona, William Wallace Bass, 1920. First edition 8vo 7 ¾”-9
3/4”. 38pp. Pamphlet. Very Good.

Salt Lake City, UT, Utah State
Historical Society, 1933. 8vo 8” - 9”
tall. 31pp. Pamphlet. Very Good.
Signed by author. Gray staple-bound
wrappers with light toning and
rusting at the staples. Interior clean
and tight binding. Signed and dated
by Kelly above his article on Julien.

Soft cover pamphlet is lightly creased and rubbed, especially to the edges of
wraps. Black text with gold imprint on front. Interior clean. In newer protective
hard burgundy slipcase. Self-published by the authors. Some monochrome
photos and reproductions of correspondence. By two of the early Grand
Canyon explorers James
White and W.W. Hawkins;
introduction and notes by early
Grand Canyon guide William
Wallace Bass, namesake for
Bass Canyon and the North
and South Bass trails. William
Wallace Bass arrived at the
Grand Canyon in 1883 and
soon began guiding tourists,
surveyors and photographers
into the depths of the canyon.
He started the first school at
the Grand Canyon and even
built a short-lived hotel on the
rim. James White remains an
enigmatic river figure claiming
to have rafted down the
Colorado River years before
John Wesley Powell. W.W.
Hawkins served as cook on the
first Powell expedition in 1869.
Howes B-229. 006744.

$200
6

Besides Kelly’s article, this issue
of Utah Historical Quarterly also
contains the following articles:
‘Pahute Indian Homelands’ by
William R. Palmer; ‘Map of the
Pahute Indian Home Lands’;
‘Chipeta, Queen of the Utes, and her
equally illustrious husband, noted
Chief Ouray’ by Albert B. Reagan and
Wallace Stark; John Cook’s Journal
(concluded). If you’ve ever floated
the Green or Colorado Rivers you
may have noticed ‘D. Julien’ scratched into the side of the canyon walls,
and in this article for the UHQ, Kelly put the pieces together for the first
time in print. “’After about seven miles the trend of the canyon became
more easterly, and we saw the mouth of the Grand [Colorado], the junction
[of the Green with the Grand] that hidden mystery which, unless we count
D. Julien, only nine white men, the Major’s party, had ever seen before
us.’ Thus wrote Frederick S. Dellenbaugh, historian of Major J. W. Powell’s
expeditions down the canyon of the Colorado river in 1869 and 1872.”
015164.

$55

KOLB BROTHERS’ JOURNEY DOWN THE COLORADO AND GREEN RIVERS
4. [COLORADO AND GREEN
RIVERS] Kolb, Ellsworth; Emery
Kolb; Fred S. Breen. Five Issues of The
Coconino Sun 1911.
Flagstaff, Arizona, Coconino Sun, 1911.
Newspaper. Five issues of the Coconino Sun
documenting the Kolb brothers’ journey down the
Green and Colorado Rivers from 1911 to 1912. The
five issues include: May 26, 1911, Volume XXVIII,
Number 26; September 8, 1911, Volume XXVIII,
Number 41; October 20, 1911, Volume XXVII,
Number 47; November 17, 1911, Volume XXVIII,
Number 51; November 24, 1911, Volume XXVIII,
Number 52. The set does not include the last issue
referring to the Kolb brothers’ journey, dated to
January 26, 1912. Issues have between 8pp to 12pp,
many advertisements and a full page of illustrated
cattle brands (around 58 brands). Included on the
brand page of each issue is the brand illustration
on the animal, written description of the brand,
and range area of the herd, along with a horse
brand chart. Prominent owner names include
Babbitt, Hart, and Verkamp. Issues measure
between 13” x 20” to 15” x 21 ½”. In good
condition. All issues are fragile with toning and
tape repairs, chipped edges and some margin loss;
all leaves are disbound, likely extracted from a
book; “Territorial Lib 1106” rubber stamp on upper
left corner of each issue.
In the May 26, 1911 issue, Editor Fred S. Breen
published a short article on the Kolb brothers’
intentions of taking a trip from the headwaters of
7

the Green River to Needles.
The article was titled “Will
Attempt Perilous Trip”
which led to a regular
correspondence between
the Coconino Sun and
the Kolb Brothers. In the
September 8, 1911 issue the
brothers mention that they
saw the notice in Breen’s
newspaper concerning their
“contemplated trip for still
and motion pictures through
the Green and Colorado
Rivers.” They go on to say
they have all their supplies
and are ready to go but that
“the town people here look
on us as a physician might a
hopeless case and then relate
wierd [sic] stories of others
who attempted the voyage
and never heard from again.”
In the October 20, 1911 issue
the article was titled “Making
Perilous Jorney [sic]- Kolb Brothers Write Last from
Jensen, Utah on Way Down Colorado,” the author
of the article continuing with the theme of the
“perilous journey.” And so it was, for in this issue
the brothers disclose that “our third party would
weep like a child when we got into tight places.
We sent him home 155 miles overland by rail. We
two will continue the trip alone.” The next issue,
November 17, 1911, mentions their experience

through Cataract Canyon,
their discovery of a
man stranded but who
refused their help, and
that in the end, “their
boats and camera’s came
through Cataract Canyon
successfully.” The last
issue included here has
quite interesting content,
including an update that
the Kolb Brothers reached
the Grand Canyon “tired
and wet, but happy,” an
article concerning the
Prohibitionists on the State
Ticket, another about a
“Water Wizzard [sic] Well
Worker,” and a rather
ridiculous article about a
group of Oatman, Arizona
bachelors proposing
marriage en masse to 250
widows of Santa Monica,
the article titled “These
Bachelors Want Wives.” Ellsworth and Emory Kolb
completed their journey in January 1912, emerging
from the Grand Canyon with photographs and
films that they would show for the next sixty years.
A rare record of the Kolb brothers’ daring journey.
No copies found in commerce as of January 2018.
014819.

$3,250
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5. [COLORADO RIVER] Dellenbaugh,
Frederick S. Romance of the Colorado River.

8. [COLORADO RIVER] Kolb, Ellsworth and
Emery. Christmas at Walthenberg Rapid.

New York, NY, G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1902. First Edition. 8vo
- over 7¾” - 9¾” tall. 399pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Boards
are remarkably clean and well-kept with sheen to printed
illustration on cover still flashing. Some light wrinkles in
cloth at bottom, front and rear. Protected in mylar. Gilt topedge. Interior is also very clean and sturdy. Rear crack at
joint in rear end-paper only.

Photograph. Signed. Sepia-toned photographic print of Emery
and Ellsworth Kolb at the Wathenberg Rapid in the Grand
Canyon at Christmastime, 1911. Emery Kolb’s signature and
“Christmas Eve 1911” on verso. Copyrighted by “KB” in bottom,
right corner of image. Photo measures 8” x 10”. In very good
condition, print has light wear to edges and light soiling on verso.

An enthrallingly pristine copy of this tribute to the Colorado
dense with illustrations. 016925.

$200
6. [COLORADO RIVER] Freeman, Lewis R. Down the Grand Canyon.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co, 1930. Reprint. 9” x 6”. 371pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Signed
by Author.
Blue cloth boards with gilt text stamped on cover and spine, and blind-embossed
publisher’s logo on cover. No dust jacket. A 1930 printing in near-fine condition. Boards are
clean and sharp with the smallest of wear at extremities. Interior is clean with some dust
marking along top fore-edge and light toning around edges. An excellent copy of this river
exploration classic. 016883.

$30
7. [COLORADO RIVER] Kipp, J.B. Colorado River.
Los Angeles, Muir Dawson,1950. First Edition. 16mo - over 5¾” - 6¾” tall. Hardcover. Very
Good. Burnt orange boards with black title imprint on front. Light rubbing to corners and
very light soiling. Protected by acetate cover. Interior is clean.
This book re-prints the first published account of James White’s controversial trip down the
Colorado River in 1867, two years before Powell. Account originally published in the San
Bernardino Guardian. Introduction by Francis P. Farquhar. 135 copies printed in boards.
Includes a selected bibliography. Farquhar 40. 016302.

$275
8

This image depicts the Kolb brothers after a dramatic running
of the Walthenberg Rapid. Ellsworth’s boat was overturned and
he made a narrow escape from drowning, and Emery’s boat
suffered damage, a two foot hole on the right side, large enough
to crawl through. Bert Lauzon accompanied the brothers for the
last portion of the journey and was present for this Christmas
Eve excitement. The Kolb brothers photographed, filmed and
documented their daring journey extensively. This iconic image of
the Kolb brothers represents the nature of their odyssey down the
Green and Colorado Rivers. 014843.

$625
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9. [COLORADO RIVER] Krug, J. A.
Colorado River - “A Natural Menace
Becomes a National Resource.”
1946. 4to 11” - 13” tall.
295pp. Softcover. Good.
Blue wraps with white
lettering on front and spine;
perfect bound. Includes 11
folding maps bound in at
rear of volume, all in color
and very good condition,
and 2 other folding maps
in text block. Wraps have
moderate chipping and
creasing to all edges and
spine, and light soiling and
scratching; text block has light toning and some leaves
have folded corners.
A publication from the Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Reclamation, with subtitle continuing, “A
Comprehensive Report of the Development of the Water
Resources of the Colorado River Basin for Irrigation,
Power Production, and Other Beneficial Uses in Arizona,
California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and
Wyoming.” Includes the outline for turning the “useless”
river into a wealth generator. 016700.

$58

10. [COLORADO RIVER] Moss, Capt. John. Through the Grand Canyon on
a Raft--Weekly Arizona Miner Supplement April 20, 1877 and May 4, 1877.
Prescott, Arizona, Weekly Arizona Miner, 1877. 4pp.
Newspaper. Two ‘Supplement’ issues of the Weekly
Arizona Miner, April 20 and May 4, 1877. Each
issue measures 16 x 11 inches. Supplements would
accompany certain issues of the Weekly Arizona
Miner. Both issues were apparently extracted from
bound issues as the left margin shows glue residue
and the margins are rough but no loss of content,
with one area of archival repair.
The April 20, 1877 issue gives three columns to the
story of Captain John Moss and his claim to be the
first through the Colorado River on a raft, in the
summer of 1861. Moss was a well-known prospector,
adventurer and storyteller in and around the lower
Colorado River Basin. Moss’ story, as published,
is a fantastical read worthy of any great novelist
but adds to the lore of the Grand Canyon and its
early exploration. The May 4th issue publishes an
extensive rebuttal to Moss’ story by a “Col. R______
on. This mystery author recounts his explorations of
the same region Moss explored and provides many
discrepancies in Moss’ account. Moss then replies
saying, ‘Permit me to inform you that you are a pig.
I have selected the spot on your hide where I intend
my bullet shall enter....I am anxious to eradicate from your polluted carcass, that effervescing
ulcer which has become so obnoxious to my olfactory nerves.’ Signed John Moss. Col. R______on
appointed the following morning choose Henry Rifles at fifty paces, but Moss fled the scene.”
Great reading of pure fiction. References are also made to John D. Lee and the Mountain Meadows
Massacre. 014818.

$900
9
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11. [COLORADO RIVER] O’Sullivan, T. H. Start
from Camp Mojave, Arizona, September 15th, 1871
Stereoview.

12. [COLORADO RIVER] Stanton, Robert Brewster; James M.
Chalfant; Julius F. Stone. Colorado River Controversies.
New York, Dodd, Mead, and Company, 1932.
First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 232pp. Hardcover.
Very Good. Red cloth boards with gilt lettering
on front board and spine. From the private
library of the printer, M. D. Vail, likely an archive
copy. Library card and pocket affixed to front
pastedown. An incredibly clean copy. Boards
have light wear to head and foot of spine, light
soiling to top edge; text block is clean.

War Department, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army. Very Good. A
stereoview from Lieutenant George M. Wheeler’s Expedition of 1871.
Part of the series “Geographical Explorations and Surveys West of the
100th Meridian” this being No. 1. Stereoview is on yellow mount with
black lettering on recto, red lettering on verso. In very good condition
with light wear to edges and light soiling on verso.
George M. Wheeler’s surveys ran from 1869-1879, and Timothy
H. O’Sullivan was one of the expedition photographers. As stated
on verso of the stereoview, this image depicts the start of the “boat
expedition under Lieutenant Wheeler, the first and only one to ascend
the Colorado through the Grand Canon to [the] mouth of Diamond
Creek…Distance travelled, 260 miles in 31 days, the boats often
having to be portaged around rapids and drawn over rocks.” A group
of people, Native Americans and others, stand on shore watching
four boats depart. 016505.

$225

Stanton’s investigation into James White’s claims
to be the first American explorer to run the
Colorado through the Grand Canyon, and the
split of John Wesley Powell’s group at Separation
Rapids. 015942.

$1,200
13. [GLEN CANYON] Hyde, Philip;
Bruce Berger. Glen Canyon Portfolio.
Flagstaff, AZ, Northland Press, 1979. Folio 13” 23” tall. Very Good. All twenty b&w photographic
prints present, housed in a portfolio. Includes text
by Philip Hyde and Bruce Berger. A few tears to
folder which houses prints; top edge of first leaf
of Philip Hyde’s text has light chipping; prints are
clean and unworn.
A worthy tribute to the beauty and wonder of Glen
Canyon. 016175.

$125
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SIGNED BY THE LATE KATIE LEE
14. [GLEN CANYON] Lee, Katie. All My Rivers Are Gone A Journey of Discovery through Glen Canyon.
Boulder, Johnson Books,1998. First Edition. Large
8vo 9” - 10” tall. 260pp. Hardcover. Fine in Fine
dust jacket. Signed by Author. Pictorial dust jacket
with mylar cover; tan paper boards over quarter
cloth binding. In fine condition with no wear or
soiling present. Signed by Katie Lee on half title
page.
River runner and folk singer Katie Lee documented
Glen Canyon before it was submerged by the
building of the Glen Canyon Dam. Here she shares
reflections and stories of various trips before and
after the dam. 016185.

$68
15. [GRAND CANYON] Davis, W. M. An Excursion to the
Grand Canyon of the Colorado.
Cambridge, MA, Museum of Comparative Zoology,1901.
First Edition. 8vo - over 7¾ - 9¾” tall. 201pp. Softcover.
Good. Green wrappers with wear to edges and 1” loss
at base of spine. Taping on spine. Interior is clean with
light toning to leaves. Includes two plates at rear. Bulletin
of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard
College Vol. XXXVIII, Geological Series, Vol. V, No. 4.

16. HITCHCOCK, C. B.; O. M. Miller. Nine Glacier Maps Northwestern North America - To Accompany Nine Separate
Map Sheets on Scale of 1: 10,000.
New York, American Geographical Society, 1960. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 22pp.
Very Good. Monograph with nine folded maps, housed in a slipcase. Grey
buckram slipcase with title gilt on spine. Monograph has grey wraps with
black lettering; 22pp plus 15pp of b&w photographs. Map sheets are collated
and complete. Maps are in color, blue and brown, and are in fine condition.
Slipcase has light shelfwear
and toning; wraps have
light toning to rear wrap;
maps have minor creasing
to corners, otherwise in fine
condition.
Alaska’s glaciers surveyed
include the McCall,
Polychrome, West Gulkana,
Worthington, Chikuminuk,
Bear Lake, Little Jarvis, and
Lemon Creek glaciers, and
Washington’s Blue Glacier
at Mount Olympus. 016616.

$75

Professor Davis’ report of his 23 day geologic survey of
the Grand Canyon district. Richard Wetherill served as
guide for the 5-party team. 016066.

$45
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FIRST PUBLISHED ACCOUNT OF THE LEWIS
AND CLARK EXPEDITION
17. [LEWIS AND CLARK] Gass, Patrick. Journal of the
Voyages and Travels of a Corps of Discovery, Under the
Command of Capt. Lewis and Capt. Clarke of the Army of the
United States, From the Mouth of the River Missouri Through
the Interior Parts of North America to the Pacific Ocean,
During the Years 1804, 1805 & 1806.
Pittsburg, Printed By Zadok Cramer,
for David M’Keehan, Publisher
and Proprietor, 1807. 16mo 6” 7” tall. 262pp. Hardcover. Good.
Contemporary quarter leather with
brown paper boards; title gilt on spine.
Boards have moderate wear and soiling
and moderate chipping to corners; text
block has moderate toning, foxing and
soiling throughout; previous owners’
name and bookplate on pastedowns,
and front and rear endpapers.
An unassuming copy of the first
published account of the famed
Lewis and Clark expedition, written
by expedition member Patrick
Gass. This publication preceded the
official account by seven years and is
considered “one of the essential books
for an Americana collection” (Streeter). Rarely found in such good condition, this
honest and detailed journal contains an important record of United States history,
science, and exploration. Wagner-Camp 6:1. Howes G-77. Sabin 26741. 015837.

$7,500
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18. [LEWIS AND CLARK] [Philips, George]. Travels in
North America.
Dublin, Brett Smith, Printer, 1824. 24mo 5” 6” tall. 180pp. Hardcover. Good. Gray paper
boards over green quarter cloth binding with
title on spine. Ex-library copy with catalog
number on rear pastedown and previous
owner’s bookplate on front pastedown.
Includes four full page woodcuts plus a
smaller woodcut of a walrus on the title
page. Boards have moderate soiling and light
chipping at corners; all edges have moderate
soiling; text block has moderate toning, light
soiling and pencil marginalia.
A unique account of travels through North
America, George Philips journeys through the West Indies, Mexico, meets
Lewis and Clark in St Louis, and travels through Canada and the Eastern
United States. Howes considers this book to be “imaginary experiences of
an imaginary Irishman with the Lewis and Clark expedition”. Howes P305;
Wagner-Camp 21c: 2; Sabin 62456. 014351.

$425
19. [MOUNTAINEERING] King, Clarence.
Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada.
Boston, Massachusetts, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1905. First Thus. 8vo 8” - 9”
tall. 378pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Dark green cloth boards with title gilt
on spine; top edge gilt, fore and bottom edges deckled. Boards have light
wear to corners; front gutter is loosening but all content present; text block
is incredibly clean.
A geological history of the Sierras and a recounting of King’s experiences as
a mountain climber and a member of the Whitney expedition. 016359.

$55
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20. [POWELL EXPEDITION] Dellenbaugh, Frederick S.
Canyon Voyage: The Narrative of the Second Powell
Expedition Down the Green-Colorado River from
Wyoming, and the Explorations on Land, in the Year 1871
and 1872.
New York, G. P. Putnam’s Sons,
1908. First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
277pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Brown
pictorial boards, top edge gilt. Boards
have light wear to head and foot of
spine and corners; all edges have
light soiling; text block has light
toning, otherwise clean.
The account of Powell’s second
Colorado River expedition (187173), for which the seventeen-yearold Dellenbaugh was the artist and
assistant topographer. Farquhar 45.
016489.

21. [POWELL EXPEDITION] Hillers, John K. Views on the
Colorado River - Marble Canon Series - The Boats Stereoview.
Department of the Interior. Photograph. Very Good. Stereoview from J.W.
Powell’s second expedition through the Grand Canyon in 1871-72. Bright
yellow card measures 4 ½” x 7” with label pastedown on verso. Label reads:
“Department of the Interior, U. S. Geographical and Geological Survey of
the Rocky Mountain Region, J. W. Powell, Geologist in charge. Views on the
Colorado River. Marble Canon Series. This canon is 65 1/2 miles in length and
from 1,000 to 4,500 feet in depth. The Boats. No. 185. Photographed by Hillers.”
In very good condition with light wear to edges of card and light soiling on
verso; stereoview has excellent contrast and is in fine condition.
Depicted in the stereoview is John Wesley Powell’s boat with his famous chair
strapped to it. 015243.

$475

$150
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SIGNED AND ANNOTATED BY PROMINENT FIGURE IN UTAH HISTORY
22. [POWELL EXPEDITION] Powell, John Wesley. Canyons
of the Colorado.
Meadville, PA, Flood & Vincent, 1895. First Edition.
4to - over 9¾” - 12” tall. 400pp. Hardcover. Very
Good. Powell’s famous Canyons of the Colorado
with excellent association to a prominent figure
in Utah history. Signed and annotated by William
Dalton Neal, professor of geology at University
of Utah, Salt Lake City. Signature and address are
written twice, once on the title page and once on
a front endpaper: “Wm. D. Neal - 298 Center St.
Salt Lake City Utah - University of Utah Sept. 18th,
1895.” An annotation by Neal is written above the
preface, taking up the entire upper margin and
discusses Powell’s life and achievements and other
books regarding the explorer. Three-quarter leather
binding over maroon boards with lettering gilt on
front board and spine; top edge gilt. Housed in
brown cloth slipcase with leather spine. The book is
in fine condition with light wear to edges, rear board
has light soiling; a few leaves of text block have light
soil, otherwise clean.
Powell revised and enlarged the original journal
of exploration, and added several new chapters
descriptive of the region and of the people who inhabit it. Farquhar states,
“This book differs in so many respects from the report of 1875 that it is
here given the status of a separate title. Included are adaptations from the
superb sketches of William H. Holmes which are featured in the Tertiary
History of the Grand Canyon. Altogether, it is a handsome book; also a scarce
one.” While many institutions hold this 1895 report, it remains a highpoint
for private collectors of the Grand Canyon. Additionally, this copy has a
14

connection to a prominent person in Utah history. William D. Neal was a
true Utahn, born in Salt Lake City, a graduate of the University of Deseret
Normal School and the State University in Salt Lake City, and professor at the
University of Utah. Neal was also high within
the Mormon Church, a member of the quorum
of seventy and a missionary to Switzerland and
Germany. William Neal started his teaching
career in 1893 as an instructor of geology and
mineralogy and in 1895 received the first Master
of Science degree at the University of Utah. Also
of note, he was an assistant in the United States
Geological Survey of the Book Cliff coal regions
in Colorado and eastern Utah. These connections
to the Mormon Church, the University of Utah
and the USGS add more value to this fine copy
of Powell’s Canyons of the Colorado. A beautiful
copy. 015941.

$11,000
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INCLUDES SCARCE MAP AND PROFILE
23. [POWELL EXPEDITION] Powell, John Wesley.
Exploration of the Colorado River of the West and its
Tributaries. Explored in 1869, 1870, 1871, and 1872, Under the
Direction of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
Washington, Government Printing
Office, 1875. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 291pp.
Hardcover. Good. Brown cloth boards
with title gilt on spine. Includes
numerous illustrations along with
the scarce map and profile located
in the rear pocket. Boards have light
soiling and moderate wear, with two
1/8” holes in front board; all edges
have moderate toning and soiling;
front pastedown and endpaper have
signatures of previous owners, the
photocopied “Yours Cordially, J. W.
Powell” signature, and two private
library rubber stamps; text block has
light toning throughout, a few leaves
have light soiling, and the top corner
of 281-284pp (two leaves) are cleanly
cut away; folding map and profile are
in very good to fine condition, the map
has a very small closed tear and light
toning at folds, the profile is clean.
This is Powell’s mostly definitive record of his exploration of the Green and
Colorado Rivers; curiously, he almost entirely ignores his second expedition
of 1871-1872, and chose to re-write the report and publish “Canyons of the
Colorado” in 1895. Farquhar 42A. Howes P528. Flake 6429. 016173.

$625
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24. [POWELL EXPEDITION] Powell, J. W. ; F. V. Hayden.
Geographical and Geological Surveys West of the
Mississippi - Message from the President of the United
States in Answer to a Resolution of the House of April 15,
1874, Transmitting a Report from the Secretary of War,
Relative to Geographical and Geological Surveys West of
the Mississippi.
[Washington], [Government Printing Office], 1874. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 15pp.
Good. 43d Congress, 1st Session, House of Representatives, Ex. Doc.
No. 240. Includes folding map titled “Progress Map of Lines and Areas
of Explorations and Surveys Conducted under the Auspices of the War
Department...” prepared under the direction of George M. Wheeler.
Document is disbound but only has light toning, and map is in very good
condition with a few closed tears, affecting content, and one tear on bottom
margin.
This document contains a
House report concerning the
possibility of consolidating
geographical and geological
surveys under one
Department when operating
in the same and contiguous
areas of territory west if
the Mississippi River. This
document contains the views
of the officers of the War and
Interior Departments, F. V.
Hayden and J. W. Powell.
016167.

$95
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25. [POWELL EXPEDITION] Powell, J. W. Report on the
Lands of the Arid Region of the United States, with a More
Detailed Account of the Lands of Utah. With Maps.

26. [POWELL EXPEDITION] Powell, John Wesley. Weekly
Arizona Miner - Prescott, Arizona, Saturday Morning, March
18, 1871 – Vol. VIII, Number 11.

Washington, Government Printing
Office, 1878. First Edition. 4to
11” - 13” tall. 195pp. Hardcover.
Very Good. Rebound in beautiful
marbled paper boards and half
leather binding, title gilt on spine;
new pastedowns and endpapers;
leather spine labels, likely from
original boards, pasted onto pocket
at rear pastedown. Includes three
folding color maps housed in
pocket at rear pastedown. Maps
are titled: “Map of Utah Territory,
Representing the Extent of the
Irrigable, Timber, and Pasture
Lands,” “Map of the United States
Exhibiting the Grants of Lands
Made by the General Government
to Aid in the Construction of Railroads and Wagon Roads,” and “Rain Chart
of the United States. Powell’s report provides an overview of water issues in
the dry West.” Maps are in good condition. All are very fragile at folds and
have closed tears and light toning; the “Rain Chart” map has a clean tear along
one fold spanning almost 9” but could be easily repaired. Boards are in fine
condition; text block has light toning to moderate toning throughout.

Prescott, Arizona, Weekly Arizona
Miner, 1871. 4pp. Newspaper.
Newspaper measures 14” x 21”,
has 4pp and was folded once.
In very good condition with
moderate chipping to all edges,
light soiling and foxing; slight
musty smell.

This book was compiled by Powell in the late 1870’s and was “intended to
show how the land system of the West could be reshaped through changes
in land and water laws before additional settlement might make reform
impossible.” This report is now one of the classics of Western history. Flake
6431. 016177.

An issue of the weekly newspaper
containing an article that focuses
on a lecture given by Major John
Wesley Powell, explorer of the
Green and Colorado Rivers.
In 1864, “Richard McCormick
moved the paper to Prescott, the
designated capital of Arizona
Territory… [and] established
the paper as the creature of the
new territorial government”
(Library of Congress, Chronicling
America). The article about
Powell’s expedition is titled “The
Colorado Canyon - A Description
of it by Major J. S. [sic] Powell” and ended with “everywhere some new
beauty appeared - some gigantic form carved in the rock; something to startle
you as you went on day after day through the awe-inspiring scene.” No copies
of this issue in commerce as of January 2018. 014821.

$85

$295
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FANTASTIC PIECE OF RIVER RUNNING HISTORY
27. [RIVER SCROLL MAP] Jones, Leslie Allen. Grand Canyon River
Guide Scroll Map.
Bountiful, UT,
Western River Guides
Association,1962. Very
Good. This issue is of
Jones’ river scroll maps for
the Grand Canyon. Dark
blue mimeographed text
and map. Includes an alert
about the proposed Marble
Canyon dam within the
Grand Canyon. 7” wide
paper scroll map is of unknown length when unrolled. In original
plastic packaging with attached paper instructions on how to use
the map. The plastic bag is rarely seen with the map; bag is milky
with light soiling. Paper instruction label is faded on one side but
bright on verso. Label itself is intact with wrinkling and edge wear.
Some edge wear to the scroll map but inking remains strong. Few small tears visible.
From Herm Hoop’s History of River Guides on the Colorado River System: “Les Jones, of Heber
City, Utah, was an engineer and avid river runner. Jones began running rivers at the age of
eleven. He built a kayak, running most rivers solo, and taking movies from a camera mounted
on a football helmet. By the early 1950’s Les began taping USGS maps together and filling in the
missing contours. Les began using aerial photos, USGS maps and his own drawings and notes
to trace and draw detailed maps on a scroll paper strips 7-10 inches wide. The maps were not
waterproof and faded in sunlight, so they had to be protected from water and sunlight. Later
his maps were copied onto waterproof mylar. Jones copied a river profile on the map above
the river segments, labeling rapids and features on both. The maps contained rapid ratings,
drawings of major rapids, Powell and other historic river camps, historic inscriptions and other
detailed information. Les’ maps were some of the first maps to contain conservation messages.”
Fascinating piece of river-running history! 014537.

$700
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28. [ROCKY MOUNTAINS] Fremont, John C.
Narrative of the Exploring Expedition to the
Rocky Mountains, in the Year 1842, and
to Oregon and North California, in the Years
1843-44.
Taylor, Wilde and Company.
Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 278pp.
Softcover. Very Good. Buff wraps
with publisher’s advertisement on
rear wrap; string bound; title on
spine reads “Captain Fremont’s
Narrative.” Publication information
on title page: “Second Edition Reprinted from the Official Copy
- Washington: Published by Taylor,
Wilde & Co. Etc. 1845.” Publication
information on front wrap: “Third
Edition…Baltimore: Taylor, Wilde
and Company, 1846.” Wraps have moderate toning and
foxing; text block has light toning and foxing throughout.
This is one of the contemporary editions published by a
commercial publisher, without plates or maps. Fremont
explored the Wind River Mountains and South Pass in
Wyoming, employing Kit Carson as a guide. Returning the
following year, passing the Great Salt Lake, he followed
the Snake and Columbia Rivers to Fort Vancouver. Then
travelling southeast to Walker Lake, he crossed back over
the Sierra Nevada Range near Lake Tahoe and reached
Sutter’s Fort. Fremont’s accounts and his maps provided
the basis for pioneers migrating west on what became the
Oregon Trail. 016768.

$75
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TRAVELS OF ARIZONA’S FIRST FEMALE TERRITORIAL HISTORIAN
29. [SHARLOT HALL] Hall, Sharlot; Fred S. Breen.
Two Issues of the Coconino Sun, 1911 - Interesting Trip Made
by Historian, Sharlot M. Hall.
Flagstaff, Arizona Coconino Sun, 1911. Newspaper. Two issues of The Coconino
Sun containing articles about Arizona’s territorial historian Sharlot Hall. Other
articles of note in the newspapers include “Round Trip Tour of U. S. in an Auto,”
and a mention of western artist Louis Akin. The two issues include: November
3, 1911, Volume XXVIII, Number 49, and November 10, 1911, Volume XXVIII,
Number 50. Newspapers measures 14” x 21”, 8pp each, and have “Territorial Lib.
1106” rubber stamp on left top corner. Newspapers are in good condition. All have
light toning and soiling and moderate chipping to edges; at one time bound into
book, all leaves are separated but present.
Articles in the issues concerning Sharlot Hall are titled “Interesting Trip Made
By Historian - Miss Sharlot M. Hall Visits Pioneers in Heart of Arizona’s Wilds Secures Interesting Data” and “Now Beginning to Awaken - Sharlot Hall’s Trip
Across the Grand Canyon Sets South Thinking - There Should Be a Bridge at Lee’s
Ferry.” From the Sharlot Hall Museum in Prescott, Arizona: “Sharlot served as
Arizona’s territorial historian from September 1909 until February 1912. She was
the first woman to hold a salaried office in the territory. During her tenure, she
visited prehistoric ruins and Indian Reservations, and collected pioneer material
throughout Arizona. In July 1911, Sharlot began the longest expedition of her
tenure, a ten week wagon trip across the wild, remote Arizona Strip north of the
Grand Canyon.” Along with the preservation of many Native American and early
pioneer artifacts and sites, she recognized the significance of the area north of
the Grand Canyon and its mineral, timber and agricultural wealth. A child of the
frontier, Sharlot Hall saved much of Arizona’s history, these issues recording one
of her most important journeys in the West. No copies of these issues found in
commerce as of January 2018. 014822.

$1,000
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SUPERB COLLECTION OF USGS SURVEY NEGATIVES
30. [USGS SURVEYS] Biggs, Lewis Franklin. Collection of USGS Survey Negatives.
Collection of 89 photograph negatives of surveys
completed by Lewis Franklin Biggs of the United
States Geological Survey taking place between
1904 and 1912. Included with this set are four
pages of proof sheets, reproducing 26 of the 89
photo negatives. Most negatives measure 6” x 4”
and are in very good condition. Fingerprinting
and various levels of exposure were observed, and
two of the negatives are damaged,
one with chipping on one edge, the
other with 1” piece missing from the
center.
The content of the negatives is
fascinating with many images of
western mountain ranges, boom
towns, railroads, survey equipment
and the survey crew. Lewis F. Biggs
worked for the USGS performing
topographical surveys in the
Pacific Division, surveying areas in
Arizona, California, Idaho, Oregon,
Utah and Wyoming (Annual Report
of the Director of the USGS, 19091910). On these surveys he established permanent
benchmarks and created maps, both of which were
considered highly important for U. S. Military
efforts. Although many images found in these
negatives have unidentified locations or persons,
some have been determined. Identified within
this collection are locations such as Mount Shasta
and the Trinity River (written in manuscript in
margin of two negatives), and a Pecos Valley
20

& Northeastern Railroad car was observed.
Negatives that were printed on proof sheets depict
two boom towns located in the mountains, a
large Joshua tree with what looks to be four of the
survey crew, men skinny-dipping, horse and mules
teams trekking across various landscapes, and two
images of Native Americans. Most notable are the
two negatives depicting Native Americans; one
of a group in a canoe donning
feather and fur headdresses; the
other of a group in ceremonial
clothing, performing a dance in
the center of a busy clearing. The
participants of the ceremony are
holding poles capped by the head
of deer with the skinned deer
hide still attached to the head
leading down the length of the
pole. This could be documenting
the White Deer Skin Dance. The
consignee of this collection noted
that this is the only known image
of this ceremonial dance, but we
have found other images found at the University
of Southern California that have similar content.
From the California Historical Society Collection at
the University of Southern California: The White
Deer Skin Dance “was a special ceremony of the
Hoopa Indians. To obtain the skin of a white deer
is to secure a mascot that will protect the owner
for life. These skins are very scarce and were
probably handed down for several generations.

They must not be sold or
traded. In the intervals
between dances, the priest
or old man relates to the
people the stories of former
days and the laws they
should observer with care.
The ceremony ends with
a dance in which all the
braves participate. The
white deerskin dance is one
of the peculiar survivals
of the superstitious of the
California Indian. To kill a deer is not such an
exceptional occurrence, but to obtain the skin of
a white deer is to obtain secure a mascot which
will protect the owner and his friends from every
trouble. Frequently, these skins are handed down
as heirlooms from generation to generation, and
it is asserted that a white deerskin in a canoe will
save the occupants no matter how tremendous
the storm that overtakes them.” This record of
USGS survey and California Native American
culture found in this collection make it quite
valuable. The original photographs created from
these negatives were sold by the North American
Auction Company in January 2017 in which two
photo albums sold for $2,750. The captivating
narrative surrounding these images and their
immense historical value make this collection a
rarity. 014826.

$2,750
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31. [ARCHAEOLOGY] Colton,
Harold S. Potsherds - An
Introduction to the Study of
Prehistoric Southwestern Ceramics
and Their Use in Historic
Reconstruction.

Section 2: WESTERN AMERICANA

Item Numbers:
31 to 83

Flagstaff, Arizona, Northern Arizona Society
of Science and Art, 1953. First Edition. Small
4to 9" - 11" tall. 86pp. Hardcover. Very Good
in Very Good Dust Jacket. Pictorial dust jacket
with mylar covering over red cloth boards
with title in black lettering on front and spine.
Dust jacket has light wear to all edges and
light soiling; boards have light wear to edges
and spine; previous owner's stamp on front
endpaper and bookplate from bookseller on
front pastedown; text block is clean.
This book praises the contribution that the
study of ceramics provides when interpreting
prehistoric and historic sites. 015206.

$58
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FROM THE INFAMOUS TOWN OF TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA
32. [ARIZONA] Tombstone Democrat Collection of Ephemera.
A collection of ephemera about the
Tombstone Democrat of Arizona and possibly
other newspapers from Tombstone, dated
between the years 1885 and 1886. This set is
composed of five documents in manuscript
concerning the lease and monetary interest of
the printing material. Four of the five letters
measure between 8" x 12 ½" and 8 ½" x 14"
and are lined, the fifth letter measures 5" x
8 ½" and is on Kales & Lewis letterhead; all
letters are in manuscript; two of the letters
are not dated. Overall in very good condition
with light wear and minor chipping, one
letter is torn in half along fold, tear is clean
and could be repaired easily.
The Tombstone Democrat was not long-lived,
but while in publication it was devoted to
informing locals on mining, grazing and other
resources of the territory. Wm. Tomlinson and
H.J. Brawley leased the printing material used
in the publication of the Tombstone Democrat
starting in January 1886 (Chronicling
America). Payments for certain printing
materials, and the transfer and relinquishing
of interest in the lease is documented here.
Other transactions documented include a
shipping receipt for a printing press and the
names of those who purchased the printing
material. A rare look at the beginnings of a
territorial newspaper.
22
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Items included in this set are as follows:

1) Letter from Kales and Lewis Bankers
to a B. A. Jiekas Esq. of Tombstone. In
manuscript, "We enclose shipping receipt of
printing press. Also receipt of H. H. McNeil
$500 asking our instructions of …. Yours truly,
Kales + Lewis." Dated to Dec. 14th 1885.
2) A letter composed by Batiesias(?), selling
and transferring to D. Cohen, "1/12th
undivided interest in certain printing
materials." These printing materials included
print, fixtures and lease used by Tomlinson &
Brawley in the publication of the Tombstone
Democrat. Dated to Jan. 1st 1886.
3) Letter acknowledging advance payment
for purchase of printing material. "The
undersigned advance to Ridgley Tilden the
amount opposite our names for the purpose
of buying material for a newspaper." Signed
names include, James Coyle, John Smith,
Summerfield (?) , A. S. Jones, M. A. Smith, J.
A. (?) Jones, B. S. Pell, most written in ink and
some in pencil. Following the signed names
is written, "amounts paid on above + how
expended." Names include, James Coyle, Jos.
Paschuley (?), Summerfield Bros, A. S. Jones,
B. L. Peel, D. Cohen, Bastiesias. Following
that the word "Paid" and underneath "H. H.
McNeil 500.00, Tilden - Exp. to Phoenix 50.00,
Freight 57.50."

4) Letter composed by H. J. Brawley
dated to Dec. 22, 1886. Content reads:
"I, H. J. Brawley, county of Cochise
Territory of Arizona in consideration
of the sum of one dollar (1.00) in
hand paid by A. J. Jones, James Coyle
& B. L. Peel…I hereby release and
relinquish all my, and also all the
interest of Wm. Tomlinson… to a
certain lease dated to Jan 1st 1886,
containing press, certain parts of type,
type galleys and printing furniture."

33. [CALIFORNIA] Dressler, Albert (editor).
Emperor Norton - Life and Experiences of a
Notable Character in San Francisco 1849-1880.
San Francisco, Albert Dressler, 1927. 8vo 8" - 9" tall. 30pp.
Hardcover. Good. Orange buckram with title in black on
front board; includes laid in poem written by Wm. McDevitt.
Numbered 238/500. Boards have moderate shelfwear; text
block has moderate toning throughout.
This volume follows the life and experiences of Joshua A.
Norton, more commonly known as Emperor Norton, a man
who at one point proclaimed himself "Emperor of the United
States." 016762.

$75

5) Letter containing a list of
display type, a complete outfit for
a printing establishment, undated.
Some content listed includes 3 fonts
nonpareil, one font Pica gothic, one
font 2-line Pica, one font S. P. Italic,
along with miscellaneous items such
as 2 sets column rules, 1 roller mould
and stock, glue kettle and ladle, 1
first-class hand press and more.
This collection is quite fascinating,
provides an informative look at the
newspaper business, and mentions
some well-known names of the
infamous town. 014541.

$2,500
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REMARKABLE COPY OF THE ART OF WAVE RIDING
34. [CALIFORNIA] Drummond, Ron. Art of
Wave Riding.
Hollywood, CA, Cloister Press, 1931. First Edition. 8vo 8" 9" tall. 26pp. Booklet. Fine. Cream cardstock with two-tone
pictorial cover. One of 500 copies.
A remarkably beautiful copy of this legendary early book on
surfing or wave riding. The author was an early pioneer of
the southern California surf scene becoming known for his
attempts to surf his canoe (goaded on by his brother, his first
attempt failed when a wave broke the canoe in two) but more
importantly his knowledge of technique and wave breaks.
According to the introduction, success in bodysurfing may
be obtained by, "a powerful stroke, good endurance and the
absence of fear..." This early book on surfing is highly sought
after by collectors of the genre and rarely will be found in
better condition. "One feels sorry for those who have not
learned to enjoy surf swimming." 014741.

$2,850
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35. [CALIFORNIA][GRABHORN PRESS]
Farquhar, Francis P. Joaquin Murieta: Brigand
Chief of California.
San Francisco, CA,
Grabhorn Press, 1932.
First Edition. Small
4to 9" - 11" tall. 116pp.
Hardcover. Very Good.
Green covers wrapped
in decorative paper with
paste down label on
spine. Covers and edges
show moderate toning.
Top and bottom edges of
spine are worn through,
but binding is tight and
square. Endpapers also
have moderate toning,
but text block is clean.
Produced in a limited
edition of 400, this title was part of the first series of Rare
Americana reprints undertaken by The Grabhorn Press, a
preeminent publisher of fine press books from the 1920s to
the 1960s. Originally published as a pamphlet in 1861, this
edition preserves and honors the outlandish story of Joaquin
Murieta with its beautiful production values. Entirely
letterpressed, the textured and deckled pages feature
decorative headings and elegant typesetting. Colorful
illustrations from acclaimed California artist Charles Nahl
add further panache to the spirited story. The dramatic (if
perhaps somewhat fanciful) narrative of infamous bandit
Joaquin Murieta is concluded with a yellow fold-out
broadside attached to the back cover. 015138.

$115

36. [CALIFORNIA] Hussey, John Adam. United
States and the Bear Flag Revolt.
Berkeley, CA, University of California, Berkeley. 4to 11" - 13"
tall. 330pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Red boards with black
imprint on spine and front. Fading to fore edge of front and
back board. Fore edge of book is toned and suffered, at some
point, a light spray of moisture, which does not intrude into
the page. Binding is tight and interior is clean.
This is the apparently unpublished Doctoral Thesis for the
author, who later was called, "the foremost authority on the
Bear Flag Revolt", by Fred B. Rogers, another scholar of the
Bear Flag Revolt. Vol. XXXI, No. 3, September 1952 issue
of the California Historical Society Quarterly published
Hussey's article titled ‘New Light on the Original Bear Flag.’ No library markings so perhaps
this was the author's copy. A copy resides at the University of California Berkeley. 014958.

$125
37. [CALIFORNIA] Keffer, Frank M.
History of San Fernando Valley.
Glendale, CA, Stillman Printing Co., 1934. First
Edition. 10 3/4" x 8". 329pp. Hardcover. Very
Good. Brown boards with dense, decorative
blind-embossing on cover. Title in green, center,
and in gilt on spine. Very light bumping of corners
and light rubbing at head and foot of spine. Dust
darkening along top edge. Some light toning
around edges of text block and browning at pastedowns. Interior otherwise clean and well-cared-for.
A history of the San Fernando Valley in two
parts, narrative and biographical, illustrated with
numerous black-and-white plates. 016738.

$175
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PREVIOUSLY UNRECORDED
38. [CALIFORNIA][LINCOLN] Parker, S. H. Letter to the Grand
Council of the Union League Association in San Francisco Lincoln's Assassination.
San Francisco, Grand Council of the Union League Association, 1865. 1pp. Very
Good. A typed letter written to the officers of the Grand Council of the Union
League Association in San Francisco concerning Lincoln's assassination. Letter is
dated to April 15th, 1865. Letter is typed and measures 7 ¼" x 9 ¼". In very good
condition with light soiling where once folded, minor offsetting, and a small 1/8"
tear at bottom left corner has been repaired.

39. [CALIFORNIA][GRABHORN PRESS] Sutter,
John A. New Helvetia Diary: A Record of Events Kept
by John A. Sutter and His Clerks at New Helvetia,
California, from September 9, 1845, to May 25, 1848.
San Francisco, CA, Grabhorn Press, 1939. First Edition. 4to 11" - 13" tall.
138pp. Very Good. Hand-printed brown and green patterned paper
over boards. Pastedown label on spine. Slight wear to edges of boards,
including worn-through corners. Slight soiling to top and bottom edges
of text block. Binding is tight and pages are clean.

Union Leagues were quasi-secretive
groups established during the American
Civil War to promote loyalty to the
Union and the policies of the then
newly-elected President, Abraham
Lincoln. There is little information on the
San Francisco Union League, although
other Union Leagues located in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia were quite
famous. The inspired language found
in this letter demonstrates the high
emotions at the wake of this tragedy. The
first few lines of the letter are as follows:
"There was but one step from rebellion
to assassination; that step has been
taken. Mr. Lincoln has been assassinated.
They who think that the dagger of the
assassin can accomplish what armed
rebellion failed to do, must be sternly
undeceived. A great and good man has
fallen, illustrating in the manner of his death the barbarism of slavery: the source of
all our woe." Not in Monaghan. Unrecorded as of June 2018. 016308.

Beautifully formatted, this volume was published in an edition of
950 by Grabhorn Press, a fine arts press run by Edwin and Robert
Grabhorn. The Grabhorn's were
exemplary students of Bruce
Rogers, considered by some to
be the greatest American book
designer; Grabhorn Press set
a high standard of artistry in
California fine press for its fortysome years of operation. This book
is entirely letterpressed in black
and brown ink with black-letter
headings throughout. Produced in
collaboration with the Society of
California Pioneers, it compiles the
journals of John A. Sutter during
his tenure at Fort Sutter from 1845
to 1848. More record log than
confessional, it details the arrivals
and departures of employees,
visitors, and immigrants to the
fort, including many important
characters in the early history of California such as John C. Fremont and
Gov. Juan Bautista Alvarado. 015122.

$1,250

$68
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40. [CALIFORNIA][NEW MEXICO] California and New
Mexico. Message from the President of the United States,
Transmitting Information in Answer to a Resolution of
the House of the 31st of December, 1849, on the Subject of
California and New Mexico.
8vo 8" - 9" tall. 976pp.
Hardcover. Good. This is the
House of Representatives
edition of 1850. 31st
Congress, 1st Session,
Ho. of Reps. Ex. Doc. No.
17. Includes 7 folding
maps. Marbled boards
over half leather binding;
"California Message and
Correspondence. 1850"
gilt on spine. Published
in Washington City, D. C.,
1850. Boards have moderate
wear and rubbing and
all edges have moderate
soiling, gutters are cracked;
previous owner's signature
and marginalia on front
pastedown and endpaper; text block has moderate foxing and toning
throughout; last few leaves of text block and rear endpapers have a 1" piece
missing on bottom edge. Maps are in good condition. All have moderate
creasing, foxing and soiling. Fort Hill has 2" tear at margin, Lower California
has 4" tear not affecting content, Oregon and Upper California has 8" tear
affecting content.

41. [CALIFORNIA] Constitution, By-Laws and Rules of Order
of Independence Lodge, No. 158, of the Independent Order
of Odd Fellows of the State of California -- Railroad Flat,
Calaveras County, Cal.
San Francisco, Jos. Winterburn
Co., 1892. 24mo 5" - 6" tall. 68pp.
Softcover. Very Good. Tan wrappers
with lettering and border in black.
Wrappers have moderate toning and
light chipping at top of spine. Rear
wrap has light soiling. Text block
has light toning. Includes a blank
membership certificate bound in
before the title.
Railroad Flat is a historic mining town
with successful quartz mines, and was
established around 1849. 014571.

$95

A cornerstone documentary work on the West during the tumultuous period
of conquest by the United States spanning the years 1847-1849. Howes C53.
Zamarano 80 #14. 015510.

$750
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42. [CALIFORNIA] Democratic Nominations, Nevada County, 1877 Broadside.
Grass Valley, Daily Union Print, 1877. Broadside on thick
paper with red and blue text and blue border. Broadside
measures 22" x 9". Broadside is in good condition with
moderate foxing and soiling; three horizontal creases where
once folded, all creases are very fragile; six closed tears or
holes measuring less than ¼", some affecting content and 1 ½"
tear on top right corner; heavy toning on verso.
Broadside reads: "Democratic Nominations. Nevada County.
For Joint Senator - 24th District (Sierra and Nevada Counties),
Niles Searls, of Nevada City. For Senator - 24th District
(Nevada County), Jno. C. Coleman, of Grass Valley…Election,
Wednesday, Sept. 5th, 1877." In smaller print are nominations
for assemblymen, sheriff, county clerk, superintendent of
schools, district attorney, county treasurer, coroner, and lists
of the precincts and officers of election, and the county central
committee. The towns in Nevada County are unequalled in
gold rush history. The year this broadside was published the
number of gold miners in the area had significantly dwindled,
but businesses and neighborhoods continued to develop. The
attention and interest in politics, as recorded on this broadside,
confirms that Nevada County was still a happening place.
The candidates for Senator and Joint Senator were Niles
Searls and Jonathan C. Coleman. Niles Searls (1825-1907) was
a prominent lawyer in Nevada City, in 1854 being elected
District Attorney; he also served as the Chairman of the
California Debris Commission and was appointed the 14th
Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court in 1887. Jonathan
Crisp Coleman, the president of the Nevada County Narrow
Gauge Railroad and the North Star Mine in Grass Valley
was running for Senator of Nevada County. Both Searls and
Coleman left legacies in Nevada County. This broadside is a colorful and detailed piece of California
history from Nevada County. No copies found in commerce or OCLC. 014470.

$2,500
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SAN FRANCISCO JUST AFTER
THE GOLD RUSH
43. [CALIFORNIA] San Francisco. 1854.
New York, Published for the History of the World. Very
Good. A beautiful color view of San Francisco published
for the book "History of the World" by Henry Bill.
Published circa 1854. Lithograph is matted and shrinkwrapped, and measures 13" x 21" on mat. Has not been
examined out of shrink wrap. In very good condition.
Light soiling and creasing where once folded; 2" tear is
barely visible starting on the left margin affecting the
illustration; minor foxing and contemporary marginalia
in ink.
The view presents the city of San Francisco just after
the Gold Rush, and looks down on the North Bay and
Yerba Buena Island. Thirteen locations within the view
are numbered and indexed; the previous owner has also
written these numbers in the margins. California Street,
Market Street Pier, Marine Telegraph and the California
Exchange are a few of the locations indexed. A wellpreserved piece of California history. 015855.

$450
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44. [CALIFORNIA] Senior Week Program, Class of 1905 - Stanford University.
The Tomoye Press, 1905. 16mo 6" - 7" tall. Softcover. Fine. A program
for the class of 1905 at Stanford University. The program is printed on
handmade paper, with buff wraps, gilt title and maroon illustration on
front wrap, and bottom edge deckled. A tipped in frontispiece of Mrs.
Jane Stanford is included. Leaves are unpaginated. In fine condition this
program has only very light wear at top of spine.
At the time of publication David Starr Jordan was President of the
University. The frontispiece of Mrs. Stanford was likely placed there in
honor of the co-founder of the University after her mysterious death in
February, 1905. In the section titled "Class Day Program" Mrs. Stanford
is referenced again with an event described as "delivering to the Junior
Class the charge of bearing flowers to Mrs. Stanford's tomb." Other than
this somber event, the senior week program is full of jovial events such
as luncheons, balls, baseball games and more. A list of the graduating
class is included. No copies on OCLC as of November 2017. 014583.

$135
45. [COLORADO]. DeMotte, McKendree. Bride of the Silver San Juan and
Other Poems.
Pagosa Springs, CO, 1912. 12mo 7" - 7½" tall. 30pp. Softcover. Very
Good. Cream-colored wrappers with silver imprint and columbine
illustration on front. Very light soil to wraps and light creasing to all
edges. Text block is clean and binding is tight. Self-published circa
1912. Includes nine photographs of Pagosa Springs, Colorado and its
surroundings.
The author, a pastor in Pagosa Springs, gives a brief preface describing
the town and an explanation that in October of 1911 a historic flood
killed a pastor and ex-mayor of the town and wrought havoc on the
county. This preface is followed by three poems: The Bride of the Silver
San Juan, There is No Dark Valley, and A Dream That Was Not All a
Dream. 014570.

$95

46. [COLORADO] Rickard, T. A. Across
the San Juan Mountains.
New York, The Engineering and Mining Journal,1903.
First Edition. First Printing. 8vo 8" - 9" tall. Hardcover.
Green cloth boards with title in gilt. Decorative
typeface at top and gilt author's signature at bottom.
No dust jacket. First edition, first run of a thousand.
Signed by Adair Nilson, maternal grandfather of
Austin Adair Brown on FFEP. Boards show light
rubbing at head and foot of spine; corners lightly
bumped. Interior is unmarked, with some occasional
light foxing and toning. Spine is tight.
A geological survey of the San Juan Mountains with an
eye toward the area's mining potential. 016671.

$75
47. [COWBOY CULTURE] Bratt, John.
Trails of Yesterday.
Lincoln, Chicago, Dallas, University Publishing
Company, 1921. First Edition. Large 8vo 9" - 10" tall.
302pp. Hardcover. Good. Dark blue boards with bright
gilt title and illustration on front and spine. Top edge
gilt, fore and bottom edges deckled. Rear board has a
few light scratches, corners and edges have moderate
rubbing and light chipping. Front gutter is cracked,
light toning to text block. Many plates with b&w
photographs and illustrations.
John Bratt's memoir tells of his life as an English
immigrant in the West, starting one of the first ranches
in Nebraska in 1870. He describes cowboy life and
the famous characters he encountered. Howes B725.
014483.

$75
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48. [COWBOY CULTURE] Mandat-Grancey,
E. De; William Conn (translator). CowBoys and Colonels--Narrative of a Journey
Across the Prairie and Over the Black Hills
of Dakota--From "Dans Les Montagnes
Rocheuses" of Baron E. De Mandat-Grancey-With Additional Notes Not Contained in the
Original Edition.
New York, E. P. Dutton &
Company. 12mo 7" - 7½"
tall. 364pp. Hardcover.
Very Good. Pictorial cloth
boards with title on spine
and all edges dark green.
Title on the front board is
"Boys Favorite Series," the
title on the spine "Cow
Boys and Colonels." No
publication date. Blue
boards have light soiling
and moderate wear to
all edges. Text block has
light foxing and a few leaves have light soiling, inscription
from previous owner on a front endpaper is dated Dec. 24,
1895.
This book is a variant of the English translation of "Dans
Les Montagnes Rocheuses" written by French author Baron
E. De Mandat-Grancey and was first published in 1884.
Mandat-Grancey was a French nobleman who visited the
Black Hills of the Dakotas and wrote a rather outlandish
account of his experiences and stories he was told. Six-Guns
1436. Variant of Howes M246. 014490.

$215
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49. [COWBOY CULTURE] Martin, Ned and Jody; Kurt House. Bit and Spur
Makers in the Texas Tradition.
Nicasio, CA, Hawk Hill Press, 2000. First Edition. Thick 4to 11" - 13" tall. 264pp. Full-Leather.
Fine. Boards wrapped in beautiful tanned leather, with title stamped into the front board
and spine. Leather is unblemished and in wonderful condition, tan slipcase provides proper
protection. Text block is clean and binding is tight.
Gives a brief history and description of bits and spurs and how they are made. Most of the
book provides the history and style of many makers, both modern and historical. High quality
photographs of finished pieces throughout, as well as historical photos of some artists. 014777ros.

$275
50. [COWBOY CULTURE] Morecamp, Arthur. Live Boys in the Black Hills
or the Young Texan Gold Hunters.
Boston and New York, Lee and Shepard, Publishers and
Charles T. Dillingham, 1880. 16mo 6" - 7" tall. 363pp.
Hardcover. Good. Subtitle is as follows: "A Narrative in
Charley's Own Language, Describing Their Adventures
During a Second Trip Over the Great Texas Cattle Trail,
Their Fortune as Gold Hunters, Their Life Among the
Miners, and Their Experiences with the Indian, Cut Short
By Charley's Sudden and Unaccountable Disappearance
In the Night During a Snowstorm." Yellow pictorial boards
with title gilt on spine. Includes one page of advertisements.
Boards have moderate soiling, wear and toning; gutters
are cracked; endpapers have rubber stamp from previous
owner; text block has moderate toning throughout.
The author of this narrative, Thomas Pilgrim, wrote under
the pseudonym Arthur Morecamp. This book is a continuation of the tale of Charley and Nasho,
the first book titled "Live Boys; or, Charley and Nasho in Texas" published in 1878, and which is
the earliest authentic, though fictionalized, cowboy narrative (Howes). Howes M789. Herd 1573.
014354.

$95
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LINEN BROADSIDE

ANOTHER LINEN BROADSIDE

51. [COWBOY CULTURE][CATTLE RUSTLING]
Central Stockmen's Association Broadside.

52. [COWBOY CULTURE][CATTLE RUSTLING] Monterey County
Cattle Association Broadside.

Very Good. Cattle rustling reward broadside printed for the
Central Stockmen's Association of San Luis Obispo, California.
Broadside reads "$1,000 Reward - For Information furnished
this Association leading to the arrest and conviction of party
or parties Stealing Cattle or Horses from any member of this
Association- Central Stockmen's Association - Valid for 1916 748 Higuera Street San Luis Obispo, California." No content on
verso. Broadside is made of coated linen with black lettering
and measures 14" x 11". In very good condition this broadside
has light soiling and very light wear to edges. Not found in
OCLC as of April 2018. 015245.

$475

Salinas, Index Print. Linen broadside
with black text and depictions of 51 cattle
brands. Broadside measures 10" x 11 ¾"
and is in very good condition. At one time
folded twice, light soiling on verso marks
where folded; three out of the four sides
have minor fraying; bottom left quarter of
broadside has light soiling; corners have
light foxing.
Broadside reads: "$200 Reward! The above
reward will be paid for such information as
will lead to the conviction of any person or
persons guilty of stealing stock belonging
to any of the following named members of
the Monterey County Cattle Association."
Underneath that statement are names of
association members with their brand
illustrated next to name. It was printed by
Salinas Index Print, which could be related
to the Salinas Weekly Index newspaper, circa
1900. The financial base in the Salinas Valley of California was, and still is, agriculture; "mixed
grain farming and stock raising prevailed in the ranches of southern Monterey County" in
the late 19th century (Monterey County Historical Society). Fifty-four names of stock-raisers
are printed on the broadside, some prominent names of early cattle ranching families and
businessmen included are Bardin, Carr, Graves and Abbott. J. Not only are broadsides rarely
made of linen, this piece also contains illustrated brands and documents cattle rustling
in California. An unusual and handsome find. The long legacy of farming and ranching
associated with Monterey County makes this broadside a valuable piece of California history.
Not found in OCLC as of April 2018. 014540.

$2,175
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53. [CUSTER] Custer, Elizabeth B. Boots and Saddles or
Life in Dakota with General Custer.

55. [DAKOTAS] Bald Mountain
News—Supplement.

New York and London, Harper & Brothers. Later Printing. 12mo 7" - 7½"
tall. 312pp. Hardcover. Very Good. First edition, later printing, with map
and frontispiece portrait. Likely published in the 20th century. Blue cloth
boards with gilt title and illustration. Very bright copy with light wear to
head and foot of spine; text block is clean and binding tight.

Newspaper. Good. Newspaper supplement from
South Dakota likely published in 1900. [2pp].
Folded twice and measures 10 ½" x 14 ½" when
unfolded. Newsprint is heavily toned and has
moderate chipping to edges, not affecting content.

Elizabeth Custer supported herself through writing after the death
of her husband, General George Armstrong Custer. A beautiful copy.
Howes C 980. 015382.

This newspaper was published in the Black Hills,
Terry, Lawrence Counties, S. D. from 1895-1901
(Chronicling America, Library of Congress).
The headline for the supplement reads, "A
Campaign Lie Nailed" and goes on to describe
how congressional candidate, Eben Martin, was
wrongly accused
of being in favor
of wage reduction
in regards to the
Terry, Central, Lead
and Deadwood
Labor Unions. The
statement was
proved false, and
many wrote into
the newspaper
with statements
supporting Mr.
Martin. Two
copies of the Bald
Mountain News in OCLC but no copies of this
supplement, as of September 2018. 016881wb.

$195

EARLY WORK ON DAKOTA-WYOMING FRONTIER
54. [DAKOTAS] Batchelder, George Alexander. Sketch of the History and
Resources of Dakota Territory.
Yankton, Press Steam Power Printing Company, 1870. 8vo 8" - 9" tall.
56pp. Good. An early and rarely seen promotional from the Dakota
Territory. Title page, frontis (map) and last leaf are in facsimile and
unbound; top third of facsimile map was torn and repaired with
archival tape, affecting content; first and last original leaves of text
block have moderate soiling and minor chipping on spine; 1/2" hole
and contemporary manuscript "Geo. A Batchelder" written on page 3;
remaining text block is clean.
"One of the earliest works on the Dakota-Wyoming frontier" by
Secretary of the Dakota Territory, George Batchelder (Howes). The
author goes into detail about the history, native population, climate,
and resources found in Dakota, ending the promotional with "the
future of Dakota is not chimerical." Rarely seen in commerce, this
pamphlet was last at auction in 1978. Howes B231. Graff 205. AdamsHerd 219. 015990wb.

$1,800
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56. [DAKOTAS] Journal of the
Constitutional Convention of South
Dakota. July, 1889.
Sioux Falls, SD, Brown & Saenger, Printers
and Binders, 1889. 8vo 8" - 9" tall. 226pp.
Hardcover. Very Good. Association copy of
A.J. Edgerton of Davison, President of the
Convention. Black, pebbled cloth boards with
title gilt on spine. Signed by A.J. Edgerton on
a front endpaper. Boards have light shelf wear
and soiling, and text block has light toning and
foxing.
The Constitutional Convention took place
in Sioux Falls, Dakota Territory, July 4, 1889.
Includes a list of delegates, daily proceedings
and the Constitution for the state of South
Dakota. An important piece of South Dakota
history, with excellent association to the
Convention's President. 016112.

$300

57. [DAKOTAS] People's Advocate, No. 1, Dell Rapids, Dakota.
2pp. Newspaper. Good. An unrecorded newspaper from Dell Rapids, Dakota
Territory published October 21, 1884. Newspaper has two pages of text and
measures 8" x 13". Newspaper is very fragile and is folded in half; moderate
chipping to all edges not affecting content, two closed tears affecting content
and moderate toning.
The People's Advocate was likely a short lived publication presented to the
people of Dell Rapids nearing the Presidential election of 1884. As stated in the
paper: "in presenting to the public the People's Advocate, the committee feel[s]
confident that the political situation demands it. Though small, it is destined to
perform its work efficiently, persistently and thoroughly…There will be several
issues of The Advocate before Election Day but it is hoped that we shall be
able to have it appear each day." Both Presidential candidates are mentioned
very briefly. Senator James G. Blaine of Maine (republican) "is in Milwaukee,"
and Governor Grover Cleveland (democrat) "was assaulted on the street in
Albany yesterday by a crank." The assault was referenced in other newspapers;
Cleveland was struck by Samuel Boone outside the Medical College in Albany.
This short statement concerning an assault on Cleveland would have likely made the headlines in today's
news. Also, of note is one article titled "The Life of a Planet" containing a colorful description of planetary
evolution. An unrecorded and amusing piece of history. 016011wb.

$125
58. [DAKOTAS] Proceedings of the Conference of Delegates from the Labor
Organizations of the Black Hills, Lead City, S.D., May 1, 1894.
Deadwood, Independent Publishing Company, 1894. 24mo 5" - 6" tall. 13pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Original
buff wraps, string bound. Wraps and text block are moderately toned; wraps have light soiling and creasing;
text block is clean other than toning.
An early South Dakota publication. The Conference came about due to a struggle of organized labor
concerning the Knights of Labor and the South Dakota Mining Company Miner's Union. The two
organizations were allies, united in action to create a Federation of Labor Organization. The conference
was originally scheduled for March of 1894 but a severe snow storm stopped many of the delegates from
attending and was thus held in May. Unrecorded as of May 2018. 015992wb.

$125
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59. [DALTON GANG] Dalton, Emmett; George Newes. Wide
World Magazine - Adventure-Travel-Sport - Vol. XLI, No. 241 May, 1918.
New York City, International News Company, 1918. American Edition. Large 8vo
9" - 10" tall. 87pp. Softcover. Good. Red and white pictorial wraps, advertisement on
rear wrap, staple bound. American Edition was published by George Newes, Ltd of
London by the International News Company of New York City. Front wrap is detached
from binding, spine has heavy chipping, all edges have moderate chipping, wraps
have moderate soiling; text block has light toning and soiling. Paginated 1-87pp;
advertisements, [8]-24pp.
Includes article titled, ‘Beyond the Law - First True Account of the Exploits of the
World's Most Noted Outlaws. By Emmett Dalton. (The Only Survivor of the "Dalton
Gang”).’ This rare article is an excerpt from a book of the same name (Howes D-58,
Six-Guns 548). Article is on pages [3] - 11 and includes portraits of the Dalton gang
and illustrations of their ventures. As Emmett
Dalton states in the article, "we were branded
as outlaws, and our very name became a terror
throughout the West" but he argues that if the
law understood under what circumstances
they took up arms, they would have not been
punished or thought of so harshly. This account
was said to be his first attempt at truth of events
that took place with the notorious gang, his
story exciting and terrible all at once. A rare
article of western outlaws. No copies of this
edition found in OCLC. Howes D-58, Six-Guns
548. 014939jh.

$250

34

60. HORN, Tom; John Coble. Life of Tom Horn
- Government Scout and Interpreter - Written by
Himself - Together with His Letters and Statements
by His Friends - A Vindication.
Denver, Published for John
Coble by the Louthan Book
Company. 12mo 7" - 7½" tall.
317pp. Softcover. Very Good.
Grey, green and orange pictorial
wraps, with title in orange
lettering on spine; includes 13
plates as called for. Copyrighted
to 1904. Wraps have light wear
and sunning to spine, and a ¼"
circular blemish on front wrap;
text block has moderate toning.
This is Tom Horn's
posthumously-published
memoir, written in prison.
"The volume may have been
compiled by John C. Coble
from notes and manuscripts
left by Horn after his execution, although there are other claimants
of authorship" (Graff). This copy is in much nicer condition then
normally found. Six-Guns 1033. Graff 1957. 016962.

$315
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SIGNED BY SHERIDAN
61. [MILITARY][SHERIDAN] Sheridan, Phillip
H. Record of Engagements with Hostile Indians
within the Military Division of the Missouri,
1868 to 1882, Lieutenant General P.H. Sheridan,
Commanding.
Chicago, Illinois,
Headquarters Military
Division of the Missouri,
1882. First Edition. Large
8vo 9" - 10" tall. 120pp.
Hardcover. Good. Signed
by Author. Chicago imprint
and inscribed by Sheridan
on title page. Signature
from Sheridan reads
"Compliments of Lt. Gen.
Sheridan." Reprinted in
Washington in same year,
Chicago imprint being much
rarer. Red cloth binding with
title and Library of Congress
imprint gilt on spine.
Ex-library with library call number stickers on front board,
two on title page, and bookplate and rubberstamp on front
pastedown. Boards have light wear and soiling; all edges have
light soiling; text block has moderate pencil marginalia on
title pages and moderate toning throughout.

62. [MILITARY] Smith, O. M.
; Wassell, W. H. ; Appleton,
Daniel S. History of the
Twenty-Second United States
Infantry, 1866-1922.
1922. Large 8vo 9" - 10" tall. 162pp.
Hardcover. Good. Navy blue cloth
boards have beveled edges, with giltstamped title on the cover and spine,
with gilt-stamped 22nd US Infantry
seal on the front. Boards have moderate
wear to all edges and moderate soiling
to front cover; all edges have moderate
toning; text block had moderate
dampstaining, affecting content and has
light toning. Includes a frontispiece of
Colonel David S. Stanley, the unit's first
regimental commander.

This is the "official compilation covering the bloodiest years in
western warfare" and details over 400 engagements. Howes
S395. 015888.

This book was printed for regiment
members and their families. The
22nd US Infantry, organized in 1866,
was involved in three Yellowstone
Expeditions (1871-73); expeditions
against the Sioux (1874-77); campaigns
against the Ute, Apache and Navajo
(1879-89); Sioux uprisings (1890-91); the
Spanish-American War; the Philippine
Insurrection; Malolos Expedition; San
Francisco Earthquake (1906); strike
duty in Nevada gold fields; service in
Alaska; Mexican border service; and
World War I. 014352.

$950

$275

63. [MILITARY][OREGON
TERRITORY] Military Posts - Council
Bluffs to the Pacific Ocean [To
Accompany Bill H. R. No. 465].
[Washington],
[Government
Printing Office],
1842. Large 8vo
9" - 10" tall. 64pp.
Pamphlet. Good.
Self-wraps, string
bound. Signatures
are uncut. First
and last leaves
have moderate
toning and foxing;
contemporary
marginalia on first
leaf; all leaves
have moderate
creasing and chipping to fore and bottom
edges. Includes a folding map titled "Map of the
United States - Territory of Oregon - West of the
Rocky Mountains" and Bureau of Topographical
Engineers imprint. Dated to 1838. Map is in very
good condition, with moderate creasing affecting
content and moderate foxing.
This pamphlet contains the report of the
Committee on Military Affairs on the
establishment of a chain of military posts from
Council Bluffs to the Pacific Ocean, and consists of
descriptive material on the United States' claim to
Oregon Territory. 016067.

$475
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64. [MINING] Chase, Morley.
Underground at Bingham Canyon.
1945. 16mo 6" - 7" tall. 63pp. Softcover. Very
Good. Orange wraps with black lettering,
staple bound. Wraps have light wear to
edges; text block has light toning.
Published for the benefit of the Silicosis
committee of Bingham Underground Miner's
Union No. 2 and the miners they represent.
Two objectives promoted the publication
of this book: firstly, to "portray the life and
character of a man injured by the reckless
manner in which [the United States Smelting,
Refining and Mining Company] extracted
the ore from the rich deposits in its famous
mine at Bingham Canyon" and secondly, to
decentralize these large mining companies
to benefit the miners who risk their lives
working at them. An appeal to the citizens of
Utah to see the
wrongs being
done to miners
and to take
action. Not found
in OCLC as of
August 2018.
016512.

$125
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65. [MINING] Hills, Fred
(publisher). Official Manual of the
Cripple Creek District Colorado,
U.S.A.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Fred Hills, E.M.,
1900. First Edition. 4to 11" - 13" tall. 495pp.
Hardcover. Good. Includes one volume and
a facsimile of the folding map. Boards are red
cloth with title gilt on front board and spine;
facsimile map measures 33" x 36" and is in
color. Boards have moderate soiling, chipping
to spine and corners, and dampstaining; text
block has light soiling throughout, some leaves
have minor creasing, and last quarter of text
block is affected by dampstaining on top edge,
affecting content.
A highly sought
after manual
of Colorado's
Cripple Creek
mining district.
016903.

$325

66. [MINING] Saunders, Chas. F. Leadville
Mining District - Compiled from Official
Records and Reliable Sources - January 1901.
1901. Good. Map measures 30" x 42" and is backed with
linen. No content on verso. Map is indexed with names
and sections of mining and smelting companies, locations
of these companies are in color. In good condition with
moderate wear and chipping to all edges, and moderate
creasing and soiling, affecting content.
A detailed map of famed mining town, Leadville, Colorado.
Although Leadville boasted a population of around 50,000
in the 1880s, another boom occurred in 1901. Some of
the more famous mines of Leadville are pictured in the
map, including the Little Jonny, Minnie and A. Y. mines.
The complexity of the Leadville mining district is surely
exemplified in this map. 016243.

$275
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67. [MINING] Tomblin, M. B. (compiler). Tungsten - History,
Occurrence, Uses.
8vo 8" - 9" tall. 16pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Brown wraps with brown lettering
and illustration, staple bound. Published circa 1912. Light wear to front wrap,
otherwise clean.
This pamphlet contains facts concerning tungsten mining in the "world's
greatest field" in Boulder County, Colorado. Three copies in OCLC as of
August, 2018. 016504.

$75
68. [MONTANA] Craney, Ed. KGIR Copper Foil Letter.
Butte, MT, Originated and Printed A. H.
Heilbronner Co., 1936. Typed letter by
KGIR founder Ed Craney promoting KGIR
and local businesses in Butte, Montana,
composed on copper foil paper. Dated to
July 1, 1936. Letter measures 9" x 12" and
is in very good condition. Letter has light
creasing overall and light soiling to upper
right corner; glue and paper residue on
verso.

69. [MONTANA] Fifty-First Meeting of Society of Montana
Pioneers Meeting with Sons and Daughters of Montana
Pioneers - Anaconda, August 8-9-10, 1935.
16mo 6" - 7" tall. [4pp]. Good. Copper foil wrappers with illustration and
lettering in black on front and rear wraps. Wrappers have moderate soiling
and copper foil has small spots of tarnish on rear wrap, likely from liquid.
Text block has moderate soiling and creasing to leaves; blue rubber stamp
used to correct mistake found post-publication. Pastedowns show scenes of
Anaconda, MT.
The town of Anaconda was established because of the productive copper
mines in the area. It would become the world's largest supplier of copper
when electricity was just starting to become popular (Anaconda Chamber of
Commerce). No copies found in OCLC as of January 2018. 014734.

$350

KGIR, "The Voice of Montana" was the first
radio station in Butte, built and promoted
by Craney. In this letter he writes: "Dear
Reader, This page of copper from the mines
of Butte, is to impress upon you the fact
that the Butte mines are producing 500,000
pounds of copper each 24 hours…Yes,
business is good in Butte, the largest city in Montana, center of population for
the state, home of KGIR, the only station heard in Butte's retail trading area
during daylight hours." No copies found in OCLC as of January 2018. 014729.

$125
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STAGE COACHING IN MONTANA
70. [MONTANA] White Sulphur Springs Stage Line Letterhead and RPPC.
Very Good. Two pieces of ephemera relating to the
Montana stage line in White Sulphur Springs. Includes a
manuscript letter on Court Sheriff letterhead, and a RPPC
depicting the stage into White Sulphur Springs. Dated
to the 1890s. Letter measures 8" x 10 ¼", printed lettering
is in blue, manuscript is in a legible hand and there is no
content on verso. Letter has mailing folds, light soiling and
modern pencil marginalia. RPPC measures 5 ½" x 3 ½", has
a divided back and is printed on AZO paper. RPPC has
minor creasing to bottom corner and light soiling on verso.
Overall in very good condition.
Letterhead reads "Court Sheriff, Proprietor - Hotel, Ferry
and Stable - Also, White Sulphur Springs, and York Stage
Lines"; datelined "Canyon Ferry, Mont. 3/23, 1893";
printed in upper left corner, with a drapery border "Dealer
in General Merchandise and Miners' Supplies." The brief
manuscript letter requesting horse shoes from Holter
Hardware Co is signed by Court Sheriff. The RPPC is
titled in the negative, "Staging in to White Sulphur Springs
Mont." and depicts a four-horse stage coach on a road in
a rather barren-looking landscape. Court Sheriff came to
the Helena, MT area in 1865 and established himself in
Canyon Ferry (formerly known as Cavetown) along the
Missouri River between Helena and Diamond City. Over
time Sheriff established a mercantile, hotel and livery as
the place became a trade center for miners and farmers.
The townsite of Canyon Ferry is now under water as a
result of the Canyon Ferry Dam constructed in 1955. A
great lot relating to stage coaching in Montana. 016384.

$250

71. [NEBRASKA] Laws, Joint Resolutions
and Memorials Passed At the Seventh
Session of the Legislative Assembly of the
Territory of Nebraska Begun and Held At
Omaha City, N. T. December 5, A. D. 1860
- Together with the Constitution of the
United States...
1861. First Edition. 8vo 8"
- 9" tall. 270pp. Softcover.
Good. Tan wraps with
soiling and chipping
and small tears on edges
and corners. Writing in
ink on front wrap. There
is what appears to be a
damp stain on front wrap
with staining impacting
the first 30 pages or so.
Minor soiling to a few
pages and dampstain
near the bottom edge of
most pages. Top corners
are dog-eared on a few
pages. Tied binding is tight but spine is starting to spilt
from top. Soiling to edges, and corner of head of spine is
significantly scuffed and worn.
Includes General Laws, Special Laws, Incorporations,
Territorial Roads, Appropriations, and Joint Resolutions
and Memorials. The Constitution of the United States
and the Act to Organize the Territories of Nebraska
and Kansas are also included. 1 copy in OCLC at Yale.
014530.

$225
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72. [NEW MEXICO][WOODCUTS] Baumann, Gustave. Frijoles Canyon Pictographs.
Los Angeles, CA, William & Victoria Dailey, 1980. First Edition Thus.
8vo 8" - 9" tall. 22pp. Hardcover. Fine in fine dust jacket. Yellow boards
covered with black wood block print. Pastedown label on cover and
spine. Boards are clean with slight wear at edges of spine. Boards are
slightly bowed, but binding is square and tight. Very light soiling to
top edge of text block, but interior is clean. Cream dust jacket with light
brown wood block print. Very light soiling to rear edges of dust jacket.
Hand-printed by Patrick Reagh from Gustave Baumann's original
blocks in an edition of 250, this volume is numbered 48. This edition
from William & Victoria Dailey is a gorgeously designed reprint of
the very rare 1939 original. The green decorative endpapers feature
Gustave Baumann woodcuts not used in the original publication; they
are seen here for the first time. German-born Gustave Baumann was an
influential American printmaker and key figure in the color woodcut
revival. This series of prints, based upon pictographs found in Frijoles
Canyon (within Bandelier National Monument), illustrate the deep love
and respect that Baumann felt for the Southwest. They clearly represent
the pictographs, while still showing Baumann's hand. Primarily singlecolor, there are three tri-color prints included, including a monumental
four-page fold-out image. The prints and images are further
contextualized by lyrical essays from both Baumann and preeminent
archaeologist Alfred Vincent Kidder. 015370.

$675
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WARD KIMBALL AND OTHER CALIFORNIA RAILFANS RIDE THE D&RG
73. [RAILROAD] Black, Nolan. Five
Golden Days in Colorado - Photo
Album of a Fantrip on the Denver &
Rio Grande Western in 1947.
Very Good. Nolan Black's photo album of a fantrip
on the Denver & Rio Grande Western in 1947 with
153 photographs detailing the trip. Photographs
were submitted by Nolan Black and 26 other
participants. Photographs are diverse in size
and color, are held in by corner mounts and are
mounted on black paper. Most photos
are in b&w but a few are in color and
another few are sepia or yellow-toned,
and all measure between 2 ½" x 3 ½"
and 8" x 10". The first leaf of the album
contains a corner mounted newspaper
clipping regarding the trip and a few
of its participants including Nolan
Black (spelled Noland in the article),
W. Butler, and Ward Kimball. Six
photographs are laid in at the front
of the album, likely submitted after
the album was compiled, along with
a newspaper clipping regarding the
death of railfan, W. Butler. The album 14" x 11",
has brown cloth boards with title and border
gilt on front board; most leaves are used in the
album; leaves are annotated in white ink with
name of photographer. In very good condition
with light wear to album covers and leaves;
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some photos are detached from corner mounts
and one 8"x10" photo seems to be missing from the
front of the album; all photos are in fine condition.
This trip, which looked like quite a good time,
was organized by Nolan Black, a major railfan
and an employee of the Shell Oil Company.
The trip was planned for a group of California
railfans, and took them to Durango, Montrose, and
Ridgway along the Denver & Rio Grande Western
Railroad. Initially planned for 1942, the trip was

delayed due to WWII but finally set out in 1947.
Ward Kimball (1914-2002), famous animator for
Walt Disney, was also an enthusiastic railfan and
participated in this trip, submitting seven of the
photos found in this album (his imprint is stamped
on verso). Photos depict all aspects of the trip,
including the members, the beautiful scenery, the
engineers, and of course, the trains and railcars. An
excellent tribute to the legendary D&RGW and its
enthusiastic fans. 016902.

$1,250

RARE PHOTO PRINTS OF COLORADO’S MIDLAND RAILWAY
74. [RAILROAD] Buckwalter, Harry H.;
C. E. Buckwalter. Colorado Midland
Railway Albumen Prints.
Denver, Buckwalter Photo. Very Good. Seventeen
crisp albumen prints picturing scenes along the
Colorado Midland Railway, circa 1900. Titles are
in the negative, no content on verso, and prints are
not backed but still in very good condition. Prints
measure 7" x 9". Prints have very light toning and
wear to edges, and a few have light soiling on
verso. One image is a photographic print of an
illustration. All images were taken by "Buckwalter
Photo - Denver" credited in the negative.

and photographed Native Americans and other
western scenes. Buckwalter was also well-known
for his advances in x-ray photography, radio and
silent films. This collection documents the scenes
found along the Colorado Midland Railway which
traveled from Colorado Springs to Grand Junction
across the Continental Divide. Buckwalter's
photographs of the Colorado Midland have
wonderful contrast, clarity and composition. An
amazing collection. The History Colorado Center
with the Denver Public Library holds a collection
of around 2,000 Harry Buckwalter photo negatives,
but surprisingly almost no prints are seen in
institutions or commerce.

Images included in the collection: Hell Gate and
Loop, Hell Gate, Entrance to Red Rock Canon,
In Red Rock Canon, Hell Gate Palisades, Granite
Canon Gorge, Piercing Granite Canon, Dome
Rock-Granite Canon, Pikes Peak from Ute Pass,
Cabins at Wood's Lake, Mount Sopris, Ute Pass
Palisades, Black Crags in Ute Pass, Cameron's
Dome from Tunnel, Leadville and Mount Massive,
Mts. Princeton, Yale, Harvard at Buena Vista, and
Seven Castles (print of an illustration). 016284.

$975

At the turn of the 20th
century Harry Buckwalter
was partnered with
C.E. Buckwalter at the
Buckwalter Photographic
Company in Denver
(Mautz p.189). Harry H.
Buckwalter (1867-1930)
is credited with being
the first photojournalist
in Colorado (History
Colorado Center). He
worked as a reporter and
photographer for the
Rocky Mountain News,
created travelogues for
railroad companies,
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75. [RAILROAD] Arizona,
New Mexico, Nevada
and Utah Picnic Reunion
Broadside.
Pacific Electric Railway broadside
promoting a picnic reunion in Long
Beach, California for former residents
of Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada
and Utah. First few lines of broadside
read: "4 State Picnics - Arizona, New
Mexico, Nevada, Utah in Joint Rally All Day Saturday, July 9 - Bixby Park
Long Beach." Broadside measures 6" x
18", is made of thin paper like that of
newsprint and has a small pinhole at
top edge for hanging. Published circa
1920s to 1930s. Broadside is in very
good condition with ¼" piece missing
from left edge, minor tearing on
pinhole and light toning; text in red
and black is still vibrant.
The Pacific Electric Railway, known
by many as the “Red Cars,” was the
largest interurban electric railway
system in the U. S., its heyday
taking place in the mid-1920's. This
broadside promoted the picnic
and the medium of transportation,
"Ride the Big Red Cars - Practical
Economical Reliable - Pacific Electric
Railway." 014775.

$150
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76. [RAILROAD] "Little Gibraltar," Near Dale Creek,
Wyo. on the Union Pacific R.R.
Large format photolithograph of a section of railway near Dale Creek,
Wyoming. Measures 26" x 21 ½" and was printed by Heliotype Printing
Co. of Boston, MA circa 1900. Title and two insignias of the Union
Pacific Railway underneath image. Condition is good with heavy toning
and moderate dampstaining affecting content; all edges have light wear.
The image depicts
the railroad near
Dale Creek with
two masses of rock
on either side and
an open expanse
of land in the
background. Dale
Creek is located on
the Overland Route
of the Union Pacific
Rail Road between
Cheyenne and
Laramie, Wyoming.
The construction
of the railroad near Dale Creek is considered a notable engineering
feat due to the mile of granite that had to be cut through and the
construction of the precipitous Dale Creek Bridge. The Union Pacific's
longest bridge, it spanned a length of 650ft and was 135ft high. The title
of this image "Little Gibraltar" may have come from a hill near Dale
Creek named "Gibraltar Cone." This landform was "drilled and loaded
with about 1,000 kegs of black powder and 1,000 pounds of dynamite,
and on July 4, 1900, this charge was exploded, blowing out the whole
hill" (USGS online). Copies of this rare image have not been found in
commerce or OCLC as of November 2017. 014475.

$475

77. SMALL, Floyd B.
Autobiography of a Pioneer Being an Account of the Personal
Experiences of the Author from
1867 to 1916.
8vo 8" - 9" tall.
106pp. Softcover.
Good. Blue wraps
with title and
illustration of the
author on front
wrap; title on
spine reads "The
Taming of the
Western Wilds";
housed in a blue
slipcase with
title gilt on spine and in matching blue
portfolio. Copyrighted to Seattle, Wash.,
F. B. Small, 1916. A few of the illustrations
have blue rubber-stamped titles, added
after printing. Missing introduction which
is supplied in facsimile; wraps have light
sunning to spine, rear wrap has moderate
glue and paper residue; text block is
starting to detach from wraps; first leaf is
missing a 1" piece in upper right corner;
text block has light toning throughout.
Howes describes this autobiography
as "adventures with buffalo, cattle and
outlaws." A scare pamphlet. Howes S560.
Herd 2083. 016898.

$875
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TEXAS BARBEQUE

79. [TRAVEL] Pacific Mail Steamship Company Broadside.
1868. Broadside. Pink broadside measuring
9" x 5 ½" with text, border and illustrations
in black. In very good condition with
light soiling, affecting some content, light
creasing where once folded, and light wear
to top edge; light soiling and foxing on
verso. First few lines of broadside read:
"From San Francisco to New York in 20
Days! Passengers berthed through! No
detention! No expense on the Trip! The
Pacific Mail Steamship Company for New
York via Panama. The Fast and Favorite
Steamship Constitution…" Underneath
this larger print are specifics about isthmus
transit and information on the Steamship
"Japan" which would be dispatched to
Hong Kong and Yokohama. Manuscript
notes are in the margins which compare
prices of trips "Fare on the last trip was
Stearage [sic] $61…this trip it is $71."

78. [TEXAS] Battle, M. M.
Manuscript Bill of Sale from
M. M. Battle to Alexander
McCoy 1836.
Bill of sale dated to December 21st,
1836, in quite legible script. Leaf
measures 7 1/2" x 10", was folded
multiple times and is docketed on
verso. Leaf is in good condition with
heavy toning, moderate edge wear,
a 1 1/2" tear on the right edge, and
light dampstaining.
This bill documents the sale of
"eleven hogs, two old sows with pig
and nine others" for the sum of $65.
As shown here, barbeque was valued
by the Texan as early as 1836. 014609.

$150

80. [UTAH] Jenkins, AB;
Wendell J. Ashton. Salt of
the Earth.
Los Angeles, CA, Clymer Motors,
1945. Second Printing. 12mo 7”
- 7½” tall. 78pp. Softcover. Very
Good. Pictorial wraps in red,
yellow and black. Includes 2pp of
publishers ads at rear. Wraps have
light soiling and light wear and
chipping to spine and corners; text
block has light toning and a few
leaves are creased.
This book follows the account
of professional race car driver,
AB Jenkins, racing the “Mormon
Meteor” on the Bonneville Salt Flats
Speedway in Utah. 016332.

$75

In the mid-19th century steamships were the preferred means of transport of
people and goods from coast to coast. The Pacific Mail Steamship Company
began transporting mail through a contract with the U. S. Government in 1848,
transporting their goods from the Isthmus of Panama to California. With the
discovery of gold, California became a prime destination and the transport
of people, as well as mail, became very profitable. This was the preferred
way to transport until the completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869.
"Steamship Japan" mentioned in small print, procures an important piece of
cultural history of California, documenting the route between San Francisco,
Hong Kong, and Yokohama, and the diversity brought with it. This broadside
provides a beautiful record of U. S. maritime and transport history. Not found in
commerce or OCLC. 014469.

$1,100
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81. [UTAH] Kelly, Charles; Maurice L. Howe. Miles Goodyear - First Citizen of
Utah - Trapper, Trader and California Pioneer.
Salt Lake City, Western Printing Company, 1937. Limited First Edition. Large
8vo 9" - 10" tall. 152pp. Hardcover. Very Good in Good Dust Jacket. Signed
by One Author. Limited first edition, numbered, double signed, and includes
TLS. This book is numbered 342/350 on the copyright page. TLS is from
Charles Kelly to customer Mr. W. T. Smith, to whom this book is also signed
and inscribed. Also signed and inscribed to a previous owner, Mrs. [? ] Dick
Shepard. TLS regards Smith's inquiry concerning where to locate this book,
which was, even then, out of print (Smith was able to find a used copy) and
also a list of books written by Mr. Hoffman Birney. Inscription to Mr. Smith
reads: "To Mr. W. T. Smith -Possibly you have seen the old Goodyear cabin in
Ogden- Mar 22, 1940." The other inscription reads "To Mrs. [? ] Dick Shepard With Compliments, Charles Kelly." Inscriptions are found on front endpapers.
Green dust jacket over green cloth boards with title gilt on front; DJ has mylar cover and is not price
clipped. DJ is still bright but has moderate sunning to spine and light chipping at corners and top edge;
boards have light soiling and wear to all edges; previous owner's bookplate on front endpaper; text block
has light toning. TLS has light soiling, not affecting content.

83. [WANTED POSTER] Crowley, W.
E. Wanted for Obtaining Money by
False Pretense!
1910. Wanted poster on buff paper with black
lettering. Broadside measures 8 1/2" x 11" and
has a purple rubber stamp from "Office Chief of
Police, San Francisco, Cal. , June 25 1910, Hall
of Justice" near upper right corner, and a small
rubber stamp "25" near bottom left corner. In very
good condition broadside has light soiling, and
light dampstaining, was at one time folded twice
horizontally, and has a few 1/4" tears at folds and
bottom edge.

This souvenir view book contains numerous views of Salt Lake City at the beginning of the twentieth
century, Mormon leaders, city officials, and past commanders of the G. A. R. 016607.

This broadside thoroughly describes a "John
Doe" who robbed F. M. Agostine of Salt Lake
City, Utah who was at the time of the robbery in
Seattle, Washington. The criminal secured $700
from Agostine's bank and took off running. John
Doe's description is quite detailed, especially
the clothing he was wearing, which is described
down to the pant
size and buttons.
If any person
had information
or whereabouts
of this welldressed criminal,
they were asked
to contact W.
E. Crowley of
Ellensburg,
Washington.
014607.

$55

$250

This is the story of Miles Morris Goodyear, who came West with the Whiteman party in 1836, and was a
homesteader in what is now Ogden, Utah. 016344.

$500
82. [UTAH] Forty-Third Annual G.A.R. National Encampment, Salt Lake City Aug.
9th-14th 1909, Souvenir Book of Views.
Los Angeles and Salt Lake City, Amos News Company, 1909. Oblong Small 4to 9" - 11" tall. Good. Red,
white and blue pictorial wraps, staple bound; unpaginated. Includes fold out panoramic of Salt Lake City,
and an unbound full page panoramic of the Women's Relief Corp and the Delegates of the 43rd National
G.A.R. encampment. Wraps have moderate chipping at spine and rear wrap; panoramic of Salt Lake has
a few edge tears, affecting content, and one leaf has a half page tear in the margin, repaired with archival
tape; text block has light foxing.
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84. CURTIS, Edward S.; Roosevelt, Theodore (Forward).
North American Indian--The Southwest.

Section 3: NATIVE AMERICANA

Item Numbers:
84 to 97

Santa Fe, NM, Classic Gravure Corporation, 1980. First
Edition. Folio 13" - 23" tall. 153pp. Hardcover. Very Good.
Full leather boards with title gilt on spine; fore and bottom
edges are deckled. Boards have light rubbing and leaves
have a slight wave. Rear colophon states that this edition
was limited to 250 copies; this copy is unnumbered; errata
sheet in not included; includes a sepia-toned frontis of
Curtis.
This volume of text was written and originally
published by Edward S. Curtis starting in 1906 and was
accompanied by a total of 2,300 images. The publishers
of this book, Classic Gravure Corporation, reprinted
Curtis' monumental work with one volume of text and
intended to print two portfolios of images. The
publishers went out of business after issuing this
volume of text and did not print the portfolios
of images. This book includes a forward written
by Theodore Roosevelt, and introductions by
Beaumont Newhall and Fred Eggan. It includes
five sections: Part 1, Apaches, Jicarillas, Navaho;
Part 2, Pima, Papago, Qahatika, Mohave, Yuma,
Maricopa, Walapai, Havasupai, Apache-Mohave
or Yavapai; Part 3, The Hopi; Part 4, The Tiwa and
the Keres; Part 5, The Tewa and the Zuni. Edward
S. Curtis was an ethnographer and photographer,
his work focused on creating a comprehensive
record of all important tribes of American Indians
that still retained their customs and traditions. A
pioneer of visual anthropology, Curtis created a
masterpiece both of American Indian history and
photographic beauty. 014347ros.

$650
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85. IRWIN, William E. Chief Lone Wolf the Younger.
Very Good. Cabinet card depicting Kiowa Chief
Lone Wolf the Younger seated and dressed in
a suit. Mount has "Irwin, Chickasha, Ind. Ter."
imprint gilt on recto and "Lone Wolf Chief of the
Kiowa Indians" in manuscript on verso. Circa 1900.
Mount measures 5 ¼" x 7 ¼". Print is in very good
condition with light soiling on recto and verso of
mount.
William Edward Irwin was a photographer active in
Indian Territory, Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona,
as well as other places in the American West, circa
1893-1935. He opened a photography studio in
Chickasha, Indian Territory (later Oklahoma) in
1893 but spent most of his career based out of
Bisbee, Arizona. Chief Lone Wolf the Younger
(1843 - 1923) was the adoptive son of Kiowa Chief
Lone Wolf the Elder, and was a fierce warrior who
survived the Battle of Washita and served as Chief
of the Kiowa for 40 years. 015944.

$250
86. KALECTACA, Milo. Lessons in Hopi.
Tucson, Arizona, University of Arizona Press, 1978. 4to 11" - 13"
tall. 234pp. Spiral bound. Good. Spiral bound with red and yellow
wraps. Wraps have moderate wear to spine and corners, and light
soiling; text block has light toning and light creasing to corners of
the first few leaves.
This lesson book provides an accessible overview of Hopi
grammar. 016599.

$35
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SIGNED BY MANYPENNY
87. MANYPENNY, George W. Our Indian Wars.
Cincinnati, Robert
Clarke & Co., 1880.
First Edition. Large
8vo 9" - 10" tall.
436pp. Hardcover.
Good. Signed and
inscribed by author
on a front endpaper:
"Gen. Willard Warner,
Tecumseh, Alabama
with compliments of
Geo. W. Manypenny."
Green cloth boards with
moderate shelf-wear
and light chipping to
head and foot of spine;
all edges have moderate
soiling; text block has light to moderate foxing throughout.
George W. Manypenny was Commissioner of Indian Affairs
from 1853 to 1857, and Chairman of the Sioux Commission
of 1876 during the time of the Great Sioux War. Manypenny's
account presents the true and factual relationships between
the civil and military government and the American Indians,
and provides recommendations for reforms to assist all.
Howes M268. 016090.

$225
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88. [NEW MEXICO] Batkin, Jonathan. Native American Curio Trade
in New Mexico.
Santa Fe, NM, Wheelwright Museum of the
American Indian, 2007. First Edition. 4to 11" 13" tall. 317pp. Hardcover. Very Good in Fine
Dust Jacket. Signed by Author. Pictorial dust
jacket with mylar cover; brown cloth boards
with title in silver lettering on front board and
spine; signed by author on title page. Dust
jacket and boards are clean; a few leaves of the
text block have minor creasing.
“The rich, complex, and controversial story
of the curio trade in New Mexico is told here
for the first time. It is not only a story about
artifacts, but of personalities, innovations,
perseverance, and ultimately the survival of
traditions.” 016956.

$95

90. [RELIGIOUS] Eells, Rev. M. Hymns in the
Chinook Jargon Language.
Portland, Oregon, David Steel, Successor
to Himes the Printer, 1889. Second
Edition. 24mo 5" - 6" tall. 40pp. Softcover.
Good. Pink wrappers with lettering and
border in black. Wrappers have light
wear and soiling to all edges; moderate
sunning and soiling to rear wrapper;
wrappers have detached from text block
but all content is still present; text block
has light soiling throughout.
This book includes hymns written in
both English and Chinook languages
and was compiled by Rev. M. Eells, a
missionary for the American Missionary
Association. This is the second edition, revised and enlarged. 014567.

$55

89. O'SULLIVAN, T. H. Aboriginal Life among the Navajo Indians,
Canon De Chelle, New Mexico Stereoview.
War Department, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army. Very Good. A stereoview from
Lieutenant George M. Wheeler's Expedition of 1873. Part of the series "Geographical
Explorations and Surveys West of the 100th Meridian," this being No. 26. Stereoview is
on yellow mount with black lettering on recto, red lettering on verso; measures 7" x 4".
In very good condition with light soiling on both sides.
George M. Wheeler's surveys ran from 1869-1879, and Timothy H. O'Sullivan was one
of the expedition photographers. This image depicts a Navajo woman weaving on
a loom, and as stated on back of the stereoview "the blankets made are of the finest
quality and impervious to water." 016509.

$325
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91. [RELIGIOUS] Riggs, S. R. (edited). Dakota Odowan--Hymns
in the Dakota Language--With Tunes.

93. [RELIGIOUS] Imuy Matthewt, Markt, Luket, Pu
Johnt Pumuy Lomatuawiamu.

New York and Boston, American Tract Society. 12mo
7" - 7½" tall. 127pp. Hardcover. Good. Brown cloth
boards with gilt title and designs on spine, and blind
embossed designs on front and rear boards. Boards
have moderate soiling, moderate wear to top and
bottom edges and minor chipping to spine; front
endpaper has heavy foxing and inscription from
previous owner; text block has light foxing and
soiling, and some leaves are creased. No date but
published circa 1860s.

New York, American Bible Society.
First Edition. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 270pp.
Hardcover. Very Good. Black cloth
with title gilt on front board; all edges
speckled. [1929]. Content is in the Hopi
language. An incredibly clean copy
with light soiling and light wear to
head and foot of spine; binding is tight;
Newberry Library release stamp on
front pastedown; text block is clean.

This book contains hymns in the Dakota language,
as well as a musical score with English verse. The
book was edited by Stephen R. Riggs, a missionary
of the American Board of Commissioners of Foreign
Missions. 014357.

Hopi language gospels of Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John. 016740.

$265

$325
92. [RELIGIOUS] Riggs, S. R. Dakota Tawoonspe, Wowapi II - Dakota
Lessons, Book II.
Louisville, KY, Morton and Griswold, [1850]. 24mo 5" - 6" tall. 32pp. Good. Plain blue wraps,
string bound. Wraps have moderate wear at spine and all edges, and moderate soiling; rear
wrap has dampstain that affects content throughout the text block, receding towards the front.
This seems to be a Christian themed, Dakota language primer with woodcut illustrations
throughout the text. Stephen Return Riggs was a 19th century missionary who worked with
the Dakota Sioux and translated and wrote many texts in Dakota, including ‘Mary and I, or
Forty Years with the Sioux.’ One copy of this single volume in OCLC, it having 48pp. This
issue was apparently published without the last 8 leaves, never having been bound in, and
with plain wraps. 12 copies of Vols. I & II found in OCLC as of June 2018. 016280.

$550
48

SANTEE NORMAL TRAINING SCHOOL PRESS
94. [RELIGIOUS] Riggs, Stephen R.; Theodore Riggs, Alfred L. Riggs, Rudolf
Hertz Etc. Santee Normal Training School Press Archive.
Santee, NE, Santee Normal Training School Press.
Very Good. Archive of the Santee Normal Training
School Press of Santee, Nebraska. Contains 25
pieces of ephemera published between 1890
and 1933. Included are pamphlets and leaflets
published by the Santee Normal Training School
Press, with a few items without publication
information. Much of the material is printed in
the Dakota language. Material is between 5"-7"
tall and range from 2 - 62pp. Overall in very good
condition. Most pamphlets have light toning and
light wear to corners, some have light soiling, one
has minor chipping to bottom
edge and most have light toning
to text block.
Titles include: Schooling Among
the Dakotas, Rudolf Hertz; The
Most Successful Mission of the
American Board, Rudolf Hertz
(measuring 6 1/8" x 3 1/2") ;
The Most Successful Mission
of the American Board, Rudolf
Hertz (measuring 7 1/8" x 3
1/2") ; Candi Token Wayusica,
Joshua W. Davis; Mary and John,
Dorothy Cate; WoyazanskaTuberculosis, Theodore Riggs;
Redhill's Son - A Cycle of
Indian Life, Rudolf Hertz; Taku
Wicayazan Kage Cin, Theodore
49

Riggs; Dakota ABC Wowapi, S. R. Riggs (revised
edition, blue wraps, string bound) ; Dakota
ABC Wowapi, S. R. Riggs (revised edition, buff
wraps, staple bound) ; Jesus Htakiniwacinskanpi
Okodakiciye, Woope Kin--Society of Christian
Endeavor, Constitution and By-Laws in Dakota
and English, Alfred L. Riggs; School Discipline,
Alfred L. Riggs; Our Indian Missions - Seventy
Years Review 1834-1904, Alfred L. Riggs; Our
Martha, Anna Riggs Warner; Congregational
Tacamki Kin, Hunkawanjinkiciyapi Okodakiciye
- The Congregational Way, Alfred L. Riggs;
Wahosiye S'e Oyate Kin Jesus
Cante Wakan Slolyewicakiya
Yo; Woeye Wakan Eya
On Canteunkic'unpi Na
Was'akunkic'iyapi Unkokihipi Kin;
Jehowa Wakiyusna Po; The Latest
about our Indians - Our Indians,
Dr. W. Carson Ryan and C. J.
Roads; Wheeler-Howard Woope
Kin, Llewellyn Selwyn Yuieska;
Life of Christ - An Outline Jesus
Taanpetu, Frederick B. Riggs;
Yewicasipi Taanpetupi En Wotanin
Waste Ayapi, Eli Abraham or Ieska
Kaga.
The Santee Normal Training
School was established in 1870
by Congregational missionary,

Reverend Alfred L. Riggs. The primary purpose of
the school was to provide training and education
to members of the Santee Sioux Tribe. Under
the direction of the Alfred L. Riggs, the Santee
Normal Training School became a leader in the
education of Native Americans and remained open
until 1936. As part of their education students
type-set and printed publications for the Santee
Normal Training School Press. The use of English
and Dakota languages within this archive shows
that the institution was sympathetic to Native
Americans in some ways; but the content of these
publications reminds that the primary goal of the
missionaries was the Christianization of all Native
Americans. Not only safe guarding the work of the
Santee Normal Training School Press, this archive
also preserves language and life-ways that are
important aspects of American history. 016028.

$1,500
49
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95. ROSE, G. L. Navajo Indian Woman Weaving,
Arizona.

96. [WOUNDED KNEE] McGregor, James H. Wounded Knee
Massacre from Viewpoint of the Sioux.

Pasadena, Cal. Silver gel photograph depicting a Navajo woman
weaving. Published circa 1890's. Photograph measures 6 1/2" x 7 3/4";
title printed on bottom of photo, catalog no. 888 is in the negative; no
content on verso. Photograph is in very good condition with minor
creasing and chipping to bottom left corner; light creasing affecting
content; previously attached to mount with archival tape, remnants of
tape attached on verso; light soiling on verso.

Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A., Wirth Brothers, 1940.
First Edition. 8vo 8" - 9" tall. 140pp. Hardcover. Very
Good. Red boards with gilt imprint. Boards have light
soiling and are lightly bumped at corners and spine; all
edges have light foxing and toning; gutters are cracked;
endpapers and pastedowns moderately toned; text
block is clean.

Photographer George
L. Rose had a studio in
Pasadena specializing in
children's portraits and
was located at 33 West
Colorado Street in 1895.
Rose photographed
the Southwest during
several trips with
prolific southwest
author, George Wharton
James (Mautz, p. 163).
015100.

This book contains a history of the 1890 massacre of the
Sioux including many first-hand accounts from elderly
survivors. 014353.

$350

$325

97. [WOUNDED KNEE] 4000 Teepies - Indian Camping Ground
1890 - "Wounded Knee" RPPC.
Good. Real photo postcard depicting a Native American camp near the battle of
Wounded Knee in South Dakota. RPPC has a divided back and is on AZO paper.
Photograph was originally taken in 1890, RPPC published circa 1920. Title is in the
negative. In good condition with
light soiling, affecting content,
minor creasing to bottom right
corner and light wear to all
edges.
The image features people,
horses and wagons in the
foreground, and a camp with
numerous teepees that fade into
the distance in the background.
016274.

$115
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98. [DESERET ALPHABET] General Conference
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.
Deseret Reader, Second Volume.

Section 4: MORMON HISTORY

Item Numbers:
98 to 110

New York, 1868. 12mo - over 6¾" - 7¾" tall. Hardcover. Very Good.
Volume 2 of the Deseret Reader. Published in 1868 to be used in
schools in Utah for teaching the 38-character phonetic Deseret
alphabet. Small hardcover book is in remarkable condition for age.
Beige paper boards with brown buckram spine and decorative
illustration on front board. Interior is free of markings. Boards are
heavily toned; some bumping and soiling to spine. Front endpaper
is missing bottom right corner of page. Light foxing on some pages.
The Deseret alphabet lived a short life and was never widely
adopted; at least four books were published in the new alphabet:
The First Deseret Alphabet Reader, The Second Deseret Alphabet
Reader, The Book of Mormon, and a Book of Mormon excerpt.
Flake 2818. 015800.

$225
99. [DESERET ALPHABET] Selections from the
Book of Mormon in the Deseret Alphabet.
New York, Russel Brothers for Deseret University, 1869. First
Edition. 8vo 8" - 9" tall. 116pp. Hardcover. Good. Black leather
spine with gilt type over blue paper boards. Spine shows light
wear and boards show significant toning and soiling. Rubbed and
bumped corners. Light toning to endpapers. Interior is very clean.
This was one of four books published in the Deseret Alphabet,
a 38-character phonetic alphabet proposed by Brigham Young
and invented by a committee under George Watt. The alphabet
experiment was soon abandoned for practical and economic reasons.
This book contains selections from the Book of Mormon. Other
books published were two primers and the full Book of Mormon.
Flake 608. 015801.

$300
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FILLMORE CITY, UTAH TERRITORY
100. [DESERET NEWS] Carrington, Albert (editor). Deseret News Truth and Liberty - No. 15, Vol. VIII - Fillmore City, Wednesday, June
16, 1858.
Fillmore City, Utah Territory, Deseret News, 1858. Folio 13" - 23" tall. 4pp. Newspaper
has 4pp of text, is paginated 70-72 and text is divided into four columns on each page.
Measures 11 1/4" x 16" and is in very good condition. Newspaper has light soiling to first
leaf, pen marginalia on first leaf, minor bleeding of text, minor creasing at corners, and is
fragile where once folded.
This rare issue of The Deseret News was published in Fillmore City, Utah Territory
during the time of the Utah War. "The Deseret News began as a weekly newspaper in
Salt Lake City on June 15, 1850, just three years after the Mormon pioneers founded the
city. Established by the Church under the direction of Brigham Young, the News has
had uninterrupted publication to the present" (Harold B. Lee Library, BYU). For a fivemonth period (May to September 1858), The Deseret News was published in Fillmore
City due to the advance of the U.S. Army on Salt Lake City, the location where the
newspaper was normally published. The same month that this issue was published the
U.S. Army marched into Salt Lake City. Within this issue is a proclamation by President
James Buchanan acknowledging the insubordination of the Utah Territory and insisting
that citizens of said territory submit to the laws of the Constitution and create a positive
relationship with the rest of the nation. There are also articles pertaining to the U.S. Army's
location and general intelligence. The Utah War arose from a decade of "rising hostility
between Mormons and the federal government over issues ranging from governance and
land ownership to plural marriage and Indian affairs, during which both Mormons and
non-Mormons endured violence and privation.” The Mormons had undergone many
confrontations with various authorities as they searched for a place to settle but this was
the first time they met with federal troops. A rare issue of this long standing newspaper
provides us with a look back on an important time in Mormon history. Only two copies
found at institutions as of November 2017. 014543.

$575
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101. GUNNISON, J. W. Mormons, or, Latter-Day Saints, In the
Valley of the Great Salt Lake: A History of their Rise and Progress,
Peculiar Doctrines, Present Condition, and Prospects, Derived from
Personal Observation, During a Residence among Them.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo & Co.,
1852. First Edition. 12mo 7" - 7½" tall. 168pp.
Hardcover. Good. Dark green cloth with blind
embossed border and title gilt on spine; includes
27pp of publisher's advertisements at rear. Boards
have light soiling, light rubbing to corners and
light sunning to spine; previous owner's name
in manuscript on front endpaper; text block has
moderate to heavy foxing throughout.
John Williams Gunnison was Lieutenant and
second in command of the Stansbury Expedition
to Salt Lake and the Utah Valley (Utah History
Encyclopedia). His book provided the outside
world with an objective look at the Mormons of
Utah, along with an account of life in the Great
Salt Lake. Flake 3746. Four copies in OCLC as of
August 2018. 016536.

$400
102. HYDE, John, Jr. Mormonism: Its Leaders and Designs.
New York, W. P. Fetridge & Co., 1857. First Edition. 7 1/2" x 5". 335pp. Hardcover.
Good. Brown cloth boards with symbols stamped in gilt on cover. Gilt text on spine.
Boards protected with mylar covering. Corners bumped. Rubbing at head and foot of
spine and along surfaces and creases. Spine is sun-faded. Browning, foxing and toning
to pages, which are unmarked and sturdily attached to binding. Fore-edges dustdarkened.

103. [HYRUM SMITH] Carter, C. W. Portrait of
Hyrum Smith.
Salt Lake City, Utah, C. W. Carter.
Very Good. This is a carte-devisite of Hyrum Smith. Image is a
photographic print of an engraving
and is mounted on grey cardstock.
Photographed by Charles William
Carter, pioneering photographer in
Utah, active in Salt Lake from 1867
to 1896. Carte-de-visite measures
2 ½" x 3 ¾" and has C. W. Carter
imprint on verso. Imprint reads: "C.
W. Carter - Photographic Gallery
and View Emporium, 207 W. First
South Street, Salt Lake City, Utah Tin Types Taken." Underneath the
stamped imprint is contemporary
manuscript reading, "Hyrum Smith,
561." Print likely taken circa 1867,
early in Carter's career when he was not yet established in the East
Temple Street Gallery and Emporium (“Set in Stone, Fixed in Glass,”
Wadsworth). In very good condition. Print has light soiling affecting
content and light wear; on verso photographer's imprint is faded but
readable, and there is minor chipping to bottom edge, not affecting
content; there is no upper margin on mount.

An early invective against the church. 016889.

Hyrum Smith, the older brother of Mormon prophet Joseph Smith,
helped in the translation and publication of the Book of Mormon and
was killed along with his brother at the Carthage Jail in Illinois. For
around three decades, Charles William Carter produced numerous
views of Utah and Mormon life which are highly collectible today.
LDS Church History Library notes they have a portrait (photograph
of engraving) of Hyrum Smith in their collection. Mautz 601. 016154.

$85

$550
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104. KELLY, Charles; Hoffman Birney. Holy Murder - The
Story of Porter Rockwell.

105. KENNEDY, J. H. Early Days of Mormonism -- Palmyra,
Kirtland and Nauvoo.

New York, Minton, Balch
& Company, 1934. First
Edition. 8vo 8" - 9" tall.
313pp. Hardcover. Very Good
in Good Dust Jacket. Red
and black dust jacket over
purple cloth boards. Includes
TLS from Charles Kelly to
customer Mr. W. T. Smith, to
whom this book is also signed
and inscribed. TLS regards
Smith's book order and a
new book Kelly was writing.
Inscription reads: "To Mr. W.
T. Smith - One must know
Utah and its peculiar people
to appreciate this story - and
I think you do. Yours, Charles
Kelly - April 2, 1940." Overall
in very good condition. Dust
jacket is not price clipped and has mylar covering; DJ has moderate chipping
to top edge affecting content, and light toning. Boards have light sunning,
light wear to all corners and spine, and light soiling to all edges; previous
owner's bookplate on front endpaper; text block has light toning throughout.
TLS has mailing folds and rust residue from a paper clip.

New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1888. First
Edition. 12mo 7" - 7½" tall. 275pp. Hardcover.
Good. Green boards with black decorative border
and lines precisely applied to cover in pen by
a previous owner. Gilt text on spine. No dust
jacket. Rubbing at head and foot of spine. Corners
bumped. Very light soiling and surface rubbing on
rear board. Text block foxed at paste-downs and
along outer fore-edge; otherwise clean. Joint crack
at page 201. All pages attached and spine is sturdy.
016663.

As stated on the DJ, this book was a "definite contribution to Western
Americana (for it fills a niche long-vacant in the history of the Overland
Trail, of Mormon exodus, and of pioneer Utah) …it recounts some of the
least known yet bloodiest episodes in American history." 016343.

$575
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$75
106. KNISLEY, Alvin. Dictionary of all Proper Names in the
Book of Mormon.
Independence, MO, Ensign Publishing
House. Small 8vo 7½" - 8" tall. 118pp.
Hardcover. Very Good. Pebbled green cloth
boards with gilt title on front board. Preface
is dated to 1909. Boards have moderate wear
to all edges and light soiling; text block has
light toning and soiling throughout.
This dictionary contains an alphabetical
listing from Aaron to Zoramites, embracing
"every proper name in the Book of Mormon,
and also a few important words not
capitalized.” Flake 4661. 016569.

$135
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ONE OF THE FIRST KNOWN ACCOUNTS OF
MORMONISM
107. MARKS, David. Life of David Marks, to the 26th Year of His Age.
Including the Particulars of His Conversion, Call to the Ministry, and
Labours in Itinerant Preaching for Nearly Eleven Years. Written by Himself.
Limerick, ME, Printed at the Office of the Morning
Star, 1831. 12mo 7" - 7½" tall. 396pp. Hardcover.
Good. Full leather binding with gilt bands and title
on spine; includes frontis of David Marks. Boards
have moderate wear, chipping to front board and
spine, gilt lettering rubbed; all edges have light
soiling; text block has moderate soiling, toning and
foxing.

108. [POLYGAMY] Curtis, George Ticknor.
Letter to the Secretary of the Interior on the
Affairs of Utah, Polygamy, "Cohabitation," &c.
Washington, Printed for the Author By Gibson Bros.,
Printers and Bookbinders, 1886. 8vo 8" - 9" tall. 32pp.
Pamphlet. Very Good. Buff wraps with black lettering,
staple bound. Wraps have light toning and light chipping
at spine; text block is clean.
Directed to the Secretary of the Interior, Hon. L. Q. C.
Lamar, the author defends the belief of plural marriage
and suggests that better policy be enacted to support the
disenfranchised Mormons of Utah. 016095.

$125

In this narrative, David Marks, a Free-Will Baptist
minister, tells of his travels and sermons, towards
the end of the book mentioning a visit with the
Whitmer family in Fayette, New York. The Whitmer
family played an important role in Mormon history;
the family's house was where the Book of Mormon
translation was finished, and nearby the house "Three
Witnesses," including David Whitmer, saw Moroni
and the plates. This is considered one of the first
known accounts of Mormonism. As stated in the text,
Marks "attended a meeting in Fayette, and tarried at
the house of Mr. Whitmer. Here we saw two or three
of his sons, and others to the numbers of eight, who
said they were witnesses of a certain book just published, called the ‘Golden Bible,’ or ‘Book of
Mormon’" (340p). Marks evaluated the Book of Mormon, speaking of its contrast with the gospel
of Christ, his disappointment in its style, and at his most critical saying "the 'Book of Mormon'
is full of absurdity, and is too dull to charm the soul" (342p). Although an unfriendly review of
Mormonism, Marks' account notably traces the early history of the religion. Flake 5277, Sabin
[44624]. 015055.

$925
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SIGNED BY SMOOT
109. [REED SMOOT][HARRIS & EWING] Portrait of Reed Smoot,
Utah United States Senator.
Washington, Harris & Ewing. Very
Good. Mounted and signed portrait
of Reed Smoot, Utah United States
Senator and the only LDS apostle
to hold a national elected office.
Inscription reads, "Yours Sincerely
Reed Smoot." Photograph is on a
Harris & Ewing mount and measures
5" x 7" without mount, 8 ½" x 10 ¾"
with mount. Photograph is in very
good condition with light silvering;
mount has heavy chipping and top
right corner is detached but present,
Smoot's signature is intact.
The photo was taken by Harris
& Ewing, Washington's largest
photographic firm, who were made
famous by their candid shots of
William Howard Taft titled "The
Anatomy of the Smile." Taken circa
1909; the Library of Congress holds
two similar portraits of Smoot by
Harris & Ewing taken in 1909. Reed
Smoot's election to the Senate in 1902 was followed by a deluge of complaints, the Mormon
belief in polygamy at the heart of the opposition. An expulsion case was received in 1903;
the issue was whether there could be religious disqualification for Senate membership.
"The three-year inquiry resulted in the Utah Senator retaining his Senate seat. The U. S.
Senate had taken a stand in support of religious freedom for all Americans" (U. S. Senate
Online). Early photos of Smoot, especially signed, are rare. 015242.

$475
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110. [YOUNG] Pictures and Biographies of
Brigham Young and His Wives. Being a Correct
Statement of the Birth, Life and Death of President
Brigham Young, Second President of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, and Brief
Biographies of His Twenty-Six Wives.
Salt Lake City, Utah, F. W. Gardiner Co. Second Edition. Oblong
12mo 7" - 7½" tall. 40pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Maroon wraps
with gilt title on front wrap. Wraps have moderate sunning and
light wear to all edges; text block has light toning and soiling.
Copyrighted by James H. Crockwell, 1896.
Numerous photos accompanying biographies. Flake 2591. 015167.

$195
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111. [ANTI HORSE THIEF] Anti Horse Thief Association Photograph.
Springfield, MO, Duncan Studio. Photograph
of members of the Anti Horse Thief Association
mounted on gray cardboard. Photograph
measures 8” x 10”, not including mount, and is in
very good condition. Photo has minor chipping
to bottom right corner, light ink markings on left
edge. Image is quite detailed and clear. Dated
between 1900 and 1910. The photograph was
published by A.B. Duncan of Duncan Studio in
Springfield, Missouri. This image depicts the
Nichols Sub Order, No. 300, of the Anti Horse
Thief Association gathered together in the Public
Square of Springfield, Missouri. Some buildings
are clearly signed such as Weaver Shoes, Nathan
Clothing Co. and Ozark Land
Co. When this scene was
photographed the popular
forms of transportation were
carriages and horses, with only
one automobile depicted. The
form of transportation and the
number of stars on the American
flag (45) help date the photo.
The men of the Anti Horse Thief
Association are almost all on
horseback, many having a badge
or ribbon pinned to their jackets
and most staring at the camera.

a time when horses were frequently stolen.
The Anti Horse Thief Association was not
a vigilante group, preferring to catch the
criminals and hand them over to the court
system. The Association quickly grew and
in 1916 had over forty thousand members in
Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Illinois,
Arkansas, New Mexico, Colorado, and South
Dakota. The emblem of the Association, the
horseshoe, represented Humanity, Charity
and Justice. A great photograph of a respected
league of crime fighters. 014471.

$750

The Anti Horse Thief Association
was organized in Clark County,
Missouri in 1854; its principle
goal was the protection of
property, especially horses, at
57
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W.R. CROSS, FRONTIER PHOTOGRAPHER
112. CROSS, W. R. Freighting Teams, Rapid City, Black Hills, S.D. on F.E. & M.V. R´y.
Albumen print measures 8 ½” x 4 ¾” on buff
mount with printed text underneath photo
and title in the negative. Mount measures 10”
x 7”. Printed text reads: “Black Hills, S. D.
‘The Switzerland of America’ Reached by the
‘North-Western Line.’ Photo by W. R. Cross. Hot
Springs, S. D.” Photo taken circa 1900. Image
depicts freighting teams in the foreground
with a young Rapid City, South Dakota in
the background. Photograph is in very good
condition, has good contrast and very little
wear; mount has light wear and toning to all
edges, and light soiling on verso.
These teams were on the Fremont, Elkhorn and
Missouri Valley Railroad, the railway reaching
Rapid City by 1886. Oxen teams such as this
one could have hauled building materials and
supplies for the railroad. William Richard Cross
(1839-1907), photographer of the Nebraska and
South Dakota frontier, acquired a gallery from
J. W. Pike in Hot Springs around 1888, and
opened another studio on the Minnekahta Block
in 1900. Cross was kept busy photographing the
growing town, Native Americans living at the
nearby Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, and the
spectacular scenery of the Black Hills.014706.

$550
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113. CROSS, W. R. Plunge Bath 1890.
Albumen print measures 9” x 7” with W. R. Cross imprint on verso. Mount measures 10” x
8”. This photograph depicts an exterior view of Evan’s Plunge Bath with several horse-drawn
carriages parked in front of the large structure. Cross’ studio imprint on verso reads: “W. R. Cross,
Portrait & View Photographer, Gallery two blocks south of Minnekahta Hotel on Chicago Ave.
Hot Springs, S. Dak. Views and Indian Scenes constantly on hand. Pictures copied & enlarged.
Black Hills and Hot Springs Views, Bad Lands Scenery.” Photograph taken circa 1900. Photograph
is in very good condition with light soiling and minor scratching affecting content; mount has
moderate soiling, toning and wear to all edges, dampstaining along bottom edge and a pinhole on
top edge; light marginalia and dampstaining on verso.
Evan’s Plunge Bath was built by philanthropist Fred Evans in 1890 and is still in operation today.
The largest mineral springs plunge bath in the United States, many tourists flocked to the springs
during the late 19th and early 20th centuries for its healing qualities. 014707.

$550

114. CROSS, W. R. Lower Town, Hot Springs, So Dak 1891.
Albumen print measures 8 ½” x 5” on buff mount with title in manuscript underneath image. A
portion of Cross’ hand stamp is visible on verso. Mount measures 10” x 6 ¾”. Photo taken circa
1890. This image was taken from the middle of a main road in the “Lower Town” of Hot Springs,
South Dakota. Photograph is in very good condition with very good contrast, light wear and light
soiling affecting content; mount has moderate toning, light soiling, light wear to all edges, and a
pinhole on top edge, light pencil marginalia along with glue and paper residue on verso.
Many details can be discerned due to the incredible contrast of the photo. Signs that line the street
advertise “Flour & Feed,” “Restaurant,” “Hotel,” “Castles Drug Store,” lawyers and doctor’s
offices and a “Photo Gallery.” Men stand outside buildings on either side of the street and in the
background a lone church is perched on a hill. Some of the structures look to be constructed of
Lakota sandstone which was obtained from quarries outside of town. 014709.

$550
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115. [CROSS, W. R.] No. 878. Minnekahta Block, Hot
Springs, Black Hills, South Dakota.
Albumen print
measures 9 ¾” x 6 ½”
on buff mount with
title in the negative.
Mount measures 10” x
6 ¾”. This photograph
was acquired with
others credited to the
frontier photographer
W. R. Cross, but does
not have his imprint.
Photo taken circa 1891.
This image depicts
the Minnekahta Block viewed from atop a nearby hill, with a view of the
Gillespie Hotel which burned in 1932, a large building located where the
historic Hotel Evans still stands, and smaller store fronts. Photograph is in
very good condition with light rubbing, light soiling and very light blue
ink affecting photo; mount has light wear to all edges and a pinhole on top
edge, and light soiling on verso.
With good contrast this image shows the growing town of Hot Springs.
One can distinguish that some of the buildings were constructed of Lakota
sandstone obtained from quarries outside of town. A train is also visible,
telling of the town’s growing popularity for its scenery and mineral
springs. “In 1890, the Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad
extended a branch from its main line running through Buffalo Gap to
Hot Springs. The next year, the Burlington constructed a branch into Hot
Springs from its main line, which ran through Edgemont to Deadwood”
(City of Hot Springs). By 1892, Hot Springs, the “City of Healing Waters,”
was accessible from all directions by rail. 014708.

$550
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116. [COLORADO] Fourth of July in Leadville, Colorado.
This photograph depicts Leadville, Colorado likely on the Fourth of July circa
1890. The photo was taken on the corner of 5th and Harrison Ave (modern street
names) and depicts crowds of townspeople watching a rock drilling contest take
place on a platform. Photograph measures 6 ½” x 4 ½”, not including mount.
Mount is grey cardboard with penciled inscription on verso “Leadville rock
drilling contest ca 1890.” Photograph is in very good condition with excellent
clarity and detail. Photograph has light wear to edges and a very light scratching
near top edge; mount has light wear to edge and toning on verso.
The location of the photograph was identified by the American National Bank
building on the right. Signs on the street read: “Western Union Telegraph Office,”
“Blosfeld Tin Shop,” “Jewel Stoves & Ranges” and “Office South Park Line.”
Leadville has a long history of mining, starting with the discovery of gold in 1860
and then silver in 1877. This photo seems to have been taken at a time of great
cheer and merriment. The Fourth of July was a major event in early mining towns,
and would often involve parades, rock drilling and other contests. Many American
flags are seen in this
photo and it seems
the whole town of
Leadville attended
this event; men sit
on rooftops, hang
out of windows and
perch atop telegraph
poles - anything to
get a good view.
An entertaining
photograph of this
famous mining town.
014969.

$450
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117. [COLORADO] Scene in Canon City, Colorado.

118. [DAKOTAS] Eureka, South Dakota Photograph.
Cabinet card depicting many covered wagons on a busy street in Eureka, South Dakota
circa 1900. Photograph measures 6 ¼” x 4”, not including mount. Photograph is in very
good condition with very good detail and clarity. Photo has light soiling, light silvering
and light wear to all edges; light pencil marginalia on verso.

Cabinet Card. Very Good. Cabinet card depicting three men and
donkeys outside of the First Methodist Church in Canon City,
Colorado. Taken circa 1880. On verso, in period manuscript, is
the name “O.W. Lucas.” Cabinet card measures 7 ¾” x 5” and has
title in manuscript underneath photograph. Overall in very good
condition. Light soiling to mount; photograph is clean.
The church in the background of the image was built in 1878 and
had quite unique architecture for the area. The three men in front
of the church have the look of miners or the like. The time period
and location suggest the name written on the cabinet card, “O.W.
Lucas,” is referring to Oramel William Lucas. Lucas was a local
school teacher in Canon City who discovered dinosaur bones
in the Garden Park hills in 1877. His discoveries played a major
role in the “Bone Wars” between Edward Drinker Cope and O.C.
Marsh, the leading paleontologists of the time. With fantastic
clarity and intriguing association this is a one of a kind photo.
015257.

Within the photograph, a young woman with a serious expression leads one of the four
covered wagons in the image, a sign across the street reads “Stoller & Hepperle,” and
further down the street is a sign in German that starts with “Die.” John Stoller and Fred
Hepperle were businessmen in Eureka dealing with hardware and general merchandising.
The sign in German is telling of the strong German-Russian heritage found in Eureka. The
Homestead Act enticed many German-Russians to move to the United States, especially
to the Great Plains. Their agricultural heritage and want to create tight-knit communities
made the area a prime
place to settle. Eureka
became one of the
largest wheat markets
in the world; between
1887 and 1906 the
wheat industry
boomed in the city. A
rare image. 014971.

$275

$225
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119. GAGE, H. K. Truckee, California in
Winter.
Boudoir card depicting a snow-covered Truckee,
California. In the center of the image the Truckee Hotel
is visible though a heaping pile of snow with five people
and a dog standing in a plowed area, and a train (again
covered in snow) on the right edge of the photograph.
H. K. Gage imprint on verso, along with inscription by
previous owner in manuscript: “Compliments of Virgil
A. Pinkley, College of Music and Oratory, Cincinnati,
Ohio. August 20, 1890.” The card measures 8 ½” x 5 ¼”
including mount and is in good condition. Photo has
moderate foxing and soiling, light silvering and light
wear to all edges; moderate soiling on verso.
The photographer,
Herman Kimball
Gage, was a
respected and
long-time resident
of Truckee, where
he took many
photos throughout
the latter half
of the 19th century and into the early 20th. Research
finds other Gage photographs of Truckee located at
the California State Library but no exact comps of
this image. If this image was taken in 1890, it could
be documenting a series of brutal storms recorded in
January 1890 that dropped 24 feet of snow in Truckee
(Truckee-Donner Historical Society). A rare and
fascinating image that would undoubtedly make anyone
living in the West envious and wishing for snow of this
magnitude again. 014948.

$375
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120. HENRICHSEN, L. C. Portland
Oregon—From Heights West of the City
Looking East, a Panoramic View.
Portland, OR, 1903. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall.
Hardcover. Good. Red cloth boards with gilt design
and title on front and blind embossed design on back.
Boards encase a series of fourteen silver gel prints,
each 7 x 9 inches for a total panorama stretching to
126 inches. Boards have had some minor restoration
to the spine. Back board is somewhat warped and
both boards show edge wear and light soiling. Each
photo is mounted on numbered and double ruled
cardstock measuring 9 x 9 1/2 inches, attached on the
verso with binder’s tape. Edges of the cardstock are
toned and lightly chipped. All photos remain well
attached, which often is not the case with these large
panoramic views. The last photo has some touch-up work completed and three photos show light
water staining. Two photos have slight emulsion loss. Last photo has “1903 copyrighted by L. C.
Henrichsen” in the negative.
This rare panorama is not often seen on the market; OCLC show 9 copies as of 2017. A stunning
view of turn-of-the-century Portland, Oregon depicting a west to east view with the Willamette
River prominent throughout. The photo, taken from a high vantage point looking east, shows a
vibrant city of growth and industry with multiple multi-story buildings, prominent churches and an
active waterfront. The detail is remarkable. Mount Hood stands prominent in the 10th photo. Danish
born Henrichsen served as a jeweler in Portland for over 50 years. 014679.

$3,950
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121. HOLMBOE, [Frithjof]. Launching Gros Ventre.
Very Good. B&W photograph on tan mount taken between
1909-1921, and in very good condition. Photograph measures
6 ½” x 8 ¾” without mount, 10” x 12” with mount. Image
depicts the launching of the boat “Gros Ventre” on a waterway
with two men in the rear of the boat. Photographer’s imprint
reads “Holmboe, Bismarck-Mandan, N.D.” On verso of
mount previous owner has written in ink “some more rubbish
for Marion Piper from Julia Leach.” Photograph has light
silvering and very light wear to edges; mount has light soiling
and moderate dampstaining, not affecting photo.
Frithjof Holmboe, the photographer of this image, was a
Norwegian immigrant who set up a photography shop
in downtown Bismarck in 1909. He left North Dakota for
California in 1921, which provides us with a timeframe for this photograph. The Gros Ventre, a gasoline
powered motor vessel, was built in Chamberlain, SD. In 1903 and was owned by the Benton Packet
Company out of Bismarck, ND. Towns thrived and grew on river commerce and vessels such as this one
would have been important to a community’s success. 014370.

$325
122. [IDAHO] Waha, Idaho Photograph.
Silver gel photograph depicting Waha, Idaho circa 1907.
Photograph measures 4” x 3 ¾” and is in good condition.
Photograph has light silvering, light soiling and light creasing to
top right corner. Image depicts a simple scene with a few scattered
buildings with horses and men standing out front, a hotel, and of
course, a saloon and a hotel bar. On verso in manuscript: “Waha,
Idaho - June 15, 1907 - Our company team in front the road comes
down the rut running toward the saloon then comes back running
down the hill. I will celebrate my 4th of July there 1907.”
Waha, Idaho is a “community at the foot of Craig Mountain 19 miles southeast of Lewiston, on Lake
Waha. It started as a stage station established in 1882…and in the 1890’s became one of the west’s favored
resorts” (Nez Perce County Historical Society). 014574.

123. [IDAHO] Horse and Buggy
Outside of St. Anthony, Idaho.
Mounted silver gel print depicting a man sitting
in a buggy drawn by two horses and with two
dogs by his side; a river, fields and town in the
background. Image was taken near St. Anthony,
Idaho, circa 1915. The print measures 9 ½” x 7 ¾”
without cardboard mount. Grey cardboard mount
has modern “St Anthony- Idaho” written in ink
on verso. In very good condition. Print has minor
chipping to top and bottom edges and a few minor
dents affecting the photo.
The horses and
one of the dogs
were moving
when the image
was taken,
blurring their
appearances.
Even so, the detail
of the image is
striking. Dusty
paw prints from the dogs contrast with the side
of the shiny, well-cared for buggy. The man in the
buggy is dressed in a dapper suit, riding gloves
and sports a blanket across his lap. The blanket
is embroidered with an image of a wildcat and
foliage. In the background many buildings of St.
Anthony can be seen. The town was founded in
1890 by Carlos H. Moon and by1910 had nearly
1,200 residents and was the county seat of Fremont
County. A remarkable and crisp photo. 015240.

$150

$125
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124. [IDAHO] Set of Wardner, Idaho Albumen
Prints.
Very Good. Four albumen
prints of the small
silver-mining town of
Wardner, Idaho. All
images are identified
in ink by the previous
owner as Wardner, Idaho.
Albumen prints measure
between 6” x 8” and 7”
x 9 ¼”; all photo prints
are on grey mounts of the
same size; no content on
verso. “Wardner, Idaho
1907” written in ink on
three albumen prints,
with one titled “Wadner”
instead of “Wardner.”
Photographer is unknown, likely taken circa 1900. Set is in very
good condition. All albumen prints have light silvering; mounts
have tape residue on verso.
The four images depict bird’s-eye views of Wardner, Idaho
showing the mining town from different directions. The images
have good contrast and detail, and show the mining town at
a quiet time of day with the streets empty. Many houses, store
fronts, churches and mills fill the small valley located in the
Coeur d’Alene mining district. With nearly 100 mines operating
in that area during its heyday and producing over 1 billion
ounces of silver, 8 million tons of lead, and 3 million tons of zinc,
it must have normally been a busy, bustling town (University of
Idaho Archives). 016567.

$300
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MEIJI PERIOD TRAVEL ALBUM
125. [JAPAN] Meiji Period Photo Album - 57 Photographic Prints.
Oblong 4to 11” - 13” tall. Very Good. A superb personalized travel album from 19th century
Japan. Includes 57 sepia-toned photographic prints tipped onto heavy cardboard pages,
manuscript titles in English, and bound into black cloth and half leather album covers.
Publication information is unknown but created in Japan, circa 1890. Overall in very good
condition. Album covers have heavy chipping to edges and spine is fully detached but
present, binding is loose but intact; cardboard pages in album have a slight wave; prints
have light toning along edges and light silvering, a few prints have minor tears affecting
content; all prints have good exposure and all have wonderful composition.
Albums such as this one were
developed for tourists, in
which images could be chosen
from a catalogue and compiled
to create a “personalized”
travel album. This was
the album of Frank Leslie
Coombs (1853-1934), who
was a United States Minister
(ambassador) to Japan from
June 1892 to August 1893.
This was an active period
in foreign policy for both
Japan and United States. The
images found within this
album are stunning, depicting
landscape and temple scenes
near the town of Nikko. Images include detailed views of temples, gardens, lakeside towns,
waterfalls and more. Around half of the prints are labeled, titles including “Entrance to a
Nikko Temple,” “Famous Pagoda with solid gold trimmings,” “Entrance Gateway to Temple
of Imitsu,” and “Famous Avenue of Cryptomeria leading to Nikko - 300 Years Old.” A
beautiful collection of photographs from Meiji Period Japan. 016335.

$1,500
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RECORDS THE AFTERMATH OF THE GREAT EARTHQUAKE OF 1891
126. [JAPAN] Meiji Period Photo Album - 50 Photographic
Prints.
Oblong Folio 13” - 23” tall. Very Good. A personalized travel album from 19th
century Japan. Includes 50 hand-tinted albumen prints tipped into heavy
cardboard pages with titles in manuscript and in the negative (all in English).
Album is bound with decorative cloth over heavy wooden boards with
leather spine; protective glassine sheets throughout. Publication information
is unknown but created in Japan, circa 1892. Overall in very good condition.
Album covers have heavy fraying and wear, spine has moderate chipping;
cardboard pages in album have a slight wave; prints have light toning along
edges and light silvering, a few prints have light soiling and foxing, affecting
content; all prints have good exposure.

This was the album of Frank Leslie Coombs (1853-1934) who was a United States
Minister (ambassador) to Japan from June 1892 to August 1893. Most images found
within this album depict peaceful scenes of landscapes, temples, tea houses and
roadways. But five images illustrate the aftermath of the Mino-Owari earthquake,
also known as the Great Earthquake of 1891. With a magnitude of 8.0, this quake
left significant damage, some of it recorded here. Images include views of twisted
bridges, crumpled buildings, and the town of Osaka burned to the ground. 016336.

$1,500
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EARLY VIEWS OF IMPORTANT MILITARY POST
127. KLENZE, H. G. Fort Assinniboine, Montana Collection of Photographs.
Klenze. Post Photographer, Fort Assinniboine,
M.T. Photographs of noted Indian Chiefs. Views of
Western Scenery” and “H.G Klenze. Photographer,
Fort Assinniboine, M.T.” Some of Klenze’s earlier
imprints state that he was successor to David
F. Barry, a prolific photographer in the Dakota
Territory.

Set of seven albumen prints of Fort Assinniboine,
Montana taken from the 1870s to 1890. All photos
are mounted and measure between 9” x 5 ½”
and 10” x 8” (including mounts); four mounts
are dark brown with gilt edges and three mounts
are buff, one with manuscript title underneath
photo. Only two photographs have H. G. Klenze
imprints on verso, the rest are unmarked. Overall
very good. All photographs have light soiling and
light wear to edges; some have light silvering; all
mounts have light wear and creasing to all edges
and moderate soiling and toning on verso; the
corner of one mount is bent and has a 3” crease
affecting photograph; a different photo/mount
is missing the bottom right corner, including a
1” portion of the photo. Almost all images have
good contrast and detail. Imprints read: “H.G.
66

Photographs in this collection depict a square
with officers’ and enlisted men’s quarters; views
showing the soldiers lined up in formation, armed
with bayonets and rifles; relaxed scenes of soldiers
posed on a stairway; and a sawmill located behind
the officers’ quarters. Like all military forts, the
grounds and structures were continually rebuilt,
with at least two time periods represented in these
photographs. Four photographs represent the Fort

when it had many whitewashed buildings and a
boardwalk. The other three clearly represent a later
time, likely 1880s to 1890s. The brick octagonal
structure of the officers’ quarters, located on the
right side of one photograph is known to be built
in 1880. The size
and scale of Fort
Assinniboine’s
military post
and 220,000acre military
reservation
established it as
one of the most
massive in the
United States.
At one time 750
officers, enlisted men and civilians resided at the
post. “Between 1879 and 1903, Fort Assinniboine
served as a key component of a national military
strategy to secure the International Border with
Canada with respect to an overall policy of
intimidation and containment of Native American
nations” (Montana State Historical Society). The
Fort influenced national Indian policy, in particular
the Cree, Metis, Blackfeet, and Sioux nations, and
impacted the lifeways of those native populations.
A historically important collection documenting
the evolution of an important military base.
014710.

$3,000
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128. JENNINGS, E. M.; Chas. R. Allen. Cabinet Card of
Arizona Territory Home.
Territorial Arizona photograph of a frontier home with four children
and six men posing in front. Photograph measures 7 ½” x 4 ½” and is
mounted on a buff cabinet card. Image was likely taken near Prescott,
Arizona circa the 1880’s and 90’s. Printed on verso in black lettering is
“Views in Arizona - E. M. Jennings, Photographer, Prescott, Arizona”
with other locations
in the Arizona
Territory where he
took photos. Also
on verso is a purple
rubber stamp for
“Chas. R. Allen View Photographer”.
Photograph is in
good condition with
light foxing to upper
half of image, minor
dampstaining to upper left corner, and a ¼” piece missing from the
upper left corner of the cabinet card.
E. M. Jennings was an active photographer in Prescott from 1870
to 1890, owning a studio and producing photo catalogues. This
catalogue allowed other photographers, as well as the public, to order
his photographs. This could be why another photographer’s name
is stamped on the card. At the time this photograph was taken the
railroad was just arriving in Arizona, and copper, gold and silver
mining was still of major economic importance. Not only a rare
photograph of territorial Arizona but an intriguing one with only men
and children present, and a particularly amusing one with a small
child perched so confidently on a burro. 014584.

$250

129. [KENTUCKY] Nachod Signal Company Photographs.
Louisville, KY, Nachod Signal
Co., Inc. This set includes
five silver gel photographs
of Nachod Signal Company’s
automatic signals on railways.
All photographs on embossed
mount with “Nachod
Spells Safety” at top and
“Compliments of Nachod Signal
Co., Inc. Louisville, KY” on the
bottom. Photographs in mount
measure 6 ½” x 8 ¾” and have
not been examined out of frame.
On verso are rubber stamps
for the Company, including
negative numbers which are
in manuscript. Set is in good
condition and was printed circa
1910. Photographs have light
silvering and all have light
foxing affecting content; all
mounts have light to moderate
soiling and light wear to edges.
The Nachod Automatic Signal
System was used by electric
railways and trolleys throughout
the country and was operated by the movement of the car itself. This technology
was patented in 1906 and was much safer than signals operated by car crews, hence
the Company’s slogan “Nachod Spells Safety.” The photographs depict these signals
mounted on posts in different locals. 014572.

$275
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130. [MONTANA] Mercantile in Eddy,
Montana.
Very Good. B&W photograph on gray mount taken
circa 1910s. Photograph measures 4” x 9 ¾” without
mount, 5 ½” x 12 ½” with mount. Photograph has
very good contrast, minor chipping to top and left
edges, and a ¼” tear to the top edge; mount has light
wear to all edges.

Image depicts two buildings with three horse-drawn
carriages and 15 people standing out front. Laundry
can be seen hanging, as well as milk jugs and crates
in carriages and on the ground. It seems likely that
at least one of these buildings was a mercantile. A
couple of outbuildings can be seen in the background.
On verso previous owner has penciled “Eddy where
Ragnhild worked 1907-1911.” Eddy is likely referring
to Eddy, Montana located on the Clark Fork River and
established in 1824. A wagon road went through the
town and the Northern Pacific Railroad arrived in the
1880’s. A great photograph of a simpler time. 014371.

$200

131. [MONTANA] Snapshots in Montana, 1913.
Oblong 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. Very Good. Vernacular photo album containing 18 photographs of
Native Americans and white homesteaders in Edgar, Montana. Photographer’s imprint reads “B.B.”
and a few of the images are titled in the negative. Photos measure 5 1/2” x 3 1/4”. Flexible black
album covers with gilt lettering on front, photos are tipped in. Two photographs are missing from
first leaf. In very good condition with light wear to edges, all photographs have light silvering and
some have light soiling.
Album contains 11 images
of Native Americans and
white homesteaders,
and 7 images of white
homesteaders and
cowgirls. Images of note
include one of Chief
Plenty Coos (also spelled
Coups), Chief of the Crow
Indian Nation. The first
photograph in this album
depicts Chief Plenty Coos
on horseback and holding
his personal flag with Chief
Wet and three other men
and one woman alongside
him. Other people
identified within the album
are Daniel the Other Black
Bird, Jacob Stands on Bull,
Big Hail and Red Star. Also
of note are two images of girls wearing elk tooth dresses. The 7 images of white homesteaders show
women on horseback, a group sitting on the remains of a log cabin, and a young man leaning up
against a large building in Edgar. A unique collection of photographs depicting scenes from a time
of great change in a small Montana town. 016285.

$725
68

CYANOTYPES OF NEVADA BOOM TOWN
132. [NEVADA][CYANOTYPE] Twenty Five Cyanotype Prints of Jarbidge, Nevada.
Set of 25 cyanotype albumen
prints depicting the last of
the mining boom towns in
Nevada. Jarbidge is located in
the northeast corner of Nevada
in Elko County. Prints depict
the building of the Elkoro
Mill, the machinery within the
mill and the town of Jarbidge.
Within one print the Jarbidge
Community Club building and the Elkoro Mill can be positively
identified. The cyanotype is an uncommon photographic process
and rarely seen today. Prints taken circa 1913. Prints are in very good
condition and measure 5” x 7”. Some prints have poor exposure but
most are clear with bright blue color; some prints have light toning.
The mining town of Jarbidge started gaining visibility when gold
was found in Jarbidge Canyon
in spring of 1909, by the
end of the year 75 claims
were recorded. The Jarbidge
Commercial Club was formed
circa 1910 and created a
publicity committee to help
promote the town, which, due
to harsh weather and seclusion,
was not an easy place to live
(“Old Heart of Nevada: Ghost Towns and Mining Camps of Elko
County”). Even so, many tried their luck and a few found it. In 1913,
the Elkoro Mining Company came into the canyon, buying claims
and building a huge mill and water system. “Elkoro went to work
and, before the mines closed in the 1930s, took out most of the total
69

of ten million dollars produced by the district... Ten million dollars (in today’s prices,
that’s about $85,000,000) made [Jarbidge] the leading gold producer in the state in 1918
and 1919” (Great Basin College). Along with being one of the last boom towns in the
state, Jarbidge is known for the recent Jarbidge Shovel Brigade (2001), an anti-federalist
movement in which around 300 protestors defied the U.S. Forest Service by rebuilding
a road which the feds had closed. The uncommon photographic process, the content
and condition makes this set quite a find. 015023.

$2,250
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133. [NEW YORK] Brown Patent Movable Bridge
Tramway Hoisting and Conveying Apparatus
Photograph.

134. [OREGON] Hanging of Elliott Lyons.

Cleveland, OH, Brown
Hoisting and Conveying
Machine Company. Very
Good. An oversized sepiatoned photograph depicting
a conveying apparatus
located at the Philadelphia
and Reading Coal and Iron
Co.’s yard in New York.
Photo taken circa 1900.
Photograph measures 14”
x 10 ½” without mount, 17
¾” x 14” with mount, and is in very good condition. Photo has light
toning at center and light silvering; mount has minor chipping to top
and bottom edges, chipping at bottom edge affecting some content.
Printed on the mount: “The Brown Hoisting and Conveying Machine
Company, Cleveland, Ohio - The Brown patent movable bridge
tramway hoisting and conveying apparatus, in use at the Philadelphia
and Reading Coal and Iron Co.’s yard at Cheektowaga, N.Y., for the
storage and rail-transfer of Anthracite Coal.” Printed below this are
specs of the conveying apparatus.

Very Good. Cabinet card depicting the hanging of Elliott Ellis Lyons on April 17th,
1903 in Eugene, Oregon. Photographer is unknown. Previous owner’s name and
address written
in ink on verso,
along with “1903
hanging of Elliott
Ellis Lyons for the
murder of Sheriff
W. W. Withers
April 17, 1903
Eugene, Oregon
Lane County.”
Photographic print
measures 4 ¼” x 3
¼” without mount,
6 ½” x 5 ½” with
mount. In very
good condition
with light chipping
and soiling to
mount; print has
light wear to edges
and light soiling.

Alexander Brown and his father, Fayette Brown, organized the Brown
Hoisting & Conveying Machinery Company of Cleveland in 1880,
incorporating it in 1893. “Brown secured several hundred patents on
his hoist invention, which was distributed all over the world. The
firm also produced other material-handling equipment for docks,
railroads, and coal and steel plants. By 1900, the firm had been
renamed, The Brown Hoisting Machinery Company” (University
of Illinois Archives). Brown’s hoisting apparatus revolutionized the
shipping industry. 015244.

$1,750

$250
70

Lyons, a convicted thief and murderer, shot and killed Lane County Sheriff W. W.
Withers while Withers was trying to apprehend him for horse theft. This took place
February 5th, 1903; Lyons escaped after the shooting but was apprehended a few days
later and convicted soon after that. The hanging took place in Eugene, Oregon outside
the Lane County Courthouse. The photograph shows Lyons standing over the trap
on the stockade, with a few men standing around him, one with the noose, and a few
onlookers, all in the midst of removing their hats. It was the last hanging to take place
in Lane County. 016441.
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ONLY WOMAN BULL DOGGER IN THE WORLD
135. PAIGE, E. H. Tillie Baldwin - Only Woman Bull Dogger in the World.
Fantastic image of Tillie
Baldwin, famous cowgirl,
known for her trick and
bronc riding and bull
dogging. Copyrighted to
1913. Silver gel print on
tan mount with decorative
border; print has title and
copyright info in white
ink; photographers imprint
on bottom, right corner
of mount. No content on
verso. Print measures 9
½” x 7 ¼” without mount,
14” x 12” with mount. In
very good condition with
light scratching to image
and moderate soiling to
mount. Little was found
on the photographer of this image, Edward H. Paige, except that he was based out of Davenport,
Washington and set up a studio there in 1898 (Paige was not found in Mautz).

136. SHIPLER, James William; Harry Shipler.
Western Mining Town Albumen Print.
Salt Lake City, Shipler, Photographer. Very Good. Albumen
photographic print depicting an unknown western mining
camp and its citizens. Published circa 1890. Albumen print
is on mount of roughly the same size; measures 9 ¼” x 7
½”. Photographer’s imprint stamped on verso: “Shipler,
Photographer, Hooper Bldg - Main & State - Salt Lake
City.” In very good condition with light chipping to mount;
light silvering to print and a small indent affects content.
James William Shipler worked in Colorado in many
partnerships from 1872 to 1880, moved to Montana in 1889,
and operated a studio in Salt Lake City starting in 1890
(Mautz p. 605). He and his son, Harry, worked together at
the Salt Lake City studio starting in 1909. Harry Shipler
was one of Utah’s earliest news photographers (Utah State
Historical Society). Shipler’s photograph depicts a small
mining town surrounded by sagebrush hills, a few houses
built along a dirt road, and the townsfolk posed at its
center. 016601.

$75

The photograph shows the famous Tillie Baldwin wrestling a steer. Tillie Baldwin, born Matilda
Winger, started her career trick riding at the small Wild West show of Captain Jack Baldwin,
continuing on to become the star of the 101 Ranch Wild West Show and then showcasing her
talents at the 1912 Pendleton Round-Up. She started her professional career in 1913 when she
joined the Winnipeg Stampede of Canada (“The Wild Ride,” Bernstein, Joel). The Stampede was
first organized in Calgary in 1912, moving to Winnipeg in 1913. The event celebrated the “Old
West” with rodeos and parades, a 20th century tribute to cowboys. Tillie Baldwin performed in
this show, and was one of the few cowgirls of that time that participated in “bulldogging,” which
involved wrestling a steer to the ground. 015110.

$975
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137. [TEXAS][CYANOTYPE] Pecos Bridge (S. Pac. RRd) Completed
18892[sic]. 328 Ft. High.

138. [UTAH] Standardville, Utah Panorama
Photograph.

Cyanotype print of the Pecos Bridge on the Southern Pacific Railroad system in Texas.
Print is mounted on paper and has title in manuscript underneath photo; “160” and
photographer’s imprint in the negative; measures 7 ¼” x 9 ½” without mount, 10” x 12”
with mount. 4” x 3” b&w photograph is tipped in on verso; image depicts a Catholic
Church complex with a sign reading “Escuela Catolica - Carmelitana - Gratitua Para
Ninos.”. In very good condition.
Paper mount and print have
slight wave, light foxing on
mount, and small dampstain
affecting content.

Albumen photograph on a dark grey mount and shrinkwrapped. Panorama is made up of seven individual albumen
sheets arranged next to each other, and has manuscript on verso
identifying location of the image. Taken circa 1914. Photograph
measures 20” x 4 ½” and has very good contrast. Panorama is in
very good condition with light silvering and light wear at edges;
and mount has minor chipping to edges.

The Pecos Bridge, also called
the Pecos River High Bridge, is
located near Langtry, Texas and
crosses over the Pecos River
in a most dramatic fashion.
The bridge “may be the most
famous of all the historic bridges
in Texas. In 1892, it held the
distinction of being not only
the highest bridge in the United
States, but also, at 322 feet 10 3/4
inches in height, the third highest
bridge in the world. Strengthened in 1910 and 1929, this bridge was in continuous service
as part of the nation’s first southern transcontinental railroad until it was replaced by a
newer one during World War II” (Amistad National Recreation Area online). Its location
shortened the distance between San Antonio and El Paso by eleven miles
and was built by the Phoenix Bridge Company in the metal viaduct style.
This photo was taken before it was first strengthened (1910), depicting the
original four-leg central towers. The photographer, using an uncommon
photographic process, has allowed future generations to marvel at this
amazing architectural feat. 015096.

$250
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This image depicts rail cars reading “D&RG,” “Frisco,” and “Rock
Island” with the town of Standardville, Utah in the background.
The Carbon County town was established when a large coal
deposit was discovered in Spring Canyon circa 1912 and was
called “Standardville” due to its well planned layout. It grew
quickly and by 1915 produced about 1,000 tons of coal daily,
transported by the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad and the Utah
Coal Route. The mining town thrived through the 1930s but was
abandoned by the 1970s. This image depicts the Carbon County
town when it had just begun coal mining. 014472.

$525
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VOLUNTEER INFANTRY IN THE SPANISH AMERICAN WAR
139. [VERMONT] First Vermont Volunteer Infantry, Company K Prints.
Good. Set of four albumen prints
depicting scenes of Company K of the
First Vermont Volunteer Infantry during
the time of the Spanish American War.
Connecting these four images is the
Vetal family of Bennington, Vermont.
James Vetal was in Company K, likely
a member of the kitchen crew; he is
believed to be pictured in three of the
photos. Three of the four images depict
Company K, and one image depicts the
Vetal family in front of a large home. All
photos measure 8” x 5”; three mounts
measure 9 ¾” x 8” and one, which is
missing top margin, measures 9 ¾” x 6
½”. All prints have period manuscript
on verso, most saying “Jim or James
Vetal” along with an address “235
Grove Street Bennington VT”; one
has manuscript from various hands
underneath photograph. This set is in
good condition with heavy wear to
mounts and light wear to photographs.
One photo has 2” x 1” piece missing
from the right edge, all others have light to
moderate soiling; mounts have heavy soiling,
chipping and wear.
Images depict the following: Company K at their
camp, most in uniform; “Kitchen Mechanics of
Co. K. VT Col. Inf.” with four young men goofing
around, the man second from the left has an “X”

marked next to him and “Jim Vetal” is written on
verso; a group of volunteers posing in front of a
tent, most with plates and cups in hand; a group
photo of the Vetal family where “Carrie mother
of Grace Vetal and sister of Elizabeth Eastman
McCurdy” has a “X” marked next to her.
At the start of the Spanish American War, the
1st Vermont was ordered to report to Camp
Thomas, located on the Civil War battlefield at

Chickamauga, Georgia, where it
arrived on May 24th, 1898. With Camp
Thomas’ sudden growth of around
30,000 volunteers, conditions at the
Camp deteriorated rapidly. “The First
Vermont Volunteers did not see battle
but did experience indescribable
misery through the Nation’s neglect.
I am certain the Regiment would
have preferred, yes, welcomed, battle
to the suffering, heat, poor water,
typhoid fever, dysentery, disgusting
food, and lack of medical equipment
at Chickamauga. Vivid, undimmed
by the years, is my memory of the
suffering of the sick, their courageous
fights to live, and the despair of those
trying to aid them. All honor to them
and to those men of Vermont who
went stoically about their duties, half
sick, through that terrible experience.
Soldiers true, all of them” (Frank L.
Greene, July 1, 1929, from “Vermont
in the Spanish American War”). James
Vetal is listed on the Vermont roster of 1898 as
being 22 years of age and includes the following
remarks: “Sick in qtrs. Aug. 2 to Aug. 19, 1898. Lost
right forefinger Aug. 2, 1898 in line of duty.” Taken
at a more carefree time these prints depict many
happy faces and are quite fascinating. 015259.

$625
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140. UPDIKE, Lisle; William Pennington. La Plata Canyon and Madden Peak.
Durango, CO, Pen-Dike Studios. Sepia-toned photographic
print depicting La Plata Canyon and Madden Peak near
Hesperus, Colorado. Print was likely taken by Updike circa
1909. Copyright information in manuscript in bottom right
corner. Print measures 10 ¾” x 6 ¾”and is in very good
condition. Light wear to corners, light pencil marginalia and
glue residue on verso.
Around 1907, William Pennington and fellow photographer,
Lisle Updike opened Pen-Dike Studio in Durango, Colorado;
Pennington managing the studio, doing portrait work and
operating the dark room, and Updike taking photos in
nearby towns and mining camps. With great contrast, this
print depicts the wilds of Colorado, with melting snow in
the foreground, majestic peaks at the heart of the image, and
beautiful clouds in the background. 015377.

$225

74

141. ADAMS, Ansel. Examples: The Making of 40 Photographs.
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Boston, Little, Brown and Company, 1983. First Edition. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 177pp. Hardcover. Very
Good in Very Good Dust Jacket. The Stegner’s copy of this first edition signed and inscribed by
Ansel Adams. Green pictorial dust jacket with mylar cover over black cloth boards with silver
lettering on spine. Signed and inscribed by Adams on a front endpaper. Inscription reads: “For
Wally and Mary Stegner, Ansel Adams - Carmel [?] 1983.” Newspaper clipping from the Palo Alto
Weekly about Ansel Adams laid in. Dust jacket has light shelf wear; boards have light wear to
corners and foot of spine; text block is clean.
This book includes 40 of Ansel Adams’ celebrated photographs, beautifully reproduced in duotone,
with personal and technical narrative accompanying each image. A wonderful association copy.
016511ws.
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142. ADAMS, Ansel; John, Szarkowski.
Ansel Adams at 100.
Boston, New
York, London,
Little, Brown
and Company
in Association
with the San
Francisco
Museum of
Modern Art,
2001. First
Edition. 4to 11”
- 13” tall. 191pp.
Hardcover.
New. Tan linen boards with title label on front
and embossed in white on spine; housed in a
matching slipcase with title on one side; includes a
reproduction print, print is housed in a folder laid
in at the back of the volume. Boards, slipcase and
print are in new condition.
This volume, which celebrates the one-hundredth
anniversary of Ansel Adams’ birth and the
centennial exhibition of his work at the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, includes a 13” x
11” reproduction print of Ansel Adams photograph
“Aspens, Dawn, Dolores River Canyon, Colorado,
1937.” John Szarkowski edited this book, selecting
what he considered to be Adams’ finest work,
some of which may be unfamiliar to scholars and
lovers of this prolific photographer. 014420ros.

$55

143. CARLSON, Lage Eric. Ones - Binder’s Sample Book.
Hardcover. Very Good. Likely the binder’s sample-book, this volume
was cleverly bound and made up of a series of 100 one dollar bills. One
dollar bills over quarter leather binding; paper currency band embossed
on front board; text block includes 20 leaves each made of 4 one dollar
bills. Signed by bookbinder Lage Carlson of the C. A. W. Bindery in
New Haven, CT on the currency band. Likely published circa 1980s.
Laid in is a promotional poster with information about the C. A. W.
Bookbinding Training Program and upcoming publications. In very
good condition. Boards have light toning to edges and light soiling.
This amusing book seems to be a sample copy of Lage Carlson’s design
bindings. Lage Carlson was the design bookbinder and manager at
C.A.W. Bindery and later, Senior Book Conservator at the Library of
Congress. On this piece a full run of $100 is used as decorative paper on
the boards, pastedowns and text block, and are mostly in sequence. A
neat example of this famous bookbinder’s work, previously unrecorded.
016350.

$475
144. CHALMERS, Claudine; James McClatchy
(Forward). Splendide Californie! Impressions of the
Golden State by French Artists, 1786 to 1900.
San Francisco, The Book Club of California, 2001. 4to 11” - 13” tall.
144pp. Hardcover. Fine. Green cloth boards with title label on spine
and illustration on front board; housed in a grey paper slipcase;
includes prospectus, laid in at front. 1/450 copies. Book is in fine
condition with no wear or soiling present; slipcase has light sunning.
From the prospectus: “[This] book’s art works, biographies, and
historical narratives offer a broad chronicle of the evolution and
legacy of French contributions to and influences on California’s art
community. “ A beautiful volume. 016753.

$225
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145. DESPONT, Thierry W. Houses.

146. DYLAN, Bob. Lyrics Since 1962.

New York, The Office of Thierry
W. Despont, 2000. Limited
Edition. Folio 13” - 23” tall. 267pp.
Hardcover. Very Good in Good
Dust Jacket. Pictorial dust jacket
over black cloth boards with
title gilt on front and spine. Top
edge gilt. Dust jacket has light
soiling, and light creasing at spine.
Boards have light soiling. Text
block is clean. Underneath title
are three stars signifying it to be
the third volume of “Houses.”
Includes many b&w and color
photographs. Photographs taken
by numerous artists but most
were taken by Thierry Despont,
Todd Eberle and Philippe Houze.
This private edition was printed
to commemorate the twentieth
anniversary of the Office of
Thierry W. Despont Ltd and was
limited to 500 copies. This copy is
unnumbered.

Bob Dylan, 2014. Advance
Copy. 4to 11” - 13” tall.
961pp. Hardcover. Fine.
Gray cloth boards with gilt
imprint. Fine condition with
minimal shelfwear.

Noted architect and designer, Thierry Despont presents a commemorative piece
depicting beautiful photographs of his work. Chiefly working on residential design,
Despont is also known for his stunning work on the interior of the J. Paul Getty
Museum in Los Angeles and his key role in the centennial restoration of the Statue
of Liberty. One of the most sought after figures in modern design, Despont’s houses
“reflect his refined classicism and unpretentious generality.” 014505ros.

$425

Includes the lyrics and
cover art from 33 Bob
Dylan albums along with
alternative versions of
lyrics. This advance copy
has a brief description by
Christopher Ricks, and notes that a full introduction will appear in the
place of the brief description. 014384ros.

$375
147. GUTHRIE, Woody.
American Folksong.
New York, Moe Asch of DISC
Company of America, 1947. First
Edition. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 48pp.
Softcover. Good. Blue and tan pictorial
wrappers. Front wrapper is detached,
wrappers have light creasing and
toning; text block has moderate toning,
otherwise clean.
An excellent tribute to Guthrie’s music
with lyrics, poetry, illustrations and a
short autobiography. 014859.

$150
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148. HAGERTY, Donald J. Leading the West - One Hundred
Contemporary Painters and Sculptors.
Flagstaff, AZ, Northland Press, 1997. Limited Edition. 4to 11” - 13” tall.
214pp. Hardcover. New. Specially bound and limited edition housed in a
cloth-covered slipcase. Brown textured leather binding with color illustration
pastedown on front cover and gilt title on spine; green cloth slipcase has gilt
title on one side. No wear or soiling present. Limited to 500 copies signed
by the author and 91 artists with an extra leaf bound in duplicating the first
signed leaf of signatures (a total of 22 signatures are duplicates); colophon
states that there should be 96 artist signatures. Some signatures include those
of artists, Ed Mell, Clyde Aspevig, George McLean, Bill Owen, Joe Beeler,
and Paige Allen. Tom Lovell passed away before the book was published, his
signature line was left blank and the book was dedicated to him.
This limited edition is a beautiful tribute to western art. 014408ros.

$215
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149. [JAPANESE] Hokai Genryu Ichi.
4to 11” - 13” tall. Very Good. Japanese leporello book with each panel made
of thick cardboard; two sections of folds are bound together, making it
impossible to fully extend the mural; title is handwritten in black ink on tan
label and has been pasted onto front board. Boards are clean with moderate
wear to all edges; text block has light dampstaining to top edge and at folds,
light wear to all edges and light soiling. This book was published circa 1915.
These colorful panels are believed to represent the murals found at the Hokaiji temple in Kyoto, such as the mural of the Buddhist Land of Bliss. 014379.

$600
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REMARKABLY CLEAN
COPY
150. REMINGTON, Frederic.
Remington’s Frontier Sketches.
Chicago, Akron, New York, Werner
Company, 1898. First Edition. 4to 11” - 13”
tall. Hardcover. Very Good. Buff paper
boards with black lettering and illustration
accented in brown ink; unpaginated but
includes 15 plates with title of sketch
in red lettering on glassine covering;
introductory text by Geo. S. Rowe. Boards
are remarkably clean; text block has light
soiling and a slight waviness to leaves, title
page has 1/2” tear at fore edge.
Vivid sketches of frontier life by famed
artist Frederic Remington. 016953.

$300

FABULOUS BLOCK PRINTS OF
LOS ANGELES BY MOTHER OF
EVERETT RUESS
151. RUESS, Stella Knight. Los Angeles in
Block Print.
Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. Softcover. Good. Orange wraps
with block print and title on front wrap. Unpaginated.
Printed by Bryant Press, copyrighted to 1932. Wraps
have detached from spine and are separated; wraps
have light dampstaining, soiling and moderate chipping;
inside of front wrap has paper and glue residue; text
block has light toning and ink transfer from opposite
page; ex-library copy
with library catalog
numbers in pen on front
wrap and in pencil
on dedication page,
and “First Unitarian
Church” rubber stamp
on front endpaper.
Linoleum block prints
depicting scenes of
Los Angeles by Stella
Knight Ruess. Mother
of Everett Ruess, she
was an accomplished
writer and artist in her own right. Stella Knight Ruess
popularized the haiku format in southern California
and inspired her son’s block prints. This beautiful book
includes one color block print tipped in, titled “Olive
Hill.” A rare find with no copies found in commerce as
of March 2018. 015090.

152. [SKETCH BOOK] 1920s Pocket
Sketch Book.
Oblong 16mo 6” - 7” tall. Very Good. A captivating
sketch book kept by an amateur artist during
a cruise aboard the noted Cunard Liner, the
Cameronia (II). The cruise took place between July
5th-14th, 1929 and the sketch book contains 14 deftly
rendered scenes in pencil and colored pencil. All
sketches are dated and/or annotated; sketch book
has brown paper wraps and black cloth spine; a little
less than half of the sketchbook is used. In very good
condition with sticker residue on front wrap and
light soiling to rear wrap.
The pencil sketches are accented in orange, blue,
red, purple, yellow and green, and depict portraits
of women and sailors, various skylines, and the
ship’s deck. Titles of a few of the sketches are “July
5, Doris writing home on our first morning at sea,”
“Fire Drill at 10:30 - Tighten your life belt Hortense!
It is slack,” “B Deck - ‘Cameronia’ - July 8, 1929,”
and “A Skyline in Edinburgh, Scotland - July 14,
1929.” Around the late 1920s this type of leisure
trip was starting to diminish, but this sketch book
preserves the daily experiences of one passenger in
colorful detail. 016571.

$275

$525
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FEDERAL ART PROJECT SCREEN PRINTS
153. SIEGRIEST, Louis B. Indian Court, Federal Building, Golden
Gate International Exposition, San Francisco, 1939 - Apache Devil
Dancer from an Indian Painting, Arizona.
Federal Art Project, WPA, 1939. A screen
print published under the Federal Art Project
(FAP) and created to advertise an exhibition
at the Golden Gate International Exposition
of 1939. Print is in very good condition and
measures 25” x 36”. Colors are still bright
and crisp, light foxing and toning at margins
and very light soiling at center of print.
“In July of 1935, Federal Project Number
One (Federal One) was established within
the WPA as a central administration for the
arts-related projects. Federal One provided
funds specifically for artists, musicians,
actors, and writers through the Federal Art
Project (FAP), the Federal Music Project,
the Federal Theatre Project, and the Federal
Writer’s Project. FAP employed more than
five thousand artists in various art projects
including the many poster divisions that
were created throughout the United States”
(Library of Congress online). These posters
were known for their bold colors and varied
designs. The artist of this piece, Louis Bassi Siegriest, was part of the “Society Six of
California Colorists” and gained high acclaim for his work as a poster artist for the WPA.
Animated by the use of bright blue, red and yellow colors the Native American motif he
printed here is a fine tribute to American art and the WPA. Copies found at Yale, California
Historical Society and the Library of Congress as of February 2018. 014910.

$2,500
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154. SIEGRIEST, Louis B. Indian Court, Federal
Building, Golden Gate International Exposition,
San Francisco, 1939 - Eskimo Mask, Western
Alaska.
Federal Art Project, WPA, 1939. Very Good. A screen print
published under the Federal Art Project (FAP) and created
to advertise an exhibition at the Golden Gate International
Exposition of 1939. Print measures 25 ¼” x 35 ¾” and is mounted
on linen. In very good condition. Colors are still bright and crisp,
minor creasing near
center of print, and
1 ½” tear on bottom
margin.
The simple and bold
Native American
motif printed here
is a fine tribute to
American art and the
WPA. Copies found
at Yale, California
Historical Society
and the Library
of Congress as of
August 2018. 016545.

$1,800
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155. AUSTIN, Mary. The Land of Little Rain.
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Item Numbers:
155 to 169

Boston, MA, Houghton Mifflin and Co, [1927]. Sierra Edition. 8vo - over
7¾ - 9¾” tall. Hardcover. Very Good in Very Good Dust Jacket. Brown
cloth boards with printed vulture and coyote illustration on cover. Brown
illustrated dust jacket, protected in mylar. Boards are fairly clean and sharp
with very small soil mark at front
bottom corner. Dust jacket is lightly
chipped along edges and has archival
tape on the inside of the top edge.
Interior is clean and spine is sturdy.
Inscription and previous owner’s
name in pen on FFEP.
This is the Sierra Edition of Mary
Austin’s classic collection of essays
about the California desert, printed
ca. 1927. Zamarano 80-2. Howes
A400. 016723.

$135
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POETRY AND PROSE OF WENDELL BERRY
156. BERRY, Wendell. Amish
Economy.
Versailles, Adela Press, 1996. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
Fine. Cream-colored wraps with lettering
in blue and black, string bound. Signed by
author on title page. This is number 202/400.
In fine condition with no wear or soiling
present.
Wendell Berry’s poem “Amish Economy” is
beautifully presented in this chapbook with
linocuts by Laura Lee Cundiff. 016972.

$125

158. BERRY, Wendell. The Gift of Gravity.
The Deerfield Press and the Gallery Press, 1979. 8vo
8” - 9” tall. Hardcover. Very Good in Very Good
Dust Jacket. Black cloth boards with gilt title on
spine; brown dust jacket with black lettering on
front and spine. Limited to 300 copies and double
signed by author. Signed and inscribed on title page,
and signed again on colophon page. Unpaginated.
Boards are clean; dust jacket has light wear to edges
and a slight pink hue; pastedowns also have a
moderate pink hue, otherwise text block is clean.
This publication includes two poems, “The Gift of
Gravity” and “Grief.” 016969.

$245
157. BERRY, Wendell. Farming: A Hand Book.
New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.,
1970. First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 118pp.
Hardcover. Very Good in Very Good Dust
Jacket. Black cloth and blue paper boards
with gilt title on spine; pictorial dust jacket;
advance reader leaflet laid in at front.
Boards have light soiling and light foxing
to edges; dust jacket has light soiling and
foxing; text block is clean.
A clear and eloquent voice is found in
Berry’s fourth volume of poetry. 016967.

$250

159. BERRY, Wendell. The Hidden Wound.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1970. First
Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 145pp. Hardcover. Very Good
in Very Good dust jacket. Brown and black cloth
boards with gilt title on front board and spine; top
edge dyed black; tan dust jacket with black lettering.
Signed by author on title page. Boards have light
soiling; dust jacket has light sunning to spine and
light soiling; text block is clean.
In this book, Wendell Berry “honestly confronts
the facts, the origins, and the results of white
Kentuckian’s attitudes toward black men. In the
process, he has much to say to all men about the
human condition.” 016973.

$225
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160. BERRY, Wendell. Reverdure.

162. BERRY, Wendell. Sayings & Doings.

The Press at Colorado College, 1974.
Oblong Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. Fine.
Brown wraps bound with white
string; bottom edge deckled; color
illustrations on bottom edge of text
block are lightly embossed. Signed
by author in pencil, after last verse.
Numbered 20/100. This book was
designed, hand-printed and bound
by James Trissel, and was printed
on Rives Heavyweight paper.
Unpaginated but contains 26 pages of text.

Gnomon. First Edition 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. Hardcover. Very Good. Cream-colored
paper boards with title and illustration in copper. First edition, first state, issued
without dust jacket. [40pp]. Boards have light wear and foxing; text block is clean.
016971.

This heartening poem is simply and beautifully presented. 016974.

$495
161. BERRY, Wendell. Sabbaths 2002 with Print.
Monterey, KY, Larkspur Press, 2004.
Limited and Numbered. 16mo 6” - 7”
tall. Hardcover. Fine in Fine Dust Jacket.
Signed, limited edition of Wendell Berry’s
Sabbaths along with “The Kentucky River
at Lanes Landing” print signed by artist,
Wesley Bates. The beautiful chapbook
was hand-bound by Carolyn Whitesel,
and was limited to 100 copies. This is
number 92/100. Signed by Berry on
colophon page, and signed by Bates on
print. Grey dustjacket with mylar covering
over beautiful paper and cloth boards.
Chapbook is unpaginated and contains 11 poems. Print measures 12 ¼” x
7” and is housed in paper portfolio. Fine. 016341.

$275

$50
163. CERVANTES, Miguel
De. El Ingenioso Hidalgo
Don Quijote De La Mancha,
Compuesto Por Miguel De
Cervantes Saavedra.
Madrid, Ramos & Compania, 1829. 24mo
5” - 6” tall. Hardcover. Very Good. The
famous work of Cervantes published in
1829 in four volumes. Content in Spanish.
Volumes include Parte Primera, Tomo
I xxviii, 387pp; Parte Primera, Tomo II,
389pp; Parte Segundo, Tomo III, 428pp;
Parte Segundo, Tomo IV, 422pp. Each
volume contains three plates. Period
leather binding with gilt title on spine,
all edges in red. Ex-library copies with
library rubber stamp on first endpaper of
each volume. Boards have light soiling, and light wear to all edges and spine; Parte
Segundo, Tomo IV has moderate chipping to corners; text blocks are clean.
“Cervantes’ masterpiece was first published in 1605 by Francisco de Robles and
printed at the shop of Juan de la Cuesta in Madrid…[it] has been published
and translated more than any other book (except for the Bible) and serves as an
important source of inspiration for artists, musicians, playwrights and novelists up
to the present day” (Queens College online). A beautiful copy. 015859.

$750
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164. EHRLICH, Gretel. Geode/Rock
Body.

165. HAMILL, Sam. Heroes of the
Teton Mythos.

166. LEVERTOV, Denise. Wanderer’s
Daysong.

Santa Barbara, Capricorn Press, 1970. 8vo 8” - 9”
tall. 34pp. Softcover. Fine. Brown wraps with
colorful geode design on front wrap, blue lettering
on spine. Signed by Ehrlich on title page. Spine has
light sunning, otherwise in fine condition.

Denver, CO, Copper Canyon Press, 1973. First
Edition. Narrow 8vo 8” to 9” tall. 65pp. Chapbook.
Fine. Tan wrappers with red pictorial design and
black title on front with red title on spine. One of
500 copies perfect bound and designed by Sam
Hamill & Jim Gautney. Wrapper in Talisman
Buckskin with wine endpapers.

Copper Canyon Press, 1981. Small 4to 9” - 11” tall.
Hardcover. Very Good. Limited and numbered;
2/10 signed copies printed on Hayle paper.
Signed and numbered on colophon page. Quarter
cloth over decorative paper boards with title
label on spine; fore and bottom edges deckled;
unpaginated. Spine has moderate sunning, front
board has light soiling; text block is clean and
binding is tight. 014802.

This collection of poems was the first
published works of Gretel Ehrlich and includes
poems such as “Poem for a Geologist,”
“Geode,” “The Wise Body” and many more.
016501.

$285
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The first poetry book by Sam Hamill, founder of
Copper Canyon Press. Signed by Hamill on title
page. 014797.

$65

$225
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BEAUTIFUL FORE EDGE PAINTING
168. MOORE, Thomas. Songs, Ballads and
Sacred Songs.
London, Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, 1849. 12mo
7” - 7½” tall. 284pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Black leather
boards with gilt imprint on front and rear boards; five raised
bands and gilt title on spine; all edges are gilt, and includes
a fore edge painting. Written on verso of a front endpaper
is “Tryphena…Jan. 8 73 With Mama’s Love.” And on rear
endpaper, upside down, is penned “Tryphena Morrish The
gift of her sincere friend J. Thompson May 2nd 1857.” Exlibrary with three rubber stamps on verso of title page. Boards
have moderate soiling and light wear to all edges and spine;
pastedowns, endpapers and title page have moderate soiling;
pages 88 and 89 have heavy toning likely from a bookmark,
otherwise text block is clean.

167. LOPEZ, Barry. Pulling
Wire.
Red Dragonfly Press, 2003. 8vo 8” 9” tall. 13pp. Softcover. Fine. Cream
colored wraps, deckled edges.1/240
copies printed on Iyo Glazed paper.
No wear or soiling present.

A collection of songs and ballads by Thomas Moore, Irish
poet and composer, known for notable works such as “Irish
Melodies” and “Lalla Rookh.” The fore edge painting is
based on the ballad “As Once a Grecian Maiden Wove” on
p. 95, and which is also interpreted on the frontis. It is rare
to find a fore edge painting that relates to the text or other
illustrations within the book. A beautiful book with a rare fore
edge painting does justice to the works of this Romantic poet.
014698.

$475

A beautiful letterpress edition of
Lopez’s short story “Pulling Wire.”
015298.

$95
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LIMITED EDITION, SIGNED BY ARDIS M. WALKER
169. WALKER, Ardis M. Sierra Nevada Sequence.
Sierra Trails Press, 1968. First Edition. 4to 11” - 13” tall. Very Good. Unbound
first edition of Walker’s sonnets, limited and signed. This is number 99/107.
Inscribed by author on title page. Inscription reads, “For Jim and Kathy, who share
my love for the beauty of nature and art. Ardis M. Walker. 5/24/75.” Signed by
Kirk Martin on each tipped in engraving. Leaves are unpaginated. Housed in a
dark green cloth portfolio with gilt title on front and spine. Portfolio has light
shelfwear and rubber stamp from “Early Commonwealth of Club of California” on
inside of front cover; title page has light toning to edges, otherwise clean.
A collection of thirty-two heartfelt sonnets by Ardis M. Walker, accompanied by
wood engravings and rubricated initials by Kirk Martin. 015780.

$625
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170. CARSON, Rachel L. Parker River - A National Wildlife Refuge.
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Item Numbers:
170 to 180

Washington, United States Government Printing
Office, 1947. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 14pp.
Softcover. Very Good. Green and tan wraps,
staple bound. Wraps have moderate soiling; text
block has light toning to edges.
An important publication written
by Rachel Carson, about fifteen
years before the debut of her most
famous book, “Silent Spring.” The
Parker River National Wildlife
Refuge was considered by Carson
as “New England’s most important
contribution to the national effort
to save the waterfowl of North
America.” Providing pristine coastal
habitats for migratory and resident
birds it is still a crucial refuge.
015238.

$225
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171. [EARTH FIRST!] Dam Collective. Earth First! Direct
Action Manual - Uncompromising Nonviolent Resistance in
Defense of Mother Earth!
Eugene, OR, DAM Collective/Southern
Willamette Earth First, 1997. First Edition. 8vo
8” - 9” tall. 151pp. Softcover. Very Good. Bright
green wrappers with title and illustration
in black on front cover. Spiral-bound. Edges
have light wear and soil. Interior is clean. This
manual has black and white illustrations and
diagrams throughout.
Content includes information on nonviolence,
common sense security, backcountry action,
lock down devices, rail blockades, tree sits,
mass actions and much more. 016303.

$125
172. [EARTH FIRST!] Taylor, Chuck
(intro). Earth First! Songbook.
Missoula, MT, Earth First!, 1993. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
132pp. Softcover. Very Good. White wraps with
title in black and pictorial image in green; spiral
bound. Wraps have light soiling and moderate
dampstaining; text block is moderately toned.
B&W illustrations throughout the book.
This book contains a collection of songs from
artists such as Walkin’ Jim Stoltz, Nedd Mudd,
Bill Oliver, Emilio Verde, Dana Lyons, Rick Ryan
and more. The introduction, with a poem, was
written by Chuck Taylor. 016544.

$85
88

FOR THE BEE ENTHUSIAST
173. [LANGSTROTH] Naile, Florence. Life of
Langstroth.
Ithaca, New York, Cornell University Press, 1942. First Edition.
8vo 8” - 9” tall. 215pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Blue leather
binding with gilt lettering and bee illustration on spine, along
with 5 raised bands. Probably a custom binding. This book
came down through the Langstroth family and includes the
bookplate of Anne Langstroth inside front board. Light wear to
edges and corners. Interior is clean. Edges of book are toned.
Endpapers are acid burned 1/2 inch on all sides. Laid in is a
newspaper article from an unknown newspaper giving the
history of the Langstroth library. Also included is a one page
typed letter “To Francis from Ted” (unknown if related to the
Langstroth clan).
“L. L. Langstroth is widely credited as the father of American
beekeepers and also served as a clergyman and educator. On 5
October 1852, Langstroth received a patent on the first movable
frame beehive in America. A Philadelphia cabinetmaker,
Henry Bourquin, a fellow bee enthusiast, made Langstroth’s
first hives for him and by 1852 Langstroth had more than
a hundred of these hives and began selling them where he
could. Langstroth spent many years attempting to defend his
patent without success. He never earned any royalties because
the patent was easily and widely infringed. Langstroth hives
are still in common use today (Wikipedia).” The Langstroth
Cottage in Oxford, Ohio is on the National Historic Landmark
and is now used by Miami University as their Center for the
Enhancement of Learning and Teaching. 014532.

$65
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174. [MASTODON] Great American Mastodon, (Mastodon
Giganteum, of Cuvier); Its History and Habits, As Inferred From
Its Anatomical Structure and Indian Tradition. Together with an
Essay on the Lost Races.
8vo 8” - 9” tall. Pamphlet. Very
Good. Blue wrappers with
black lettering, string bound.
Paginated 203-214 and includes
one b&w plate of the Great
American Mastodon. No author or
publication date given, but likely
published circa 1845. Light soiling
to wrappers and light wear to all
edges; light foxing and toning to
text block. On rear wrapper is an
advertisement for the American
Quarterly Journal of Agriculture
and Science.
The article in this pamphlet
discusses the Great American
Mastodon skeleton excavated
in New York in 1845 with a
summary of findings and theories
surrounding the animal. 014594.

175. [MUIR] Kimes, William K.; Maymie B. Kimes;
Lawrence Clark Powell (Forward). John Muir - A
Reading Bibliography.
Palo Alto, William P. Wreden,
1977. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 211pp.
Hardcover. Fine. Chronologically
compiled and annotated by
William and Maymie Kines,
this is 1 of 300 copies and is
signed by compilers, William
and Maymie Kines, and printer
Grant Dahlstrom. Brown paper
over quarter oatmeal cloth
binding, title gilt on spine, fore
and bottom edges deckled. No
wear or soiling present. Includes
subscription form and packing
list for this book, laid in.
An important work of scholarship regarding John Muir. 016164.

$100

$105
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BEAUTIFULLY BOUND SET INCLUDES ALS BY MUIR
176. MUIR, John. Writings of John Muir.
Boston, MA, Houghton Mifflin and Co, 1916. 8vo - over 7¾” - 9¾”
tall. Hardcover. Very Good. Number 252/750. Ten octavo volumes.
Beautifully bound at the Riverside Press in three-quarter burgundy
morocco over red cloth; gilt stamped on spines; top edges gilt;
marbled endpapers. Bookplate of William Whitman in each volume.
Photogravure frontispieces and plates (some sepia, some tinted blue),
photographic plates, maps (some folding), and descriptive tissue
guards; each volume contains at least one additional frontispiece
(most duplicating a plate found within the volume). Most volumes
show light dampstaining to the bottom of the leather binding,
affecting endpapers only; volume two has had repair to
spine, replacing 1” along the bottom edge with modern
red leather and gilt title; one tissue is stuck to the bottom
of a plate but does not affect the plate itself.
Volume I includes an inlaid manuscript leaf from Muir’s
writings of the California Mountains, and a two-page
tipped in ALS dated June 15, 1904 to a Mr. Murdock.
The manuscript leaf is one section of a full leaf; ALS has
been folded in half, the bottom half of the second page
is detached but present. In the letter Muir describes his
European and Asian travels, extols the virtues of “the
Grand Arizona Canyon” and Yellowstone Park, and
encourages Murdock “to visit the Petrified Forest which
lies about 150 miles to the east of the Canyon near the
railway [and] is easily reached.” He continues on to
say “It is one of the great wonders of the west though
comparatively little known as yet…” A special set with
added Muir letter. 005263.

$6,500
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177. MEEHAN, Thomas. The Native Flowers and Ferns of the United
States, in their Botanical, Horticultural, and Popular Aspects.

178. PEACOCK, Doug. Walking It Off: A Veteran’s
Chronicle of War and Wilderness.

Boston, MA, L. Prang and Company. 4to - over 9¾ - 12” tall. Hardcover. Very Good.
Four volume set including: Vol. I; Vol. II; Vol. I, Series II; Vol. II, Series II. Each volume
is paginated separately: ix, 192; v, 204; ix, 196; v, 200. Fully-collated, all plates present.
Copyrighted to 1878 and 1880. Rebound in modern half-leather with original cloth
boards and endpapers, except for new endpapers in rear of Volume I, Series II; all
edges gilt. Boards are rubbed on edges, some corners a bit bumped; text block is free of
markings; some plates have minor offsetting.

Salt Lake City, Utah, Dream Garden Press - Ken Sanders Rare Books,
2005. Hayduke Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 196pp. Hardcover. Fine.
Hayduke edition, signed and numbered 31/100. Includes Hayduke
print signed by Doug Peacock. Brown cloth covered boards with
“Hayduke” blind stamped on front board and silver lettering on
spine. Fine condition with no wear or soiling present.

Very nice set of the influential
horticulturist’s books on native flora with
outstanding chromolithographs. 007335.

$1,500

“Walking It Off” is Peacock’s
memoirs after the death of his
dear friend Edward Abbey: his
ventures into the southwest
deserts, his flashbacks of
Vietnam and his cantankerous
friendship with Abbey. 016510.

$125
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FOR THE FUNGI
179. SMITH, Alexander H. Mushrooms in Their Natural
Habitats.
Portland, OR, Sawyer’s Inc.,
1949. 8vo - over 7¾” - 9¾” tall.
626pp. Hardcover. Very Good.
This set includes one volume of
text (Volume I); a View-Master; 33
reels of mushroom stereographs
housed in separate pockets
within a small volume; both the
View-Master and reels (in the
small volume) are housed in a
false book box (Volume II). The
volume of text and false book box
have matching red cloth boards
with gilt lettering on front board
and spine; top edges dyed red.
Light soil on boards, edges, and
leaves; bookmark shadowing
on one pair of pages; dampstain
on lower edge of Volume II box;
View-Master works like a charm.
This fascinating set is drawn from the considerable knowledge of Alexander
Hanchett Smith (1904-1986), a leading mycologist who published extensively.
The photographs were taken by the inventor of View-Master himself, William
Gruber, and the set was published by the company that produced ViewMasters, co-owned by Gruber. With edibility notes included in the descriptions
and extraordinary images of mushrooms, this set is certain to delight all who
encounter it. 009739.

$1,600
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180. THOREAU, Henry David; Franklin Benjamin
Sanborn (editor). First and Last Journeys of Thoreau Lately Discovered Among His Unpublished Journals and
Manuscripts - Volumes I & II.
Boston, Printed Exclusively for Members of
the Bibliophile Society, 1905. Deluxe Edition.
Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. Hardcover. Very
Good. Deluxe edition printed for members
of the Bibliophile Society and limited to 489
copies. This set is not numbered. Set includes
two volumes with brown paper boards over
half vellum binding; fore and bottom edges
deckled; printed on Japan paper. Volume
I, paginated vii -xxxix, 1-146pp; Volume II,
paginated 7-134pp. Volume I includes four
facsimiles from Thoreau’s journals; Volume
II includes a frontis of Thoreau. Volumes are
in very good condition with light soiling to
boards, Vol. II has minor chipping and cracking to vellum shelfback; Vol. II
has light foxing on frontis, otherwise text blocks are clean.
The editor of these volumes, Franklin Benjamin Sanborn, lived during the
mid-19th century with peers such as Henry David Thoreau, Walt Whitman,
Bret Harte, and Ralph Waldo Emerson. A follower of their works and
teachings, Sanborn was a devoted abolitionist who sought reforms for the
social issues of his time. He had a good deal of personal experience with
Thoreau, and as such, was uniquely qualified to write biographies of the
great poet-naturalist (Boston Athenaeum Online). BAL 20143. 016111.

$350
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181. [AGRICULTURE] Instructions for Planting and Cultivating Fruit Trees.

Section 9: AMERICANA

Item Numbers:
181 to 225

Dayton, O[hio], Heiks & Co., 1852. Very
Good. Broadside providing agricultural
information on the planting of fruit trees
and berries. Broadside has black lettering
and decorative border and measures 8 3/4”
x 12 3/4”. Broadside is fragile at folds,
has minor creasing, light foxing and light
soiling.
Includes information on the cultivation
of apple and peach trees, grapes and
strawberries, along with instructions
on pruning, thinning, harvesting and
preserving. A sweet broadside providing
the farmer with sound advice. 015392.

$225
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182. [ALAMO] The National - Washington: Friday, April 15, 1836 Vol. 1, No. 16.
Gales & Seaton, 1836. 4pp.
Newspaper. The outcome
of the Battle of the Alamo
recorded around one
month after its occurrence.
Newspaper measures
18” x 21” when unfolded.
Newspaper has moderate
toning, soiling and foxing,
light chipping to all edges but
leaves are still together.
The article regarding the
Alamo is located on the back
page and is titled “Late and
Important From Texas.” The
article goes on to describe
the events up to the famous
battle and on “6th March
about midnight, the Alamo
was assaulted by the whole
Mexican Army, commanded
by Santa Ana in person. The
battle was desperate until daylight, when only seven men belonging to the Texian
garrison were found alive, crying for quarters but were told that there were none
for them…We regret to say that Colonel David Crockett, his companion, Mr. Jesse
Benton, and Col. Bonham of South Carolina were among the number slain.” The issue
also includes notes from the Twenty-Fourth Session of Congress concerning railroad
contracts, an article on slavery in Arkansas, and another on “Operations in Florida.”
The National was published weekly during the legislative session, and this issue
records the most renowned military engagement in Texas history. No copies found in
commerce as of January 2018. 014820.

$425
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183. [ANIMAL HUSBANDRY] Riley, Harvey.
Mule - A Treatise on the Breeding, Training,
and Uses, to Which He May Be Put.
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald, 1867. First Edition. 12mo 7” 7½” tall. 107pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Green cloth boards
with illustration of a mule and gilt title on front board, and
gilt title on spine; includes b&w plates. Boards have light
soiling and wear to edges; front endpaper has minor chipping
to top right corner,
otherwise text block is
remarkably clean.
The author of this book
provided “much needed
reform” to the breeding,
care and treatment of
mules, and includes
illustrations of some of
the “most celebrated army
mules.” 016966.

$225
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184. [ART] Featherstone, Marion. Archive of Home Economics Professor
at the University of Idaho - Art Portfolio, Typescript and Ephemera.
Very Good. Small archive includes two volumes and ephemera from a young artist aspiring
to be a Professor of Home Economics in the first half of the 20th century. Dated to 1916 and
1947. Archive includes: “Art Work,” created in 1916, 4to, 82 leaves, original art portfolio with
designs in charcoal, rubbings, and watercolors; “Clothes Count,” , 4to, 98 leaves (sections are
separately numbered), a mimeograph typescript
created circa 1947; 11 silver gel photos, measuring
between 3” x 5” and 8”x10” (5 of these are fashion
design photo boards); 8 photo negatives measuring
5” x 7”; 15 leaves of publishing contracts, letters, and
leaflets concerning the Spanish language publication
of “Elementary Costume Design” coauthored by
Dorothy Howerton Maack of Fort Collins, CO. In
very good condition with moderate wear to edges
of both volumes; some leaves of “Art Work” have
light chipping; minor soiling to a couple of the photo
boards; light toning and creasing to correspondence.

185. [DERRYDALE PRESS][HUNTING]
Gee’s Hunting Diary, To Record the Sport of
the Season - Arranged for the Followers of
Foxhounds & Harriers.
New York, Ernest R. Gee, 1937. Oblong Large 8vo 9” - 10”
tall. Very Good. Red paper boards over red cloth spine; front
and rear boards illustrated; housed in a black cloth clamshell
box with red leather title label on front. Text block printed
on light blue paper, text in red on pre-printed columns; diary
has not been written in; unpaginated. Boards have light
shelfwear; previous owner’s bookplate on front pastedown;
text block is clean.
Mention of Derrydale Press on last leaf: “Printed by Eugene
V. Connett at the Derrydale Press.” Siegel states that there
were an undetermined number of copies published. A scarce
Derrydale book. Siegel 117. 016897.

$775

Marion Featherstone (1901-1996) appears to have
been a talented young artist with a keen fashion
sense and aspirations of becoming a professor. The
portfolio, “Art Work,” created at the beginning of
her career in 1916, includes ink and chalk still life
renderings, ornamental rug and stained glass window
designs, and of special interest, a color chart, with 130 painted samples tipped in. Featherstone
became an Assistant Professor of Home Economics at the University of Idaho during the Great
Depression. She authored books, taught arts, crafts, historic costume design, and promoted art
education for children. The typescript “Clothes Count” includes sections encouraging young
women to make their clothes interesting, aspects for creating their own costumes designs, tips
on planning a wardrobe and more. Laid in with the typescript are photos and photo boards
showing fashion accessories, textiles swatches, and fashionable patterns. This small archive
provides insight into the hard work and growth of an artist and professor in the first half of the
20th century. 016315.

$950
95
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EDWARD ABBEY’S ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA
186. [EDWARD ABBEY] Encyclopaedia Britannica: A Dictionary of
Arts, Sciences, Literature and General Information - Eleventh Edition
(29 Volume Set).
New York, The Encyclopaedia Britannica Company, 1910-1911. Eleventh Edition. 8vo 8”
- 9” tall. Hardcover. Very Good. This is the notable eleventh edition of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica owned by none other than Edward Abbey. The set comes from Ed Abbey’s
library; it likely possesses some of his skin cells, although no bookplates or signatures are
present. Set is complete with 29 volumes. The set was bound in oatmeal cloth with title
pastedown on spine. Set is in very good condition. Overall there is light wear and light
foxing to all edges of boards, a few books have light soiling to boards; most books have
a few leaves that are creased and some have light soiling; folding maps and plates are
generally in very good condition.
The distinguished eleventh edition was
known for its readability and beautiful
illustrations, but was most renowned
for its optimistic worldview, which
vanished after the First World War.
Rightly criticized for its views on racism
and equality, it is still a highly valued
edition for its range of subjects and
notable contributors such as Edmund
Gosse, Algernon Charles Swinburne,
John Muir and T. H. Huxley. The
eleventh edition was written with a
coherence that made it not only a work
of scholarship but a pleasure to read, the
set’s provenance making it all the more
exceptional. 015410.

$1,450

187. [ENTERTAINMENT] “Mystiscope” Fortune
Teller - The Device that Thinks.
San Francisco, CA, F. L. Morgan Company. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 33pp.
Softcover. Good. Mystiscope fortune telling set with booklet and
wheel of fortune housed in original cardboard box. Copyrighted
to 1925. Booklet has textured brown wraps with black lettering;
wheel of fortune has three movable dials and spinner; original
box is blue with
green lettering and
illustration. Overall
in good condition.
Cardboard box has
heavy chipping and is
missing a portion of
the top edge; booklet
has light wear to all
edges, light soiling and
creasing to text block;
wheel of fortune has
light toning and soiling.
Described as “the wheel
of life,” the Mystiscope
was supposedly able to
answer any questions
and solve any answer.
“Ranjour Singh, Maharajah of the Pungal District, Hindu man of
mystery, scion of a noble family, a man of high birth, and of great
knowledge, has finally been persuaded to unfold the mysteries
of his wheel of fortune together with the English translation of
its prophesies and disclosures for us to use as a delightful and
fascinating game” (from the introduction). With no copies found
in OCLC this is a rare opportunity to discover your destiny!
016368.

$325
96
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188. [ENTERTAINMENT] Seaside Sibyl; Or, Leaves of
Destiny – A Fortune Teller in Verse.
Jersey City, NJ, E. S. Wells, 1882. Third
Edition. 32mo 4” - 5” tall. Pamphlet.
Good. Pink paper wraps with black
illustration and type. Moderate fading
and light soiling to wrapper. Light
chipping to bottom right corner of some
pages. Text block is exceptionally clean for
a document of its age. Has a musty smell.
A fortune teller in verse, with 100 predicted fortunes and a number of
advertisements. 2 copies in OCLC. 015974.

$45
189. [EXERCISE] Manual of Exercise on the Boston Chest
Weight.
Akron, O[hio]. Schumacher Gymnasium
Co. 24mo 5” - 6” tall. 45pp. Very Good.
Buff wraps with lettering and illustrations
in red, string bound. Wraps have light
soiling and light wear to all edges; text
block has light toning and foxing.
As stated on the rear wrap, the
Schumacher Gymnasium Co. was the
largest manufacturer of gymnastic
apparatus in the United States and was
established in 1890. The exercise manual
provides illustrations and steps on how to
properly use the Boston Chest Weight. No
copies in OCLC or in commerce as of June
2018. 016255.

$175

190. [EXERCISE] Manual of Classic Dancing - Exercises and
Practices for the Development of the Classic Dancer.
Chicago, M. Sergei Marinoff School
of Classical Dancing. First Edition.
4to 11” - 13” tall. Very Good.
Course book is leather bound with
embossed illustration and gilt title.
Pliable covers have moderate wear
to all edges; some leaves have light
chipping and text block has light
soiling throughout. This is a Sergei
Marinoff home study course in the
art of classical dance, copyrighted
to 1922. The outline of the course
was divided into three parts and 19
lessons with detailed instructions,
musical score, examinations to
complete, illustrations and plates
with photographs of dance positions
and famous dancers.
Parts are divided as follows: Part
I: Elementary ballet work, which
includes bar exercises, fundamental positions and elementary steps; Part II: Toe
Dancing; Part III: Classic Dances, which included ballet dances, character dances
(Russian, Spanish, etc.), and Greek (interpretive dancing). Most lessons are 8 pages
and have a few plates for each lesson. Lessons 2 and 4 are repeated at the end of the
course book. Vera Caspary, possibly the author of this publication, was often the
writer for the Sergei Marinoff School of Classical Dance, but she is most well known
for her novel “Laura” along with twenty other published works (Jewish Women’s
Archive Online). This course book provides any willing recipient with the means
to study and achieve perfection in the captivating art of dance, as long as they
remember “the wrist always leads!” 014430.

$325
97
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CELEBRATED BIOGRAPHY OF GEORGE WASHINGTON
191. [GEORGE WASHINGTON] Marshall, John. Life of George
Washington, Commander in Chief of the American Forces, During the War
which Established the Independence of His Country, and First President
of the United States. Compiled Under the Inspection of the Honourable
Bushrod Washington, From Original Papers Bequeathed to Him by His
Deceased Relative.
Philadelphia, James Crissy, 1832. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
Hardcover. Very Good. This is the “Second Edition,
Revised and Corrected by the Author, In Two
Volumes” and includes accompanying atlas titled
“Atlas to Marshall’s Life of Washington” (set has
three volumes total). Vols. I & II are in full leather
bindings with gilt title on spine and all edges
marbled. Atlas has three-quarter cloth binding over
green paper boards with title pastedown on front
board. Vol. I, iv, 460, 42, viii; Vol. II, 448, 32, v; atlas
unpaginated but contains ten maps. Vol. I includes
frontis of Washington; contemporary newspaper
clippings tipped in at front pastedown and first
few endpapers. Atlas has beautiful engraving on
title page; includes 10 colorful, detailed maps.
Set is in very good condition. Boards of all three
volumes have moderate soiling, moderate chipping
to edges and spine; Vols. I & II have moderate
foxing throughout text block; Atlas has moderate
offsetting.

192. [INDIAN MOTOCYCLE] Porta, Jose.
Indian Motocycle Company Ephemera.
Good. Artist Giuseppe Pietro Porta Trinchero Pescarmona,
more commonly known as Joseph Porter and here referred
to as Jose Porta, was known for his haunting and exciting
paintings called “Palette Fantasies.” This collection contains
an invoice from the Indian Motocycle Co., an original
Indian Motocycle Co. envelope addressed to Porta, and
two small pamphlets both in Spanish regarding Porta’s
Pan-American trip
on his motorcycle
(one of which is
signed by Porta).
Collection is in
good condition with
moderate soiling to
all items; invoice has
been folded multiple
times; envelope has
top right corner
missing, where
stamp was once
affixed; pamphlets
have light toning.

This celebrated biography, called “indispensable” by Sabin, was the definitive history of the
American Revolution and the development of the United States government, along with being a
personal, detailed study of the first President of the United States. Howes M317. 015489.

Inscribed by Porta:
“A mi amigo Joe Manes, Con Sinceridad, Jose Porta, San
Francisco, 14 de Febrero de 1932.” Joseph Porter led a
rebellious, adventurous life and in the 1920’s came to
America and acquired an Indian Scout Motocycle. This
would be the motorcycle that he rode from Missouri to
Buenos Aires. During this time he wrote “Pan-American
Trails,” under the name “Jose Porta.” 015253.

$1,150

$225
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SIGNED BY ALEXANDER STEPHENS
193. [JEFFERSON DAVIS][ALEXANDER STEPHENS] Stephens,
Alexander. Autograph Letter Signed President Jefferson Davis and Vice
President Alexander Stephens Plus CDV of Stephens.
Crawfordsville, GA, 1864. 1pp. Signed by Alexander Stephens. Envelope, 6 x 5 1/2 inches
laid flat, postmarked April 20, 1864 Richmond, VA on CSA Executive Department envelope
addressed to the Vice-President of the Confederacy Alexander Stephens. Envelope is incomplete
with several pieces missing from the edges; 1/2 of postage stamp missing and ‘derate’ missing
from Confederate on return address. Manuscript on verso apparently
docketing the content of missing letter. However, enough content
remains to tantalize any historian of the Confederacy. The docket in
manuscript (in secretarial hand of Jefferson Davis) is dated April 19,
1864--Richmond, VA “In reference to the release of David F. Cable....”
David Cable, a lawyer from Ohio and captured by the South, wrote to
Vice-President Stephens requesting a meeting promising information
on a cabal hoping to unseat Abraham Lincoln in the upcoming election
and achieve peace and independence for the south. While Davis
and Stephens did not get along, Stephens felt that Cable had enough
credibility to ask President Davis to parole Cable so Stephens could
meet with him. This meeting
apparently never took place. In
Stephens’ hand below Davis’
note it reads, “I should wait to see Cable is liar from the
result of the examination...would detain me four days
from Richmond.” The Confederate Congress was due to
convene soon and some historians link the Cable affair
with an attempt to keep Stephens away from the opening
of the Congress in Richmond. A good Civil War historian
can fill in the blanks of this enigmatic fragment. Also
included is a CDV of Alexander Stephens from the C. D.
Fredricks studio in New York. 014761.

PREVIOUSLY OWNED BY J.W.
POWELL AND J.C. PILLING
194. [LANGUAGE] Berendt, C. Hermann.
Analytical Alphabet for the Mexican & Central
American Languages.
New York, American
Ethnological Society,
Reproduced in Facsimile
by the American PhotoLithographic Co., 1869. 8vo
8” - 9” tall. Pamphlet. Very
Good. Plain blue wraps,
string bound. Paginated [2],
4, 8. Wraps have moderate
soiling and chipping; text
block has light toning and
bottom, right corner is
creased; one name (George
Gibbs) has been excised
from the list of American
Ethnological Society Special
Committees. Newberry
Library release stamp on inside wrapper; J.W. Powell’s
ownership stamp on title page; also, James C. Pilling’s
copy with pencil notations on front wrap, and signature
and pencil notation, “357,” on title page. “357” refers to the
entry number found in Pilling’s “Proof-Sheets” in which he
references the Lord’s Prayer in Maya found on page 8 of this
publication. 016741.

$225

$1,500
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195. [LANGUAGE] Parkhurst, Henry M.
(editor). The Plowshare, and the American
Reporter, Together with the Cosmopolitan,
1852 and 1853.

196. [LANGUAGE] Fonetic Advocat Volyum II, Numbur 22 - Sinsinati, 15
Jun, 1850.

197. [LINCOLN][Boker, George
H]. No. 18. The Will of the
People.

Sinsinati [Cincinnati, OH], Longley & Brother,
1850. Good. Newspaper measuring 11” tall
and including 16pp of text. Paginated 253-266.
Newspaper is in good condition with moderate
soiling, toning and dampstaining, and heavy
wear to all edges; a small nail holds the leaves
together.

8vo 8” - 9” tall. 8pp. Pamphlet. Very Good.
BAL gives authorship to George H. Boker
and publication to The Union League
of Philadelphia, 1864. Self wraps have
light foxing and soiling, spine has minor
chipping and toning; text block has light
toning and foxing.
This publication presents Lincoln as
the People’s candidate at the thenapproaching elections of 1864. Scarce. BAL
1205. Monaghan 359. 016635.

These periodicals use the phonetic alphabet; a standardized
representation of sounds of the spoken languages devised
in the mid 19th century, and was sometimes used as a
teaching mechanism to learn how to read. The Cosmopolitan
periodical is written entirely in a strange set of symbols,
titled “the Cozmofonetic Alfabet” (a portion of this
periodical happens to be the Declaration of Independence).
An interesting collection of periodicals showing the varying
ways to use the phonetic language. 015169.

An entertaining
and inventive
way to learn
the English
language, this
newspaper
“was originated
to aid in
bringing reform
in our written
and printed
language, by
means of which
tedious process
of learning to
read is rendered
speedy and
pleasant” [p.253]. Twelve out of the sixteen pages
are written phonetically, and can be read with
surprising ease, covering many subjects such
as “nuz, siens, literatur, educasun and reform.”
015160.

$200

$85

Washington D.C., 1853.
16mo 6” - 7” tall. Hardcover.
Very Good. A collection of
three periodicals using the
phonetic alphabet edited
and compiled by Henry
Parkhurst. This book
contains: The Ploughshare,
Volumes 4-5, Numbers 1133, Jan. 1852 to Nov. 1853;
The Cosmopolitan, Volume
1, Numbers 1-2, 1853; The
American Reporter, Volumes
5-6, Numbers 16-31, Jan.
1852 to April 1853. Each periodical is paginated separately:
172pp, 8pp, 68pp. Faded purple boards with blind embossed
border and phonetic symbol on spine. Boards have moderate
sunning and wear; text block has light foxing and soiling; a
poorly executed wood block is located on page 4.

100

$275
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198. [LINCOLN] Lincoln, Abraham. Facsimile of the Autograph Letter of Abraham Lincoln, President of the U.S., to Gen.
Henry H. Sibley of Minnesota with ALS by Brigadier General Henry H. Sibley.
Boston, Heliotype
Printing Co., 1879.
3pp. Pamphlet. Three
page facsimile letter
written by Abraham
Lincoln, December
6th, 1862 to Brigadier
General Henry H.
Sibley. Bi-fold letter 7
7/8” x 10 1/4” inches
is toned along edges
and had been folded
into sixths. Several
tears at folds and
light soiling on verso.
Older archival tape attaching the two leaves plus three pieces of framers tape
at edges. Facsimile document apparently pulled from wrappers as published
and later framed. Eleven manuscript notes in pencil are alongside the phonetic
names of the condemned Indians from unknown hand. Lot also includes ALS
by Sibley measuring 5 3/4 x 5 1/8 inches with center fold and two pieces of
framer’s tape at top and bottom edge.

directly opposite the jail. At an executive council meeting of the Minnesota
Historical Society of June 12, 1876, Henry Sibley suggested that the
“celebrated manuscript order” be lithographed and distributed. This being
a copy of that facsimile, of which six are known to exist today, according to
OCLC (January 2018). The Sibley ALS, dated July 9th, 1889, is in response
to a request for an autograph of President Lincoln. Sibley replies that, “I
have none such, except where affixed to official documents. Truly Yours,
H. H. Sibley. “ A modern copy of a hand colored print titled “Execution of
the Thirty-Eight Sioux Indians At Mankato Minnesota December 26, 1862”
is included. Also included will be an original color lithograph printed by
the Hayes Litho. Co., Buffalo, N.Y. measuring 21 1/4” x 16 3/4”. As of
press time we have not received this item so are unable to provide a better
description. Call us for details. 014754.

$4,650

Lincoln’s letter documents the presidential order for the largest mass-hanging
in United States history, when 38 Sioux and half-Sioux Indians were executed
at Mankato, Minnesota, December 26, 1862 for their part in the Sioux Outbreak
of 1862. 303 American Indians were condemned to death by a shoddy military
commission but the president’s approval was required before any execution
could take place. In the midst of the American Civil War, President Lincoln
reviewed the military commission record of each condemned prisoner before
finally choosing thirty-nine Indians for execution. Lincoln stated that he
only wanted to execute those found guilty of rape or murder, not merely
participation in the uprising. The mass execution took place on December 26,
1862 with mass gallows constructed upon the Main Street of Mankato, MN
101
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199. [LINCOLN] Lincoln, Abraham. Republican Party
Vindicated - The Demands of the South Explained Speech of Hon. Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois, at the
Cooper Institute, New York City, February 27, 1860.
8vo 8” - 9” tall. 8pp. Good.
Disbound pamphlet
containing Abraham
Lincoln’s speech at the
Cooper Institute, New
York City on February
27th, 1860. Publication
information is unknown
but printed circa 1860.
Leaves are uncut. One
piece of cloth binding is
attached at top of spine;
spine has moderate
chipping; all leaves have
moderate soiling and
creasing to edges.
One of his most effective
speeches which some
historians believe won him
the presidency later that
year. A carefully crafted
speech examining slavery
is broken down in three
parts: part one, presenting
a rational argument concerning the Founding Fathers; part two, an
emotional talk to the South; part three, an appeal to Republicans. Sabin
41160. Monaghan 55. 016630.

$275
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200. [LOG BOOK] Blood, F. C. ; C. E. Blood. Druggist’s Log
Books.
Folio 13” - 23” tall. Hardcover. Good. Set of two log
books of druggists, F.C. Blood and C.E. Blood of
Ware, Massachusetts. Log books dated to 1880s and
1890s (one date written at front of C.E. Blood log
book “11-29-86”). The earlier of the volumes, with
entry numbers between 11366 to 13455, has quarter
cloth binding over marbled boards and “C.E. Blood,
druggist, Ware, Mass” label on front; second volume,
with entry numbers between 13457 to 14444, has half
cloth binding over marbled boards with “F.C. Blood,
Druggist, 62 Main St, Ware, Mass” label on front.
Volumes are in good condition with heavy wear and
soiling to boards and heavily toned and chipped
pages; entries are in ink and pencil and are written in
a relatively neat hand.
Each entry is numbered and contains a list of
prescribed medicines, quantity and dosage, and the
doctor’s name that prescribed the medication. Also
included are doctor’s prescriptions in note form that
have been tipped into the log books. Medicines and
herbals listed include potassium bromide, bismuth,
camphor, cascara sagrada, belladonna, digitalis and
numerous others. Example of an entry: “13883, Rx
Belladonna, Digitalis, Aqua pura, one teaspoonful
three times a day, Dr. Ryan.” Charles E. Blood and Fred C. Blood, along with
“F.C. Blood & Co, Apothecaries” are listed in an 1892 directory of Ware,
Massachusetts. It seems they were kept quite busy, filling these log books with
thousands of entries. Absorbing volumes of pharmacopeia history. 015176.

$300
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201. [LOG BOOK][Foster, Ernest]. Shopkeeper Accounts of Ernest Foster.
4to 11” - 13” tall. [130pp]. Softcover. Good. This is an account
ledger of Massachusetts shopkeeper, Ernest Foster. The ledger
is in clear manuscript with content divided into neat columns.
Leaves are unpaginated. Includes one laid in scrap of paper
with notes and math in manuscript; a business card for “Ye
Foster House” located in South Tewksbury, MA and owned
by Rachel Coyne and Ethel Foster Hallett, taped inside of
front cover; “Ernest Foster” is written in pencil on inside of
rear cover. Limp cardboards covers are bound by two leather
straps. Spine and covers are heavily worn and soiled; text block
has light soiling and toning, some leaves are loose; content is
remarkably legible.
Little information was found on Ernest Foster and his shop,
but names found within the ledger affirm the locale of the
shop to be in or near Tewksbury, Massachusetts. The first date
written in the ledger is February 3, 1821 and the last is June
4, 1825 with most records kept in the years 1821 and 1822.
The ledger is tidily divided into columns as such: customer
number/customer name/items bought by customer, cost of
items, or goods that Foster purchased/ total cost or payout.
Many customers frequented the store with reoccurring names
such as Bridges, Clark, French, Frost, Leviston, Shed and
Kitterage. Goods sold in the shop included tea, coffee, salt,
sugar, molasses, chocolate, raisins, flour, yarn, tobacco, snuff,
the occasional lemon or orange, and significant quantities
of rum. Observations include Widow Olive Leviston buying
flour, tumblers, and white plates on December 3rd, and Moody
French frequently visiting the store to purchase liquor. The
handwriting in the ledger is attractive; the content enthralls the
reader with a look into purchases of past, and through those
purchases, everyday life and routines. 014539.

$650

202. [LOG BOOK] McDaniel, James. Beef
Book, 1836.
Folio 13” - 23” tall. Hardcover. Very Good.
This is the account book of James McDaniel,
a breeder and seller of cattle in Bloody
Run, Pennsylvania. Entries are mostly from
1836 with a few dated between 1852 and
1861. Half leather binding over decorative
paper boards; 44 pages were used in the
account book. Boards have moderate wear
and soiling; minor offsetting and soiling to
text block. Inscription on first page reads:
“Bloody Run, March, Bedford County,
Pennsylvania, James McDaniel.”
Bloody Run was one of the earlier names for the town of
Everett, PA, the name changing frequently in the 18th and
19th centuries. It was a popular stopping point on the main
route between Philadelphia and Pittsburg. McDaniel’s
account book lists the name of customers, date, and amount
of meat or other byproducts sold. Some of these other
products include beef hide, sheepskin, calfskin and tallow.
A few pages are devoted to household expenses such as
purchases of coffee, eggs, butter, cloth and tobacco. Most
of the entries concern the beef business, such as an entry
from August 29, 1836: “Jacob Barndollar, Sr. For 23lb beef.”
Jacob Barndollar was the son of the earliest settler of the
town, Michael Barndollar. Other names frequently written
throughout the account book include Jonas Sparks, Isaac
Evans, David Mann, Nicholas Peck, William Lisinger, and
Henry Weaverling. The beef business may have continued
until at least 1888 as evidence of a later laid in note. An
intriguing piece of history that provides insight into the life
of a resident of Bloody Run. 015175.

$300
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RECORDS OF AN EARLY MASSACHUSETTS PHYSICAN
203. [LOG BOOK] Osgood, Joseph. Physician’s Day Book,
1782 to 1788.
Andover, Massachusetts. Folio 13” - 23” tall. Very Good. Contemporary calf
with hand-sewn binding. Binding has heavy scratching and moderate wear
to edges, some signatures are loosening and leaves are browned, but overall
in very good condition. Around 100 leaves, written on both sides.
A fine, closely written day book of the early and very busy Massachusetts
physician, Joseph Osgood. His entries are written in a clear hand, and can be
easily read. Entries in the day book include the name of the patient and head
of family, the medication administered, the amount charged in pounds and
shillings and payments received. There were many recognizable remedies
administered including cream of tartar, gum arabic, camphor, valerian,
myrrh, opium, paregoric, Carolina pink root and other herbals. Examples
of entries include: “Nov’b 1, 1784. Mr. Asa Morse of Methuen. To visit to
your wife and del’d of a son. To elix camphor, myrrh + elix paregoric” and
from the same day “Mr. Asa Parker. To visit son Moses. To blooding in
cubito.” Joseph Osgood (1718 - 1797) was from a prominent family which
included military officers and elected officials. Joseph was the son of Deacon
John Osgood and Hannah Abbott. Educated at Harvard, he first lived in
Boston, but moved to Andover to escape an outbreak of smallpox. Pursuing
mercantile and pharmaceutical sales, he was often called upon to prescribe
medicines and became a respected physician. Joseph Osgood had two sons,
Joseph Jr. and George Osgood, both physicians. This fascinating day book
preserves a wealth of medical history and the daily experiences of a doctor
in early Massachusetts. 015173.

$4,750
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FIFTY YEARS OF SERMONS CHRONICLED
204. [LOG BOOK] Pannebecher, Rev. George. Clergyman’s
Manuscript Ledger of Sermons Spanning 50 Years.
4to 11” - 13” tall. Approximately 120 pages of neatly written manuscript
entries.11¾ x 10¾ inches cloth boards. Covers worn and nearly detached,
spine perished; some stray markings within; internally very good.
Phenomenal manuscript volume kept by Rev. George Pannebecher (aka
Pannebecker), which spans five decades from 1923 to 1973. The Pennsylvaniaborn clergyman attended the University of Pennsylvania and Central
Theological Seminary and was a hard-working itinerant preacher in the
Reformed Church. Over the course of some 50 years, this noted preached
delivered more than 4,100 sermons and gave another nearly 400 talks, each
one painstakingly logged here. Each engagement is meticulously logged
including the title of the sermon, date, time, place, number in attendance,
biblical relevance, remarks, etc. Even the prevailing weather on the day of
the sermon is provided by Rev. Pannebecher, who visited churches of many
denominations, rescue missions, school cafeterias, hospitals, grange and
Masonic halls, rotary clubs, festivals, television stations, etc. By the 1930s he
began turning down invitations due to his increasingly demanding schedule
which took him to places such as Cincinnati, Dayton, Miamisburg, and
New Knoxville, Ohio; Berne, Bluffton, Danville, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis,
Lafayette, and Terre Haute, Indiana; Chattanooga, Tennessee; Chicago; Detroit;
Jeannette and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Gulfport, Mississippi; Milltown,
New Jersey; Pass-a-Grille. Florida, etc. Also, trips to California and Cuba can
be found here. An amazing manuscript log book, covering half a century of
engagements. 014612.

$1,500
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EARLY IRON MINING OPERATIONS IN MICHIGAN
205. [LOG BOOK][MINING] Jackson Forge Mining Company Ledger Book.
Folio 13” - 23” tall. Hardcover. Very Good. Contemporary full leather binding with
“Day Book” label on spine; measures 16” tall by 7” wide. Ledger is written in a neat
hand, in ink. Boards have moderate wear and chipping, text block intact and clean.
Massive ledger book from the earliest days of the iron mining industry in Michigan,
with dates from June 1853 to December 1855. The account ledger shows expenses
after the merging of two companies: the Jackson Iron Mine of Jackson, Michigan,
and the Sharon Iron Company of Sharon, Pennsylvania. The merger took place
around 1852. Expenses are shown in detail for the company and include food,
lodging and business expenses, such as shipping and laying plank for roads and
railroads. Many employees and payments are listed. The first treasurer of the
Company, Philo M. Everett is listed multiple times, as well as “JBC” or Joel B.
Curtis, the president of the Sharon Iron Co. Other names mentioned throughout
the ledger include: David Himrod, who may have been the keeper of the account
book, his name appears as receiving and paying-out cash, and Samuel Kemble,
the superintendent of the Sharon Iron Company. The bulk of the entries are listed
under the Sharon Iron Company with headings under Marquette, Michigan.
The Jackson Iron Company began in 1845 in Jackson, Michigan with Abram V.
Berry as president and Philo M. Everett as treasurer. In 1847 the company organized
men and machinery, began taking ore out of the mine, and constructed the Carp
River Forge. In 1850 the company was in a precarious financial position, and after
numerous problems the company gave up operation of their forge on the Carp
River and leased the forge out and stopped mining. But production at the mine
soon resumed and the company began utilizing the Marquette Forge. They also
started shipping some iron ore directly. The first shipment of five tons went to New Castle, Pennsylvania. The
purity of the ore attracted the attention of Joel B. Curtis, president of the Sharon Iron Co., who then traveled
to Michigan to inspect the mining operation. Liking what he saw, he purchased a controlling interest in the
mining company, and for some years the Jackson location was known as “the Sharon.” (“History and Review
of Copper, Iron, Silver, Slate and other Materials of Interest of the South Shore of Lake Superior,” Swineford,
Alfred). With 451 pages of manuscript notes, this ledger is a treasure trove of historical information on early
iron mining operations in Michigan. 015171.

$2,500
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206. [LOTTERY] Monthly Golden
Era - Vol. VI No.73 - “Nothing
Venture, Nothing Gain!”
New York, Charles W. Morton & Company,
1857. 4pp. A lottery newspaper printed
in January 1857 for Charles W. Morton &
Company. Newspaper measures 11” x 16”,
and has 4pp of text, with two pages divided
into three columns and two pages divided
into four columns. Newspaper is in very good
condition, but fragile, has moderate creasing
to corners and moderate soiling throughout.
These lottery newspapers were often printed
monthly in large numbers, distributed far
and wide, and purposefully swindled those
who were green enough to try their luck
at winning. An explanation of lotteries is
presented on the first page of this newspaper,
along with the promise of an official drawing
and impressive prizes. Headers on pages 2
and 3 try to entice the reader further with a
“magnificent list of schemes for January,”
telling them to “invest in these schemes if
you wish to be rich.” The companies that
published these newspapers would not
actually draw prizes, so when the “winners”
were announced, any that sent in their
hard-earned money were told their number
wasn’t drawn, and the swindlers made bank.
Two copies of this same issue found at the
American Antiquarian Society as of December
2017. 014649.

$300
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207. [LOUISIANA]
Champomier, P.A.
Statement of the Sugar
Crop Made in Louisiana in
1851-52, With Appendix.
New-orleans, Printed By Cook,
Young & Co., 1852. 16mo 6” 7” tall. 52pp. Pamphlet. Very
Good. Buff wraps with title and
decorative border in black; string
bound. Wraps have light soiling
and wear to all edges, previous
owner’s name on front wrap; text
block has light foxing throughout.
Introduction and General Remarks
sections are in French and English,
the rest of text is in English.
Pamphlet names each planter in
Louisiana by parish, listing output
for each year and distance from
major city. Three copies in OCLC
as of March 2018. 015170.

$425

208. [MASSACHUSETTS] Scorpion. Its Duty, To Protect the Innocent, To Avenge the Injured.
Motto “Resistance to Tyrants, is Obedience to God.” - Vol. 1, No. 1 - Phillips Academy,
Andover, Mass., July 24, 1866.
Andover, MA, 1866. 4pp. Newspaper
has 4pp of text with text divided
into four columns. Of note is a
small illustration in the middle of
the title. It depicts seven snakes
labeled Baltimore, St. Louis, Virginia,
Georgia, N. Carolina, S. Carolina,
Texas and Arkansas with the hand
holding them labeled “Jeff. Davis.”
The snake labeled Baltimore is
slithering away. Like most in the
North, there was likely a strong
aversion to Jefferson Davis, formerly
the President of the Confederate
States. This cartoon could be
representative of that feeling of
dislike. Newspaper is in good
condition with light soiling and toning affecting content,
bleeding of text on pages 2 and 3, fragile at folds and light
wear to all edges.
This is a publication by members of the class of 1866 at
Phillips Academy in Andover, Massachusetts. Founded
in 1778 by Samuel Phillips, this is the oldest boarding
school in the United States. In the year this newspaper
was published the school was run by Dr. Samuel Taylor,
Principal of Phillips Academy from 1837 to 1871. A history
of malcontents scattered the administration of Samuel
Taylor. Some of these students, usually upperclassmen,
frequently published witty, satirical, and sometimes
scandalous broadsides and newspapers. Although known
as a strict disciplinarian, Taylor was very tolerating of

social clubs and programs run by the students.
The general public however, thought that “a
freedom of speech regarding [Taylor] and his
colleagues was little short of extraordinary.
This frankness became license in the various
broadsides issued at the close of the year by
the upper classes. In these, ‘Uncle Sam,’ the
Faculty, citizens of the town, and members of
the rival class were often made the subjects
of scurrilous attacks” (An Old New England
School, Fuess). This issue of the Scorpion is
no different. The Scorpion, which came out
July 24, 1866, included “a witty skit entitled
Avunculus on a Raid and a poem in the meter
of Hiawatha, ridiculing all the instructors,
especially the notorious ‘flogging Bridgman.’”
The students authoring the newspaper often
refer to themselves as wise and illustrious heroes, offering
up their farewells and memories. Under a column titled
“A Glance at the Future” they write, “mingled with the
joy we feel at bidding a final farewell to Andover, there is
a sense of regret, that the places which ‘66 filled with such
honor to itself, are now to be occupied by such unworthy
incumbents as the class of ‘67.” It is a witty and outlandish
newspaper that any troublemaker would proudly take
credit. Published by a school with a long history of
distinguished pupils, this newspaper is quite an amusing
and rare find. We do not believe there are any other issues
of this publication. One copy of this same issue is found at
Yale. 014542.

$750
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ARCHIVE OF THE 31ST INFANTRY IN THE PHILIPPINES AND RUSSIA
209. [MILITARY] Hutchcraft, Jack. WWI Company B, 31st Infantry Archive.
Very Good. WWI archive from the LoomisHutchcraft families of Ringwood, Oklahoma
containing real photo postcards, silver gel prints,
photo negatives, and numerous modern reprints.
The archive focuses on Company B of the 31st
Infantry of the U. S. Army stationed in the
Philippines and posted in Russia during the First
World War. Jack “Frosty” L. Hutchcraft and Robert
Loomis, related by marriage, were both members
of the 31st and are pictured or mentioned within
the archive. Most contemporary RPPCs and prints
were annotated by Hutchcraft some years after the
photos were taken. Most images are from 1918 and
1919, with a few older images from 1939.
Archive includes 14 RPPCs measuring 5 ½” x 3
½”; 20 silver gel prints measuring between 2 ½”
x 1 ½” and 7 ¼” x 5 ¾”; 12 photo negatives, 11
of which have matching modern b&w photos; 1
framed silver gel measuring 10” x 12”; 49 modern
reprints (includes b&w prints, photos, and RPPCs).
Archive is in very good condition with light wear
and soiling to most prints, light silvering to some
prints and moderate marginalia on modern 5” x4”
b&w photos.

Locations identified in images include Fort
McKinley and Fort Santiago in the Philippines;
Lake Baikal, Irkutsk, Braanboctok and Omsk
in Russia; Fort Sill, Oklahoma; and El Paso,
Texas. Some scenes found in the archive include
beautiful buildings, city streets, railway stations,
military ships, cathedrals, army barracks, and
many group shots and portraits of soldiers. The
history surrounding this archive is fascinating.
The most recent unit designated 31st Infantry was
formed in August 1916 at Fort William McKinley
in Manila, Philippines. “Less than a year after the
31st’s formation, the United States entered World
War I in April 1917. However, the 31st Infantry’s
first trials were not to occur in the trenches of
France, but in the frozen wasteland of Siberia”
(National Museum of the United States Army).
The 31st Infantry was a component of American
Expeditionary Forces Siberia, under the command
of Major General William S. Graves. In January
1920 all forces in Siberia were withdrawn and the
31st returned to garrison duty in Manila. These
photographs and prints tie together an important
part of world history, Hutchcraft’s annotations
adding a personal story to this global war. 015853.

$350
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210. [MILITARY] Chaney, J. B. Narrative
of the Second Company of Sharpshooters.
Small 4to 9” - 11” tall. Pamphlet. Good. Published circa
1890. Grey-green wrappers with title in black lettering.
Wrappers have moderate toning, light soiling and light
chipping to corners; front wrap has the word “gift”
rubber stamped near top edge; pencil marginalia on
inside of front wrap; text block has light toning.
This pamphlet chronicles the service of the Second
Company of Sharpshooters of Minnesota at the Battles
of Antietam and Gettysburg and includes a roster with
remarks on service. Two copies in OCLC as of January
2018. 014740.

$85
211. [MILITARY] Martin, John C. “Lest
We Forget” - Visits to Important Southern
Battlefields - Also Plymouth Rock.
12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 16pp. Good. Tan wraps, staple
bound. Includes frontis of John C. Martin, signed
by Martin underneath his portrait. Published circa
1920s. Wraps have chipping to all corners and spine,
moderate soiling and toning; text block has light
soiling throughout.
Two articles written by the past Department
Commander of the State of Wisconsin and are titled
“An Enjoyable Trip - Taken After Attending the
National Encampment at Columbus in 1919” and “The
Ter-Centenary Celebration at Plymouth - 1920.” No
copies found in OCLC as of February 2018. 014959.

$75

212. [MILITARY] Abstract
of Infantry Tactics;
Including Exercise and
Manœuvres of Light
Infantry and Riflemen; For
the Use of the Militia of the
United States - Published
by the Department of War,
Under the Authority of an
Act of Congress of the 2d of
March, 1829.
Boston, Hilliard, Gray and
Company, 1833. 12mo 7” - 7½”
tall. 138pp. Hardcover. Very Good.
Rebacked with brown leather spine
over original leather boards, and
modern pastedowns and endpapers;
includes thirty plates as called for.
Likely a later printing. Original
boards have moderate scratching
and dampstaining, and moderate
wear to corners; binding is tight;
text block has moderate foxing
throughout.
The details and principles found in
the abstract are taken from the work
which governs the regular infantry,
and was published to secure
uniformity in the instruction and
practice between the infantry of the
militia and the regular army. 016765.

$38

213. [MILITARY] History of the General Billy
Mitchell American Legion Post 580 1943-1944
Scrapbook.
Los Angeles, 1946. 4to 11” - 13” tall. Hardcover. Good. Three
quarter red leather over black boards with bold gilt title and
design on spine. Flaking to the leather on edges and spine.
Water damage to the first five leaves but text remains legible.
The preface states, “The data contained herein is rather
a plain account of facts and events, both directly, and
indirectly pertaining
to information of
interest to Post No.
580 and the American
Legion in general.”
General Billy Mitchell
American Legion Post
580 was established in
cooperation with North
American Aviation,
Inc. on September 12, 1945 and named for Brig.-Gen William
Mitchell, after which B-25 bombers were named. Mitchell
was not without controversy and was court-martialed in
1925 for insubordination after accusing military leaders of an
“almost treasonable administration of the national defense
for investing in battleships instead of aircraft carriers.”
Nonetheless, his advocacy for air superiority and the Post’s
connection to North American Aviation, Inc. was a perfect
fit. The book contains hand-written and typed minutes of
meetings, photos of early commanders, rosters of members,
clippings, and copies of post resolutions. Includes a 15 ½” x
17 ½” photo of Japan’s Surrender, Sept. 2, 1945. Last dated
item is in mid-1947. 014782.

$225
109
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214. [MILITARY] Provision
Return for Captain Silverparre,
1st Artillery, Regiment of
Illinois Volunteers.
1862. A provision return for Captain
Silverparre of the 1st Artillery, Regiment
of Illinois Volunteers. The provision
return was for seven days, dated from
April 17th to April 23rd 1862. In both
print and manuscript, the return is
divided into columns with specific rations
and amounts listed. Manuscript on verso
with Captain’s name and date. Item
measures 12 ¼” x 4” and was once folded
multiple times. In very good condition,
it has moderate soiling on verso and at
folds, and manuscript is quite readable.
Silverparre’s company was part of the
Fifth Division with Brigadier General
William T. Sherman commanding,
which is noted in manuscript on this
provision return. At the time this
return was sent, the company was in
Tennessee near Pittsburg Landing, and
in a report of Major Ezra Taylor, “had
done good services near the Landing
on the evening of the sixth instant.”
Because of Tennessee’s strategic location
around 2,900 military engagements were
fought there. The 120 men in Captain
Silverparre’s company surely earned their
share of coffee, bacon and bread. 014549.

$45
110

215. [MUSIC] [Patton, Jane]. Songbook of
Miss Jane Patton.

216. [PRINTING PLATES] Set of Printing
Plates from “Yankee Ship Sailing Cards.”

4to 11” - 13” tall.
Hardcover. Very
Good. Songbook of
Miss Jane Patton,
created circa 1850.
Around 210 pages
of musical notes and
lyrics handwritten
on pre-printed sheet
music. Three-quarter
leather binding
over marbled paper
boards, gilt title on
spine reads “Music”;
leather label with
“Miss Jane Patton” and gilt border on front board; all
edges speckled. Boards have light sunning and soiling,
all corners have moderate rubbing, spine has moderate
chipping; gutters cracked; one leaf has been removed,
otherwise text block is clean.

Very Good. Set of three printing plates used to
photoengrave an illustration in the book “Yankee
Ship Sailing Cards,” issued by the State Street Trust
Company in 1948. Combined, the printing plates depict
a color advertisement for the sailing of the clipper
ship, The Volunteer, from the Gidden & Williams Line.
The three plates each measure 4 ¾” x 6 ¾” and were
probably reproduced from the original 1863 card which
was likely printed in stone. Housed in original paper
wrapping with illustration that plates print on front
of wrap. Plates are in very good condition. Two plates
have blue patina around edges. The booklet, “Yankee
Ship Sailing Cards,” is included with the set of three
plates, and the color illustration from the plates is
located on page 59. Booklet has blue wraps with light
sunning and wear. The booklet provides information
on notable sailing firms of Boston, the colorful
plates associated with each firm adding value to the
information. 015381.

The bulk of compositions are instrumentals along with
several vocal pieces, the music ranging from light opera
to popular pieces. Included are such titles as: “Hewitt’s
Quick Step” by T. Rebhun, “Listen to the Convent
Bells,” “La Poule,” “Kathleen Mavoreen,” “Oh! Dinna
Ask Me” and a few pieces written by Thomas Haynes
Bayley. Some tunes have notations such as “from
Harriet Taylor” or “from Harriet Scott” in manuscript. A
beautiful collection of musical notation. 015386.

$375

$250
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PEOPLE’S PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
217. [RAILROAD] Perham, Josiah. People’s Pacific Railroad Company.
Charter, Organization, Address of the President, Josiah Perham, With the
By-Laws of the Board of Commissioners.
Boston, Alfred Mudge & Son, 1860. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 24pp. Good. Original brown wraps adhered
to rebacked spine with archival tape; wraps have moderate chipping to all edges; rear wrap has
been repaired with brown paper; text block is clean.
Josiah Perham, the president of the People’s Pacific Railroad Company, was a well-known name
in New England, often called “Father of the cheap excursion system” and was referred to as a
lively and purposeful businessman. Starting in 1853 he had a vision to build a transcontinental
railroad and had “unbounded faith” in his ability to convey to others his enthusiasm for the
project (History of the Northern Pacific Railroad, Smalley). The People’s Pacific Railroad
Company was chartered in Maine, Perham’s home state,
in 1860 and was financed by many small shareholders.
The charter proposed the railroad route to be built “from
a point on the Missouri River, between the mouth of
the Platte River on the north and the Kansas River on
the south, and on such a route from the Missouri River,
through Utah to the city of San Francisco on the Pacific
Coast “ (p.4). Perham held onto this transcontinental plan
until 1862 when Congress passed a bill chartering the
Union and Central Pacific Railroads, leaving the People’s
Pacific out of the plan entirely. Although his plans were
dashed for the transcontinental railroad, Perham didn’t
dally, and transferred his organization and plans to the
Northern Route, which Congress passed in 1864. A very
rare pamphlet on the People’s Pacific Railroad Company
which was influential in the creation of the Northern
Pacific Railroad. Only 3 copies have been at auction in the
last 57 years. 015152.

$550

218. [RAILROAD] Duluth Street Railway
Company. Legislative Grant. Acceptance of
Charter. Copy of Bond and Mortgage.
Minneapolis, Minn., Tribune Job Printing Company, 1886.
12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 35pp. Pamphlet. Good. Buff wraps
with black lettering, staple bound. Two sheets of paper
have been pinned to leaves within text block; the pins
that attached them have torn the leaves of the text block,
affecting content. Wraps have light soiling and pencil
marginalia and were at one time folded in half vertically;
text block has heavy pencil
marginalia to about half of
the text block.
This pamphlet contains
the grant and acceptance
of charter for the Duluth
Street Railway Company
that occurred in 1881
along with an Indenture
made in July of 1886. The
pamphlet was heavily
revised in pencil, with
marginalia throughout
the entire Indenture and
attached leaves with more
manuscript notes, reflecting the specifics for the Brainerd
Water Company. This is likely referring to the Brainerd
Water & Power Company, located in central Minnesota.
An important piece of Minnesota history containing
information on two important companies active in the
development of the state. No copies of this pamphlet in
OCLC as of April 2018. 015318.

$95
111
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219. [RAILROAD] Snapshots from the New York Central
Rail Road.

220. SHOREY, [Samuel Fernald]. Yarns of Sir Peter
Schwiveliivitski and His Crew - First Batch More to Follow.

Very Good. Dated
between 1921 and 1929,
this photo album depicts
137 photographs of the
New York Central Rail
Road and the Selkirk
Yards near Albany,
NY. Vernacular album
covers with “Snapshots” handwritten on front cover and bound with metal
brads. Photographs measure between 4 ½” x 2 ½” and 8” x 10”, with most
photographs being a smaller size; 112 are pasted into album while 25 are laid
in. Album has heavy wear and chipping to all edges; some photographs have
soiling and are faded but most are in good condition. In front of the first leaf
is a glassine-like leaf that states “Albany N.Y. - Nov. 15th, 1929 - File K - All
Supervisors: Herewith with compliments of Division Engineer Winchester
print of the inspection party at Albany October 25th. - A.R. Jones.”

Potlatch City,1913. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 46pp. Softcover. Very Good in Very
Good Dust Jacket. Gray dust jacket attached to gray wrappers at spine. Dust
jacket has title in red and black, and illustrations on front and rear wraps;
include frontis of Sir Peter; leaves are made of glassine-like paper and are
uncut; includes illustrations in red and black. Wrappers have light toning and
wear to edges, one leaf has pencil marginalia.

This album contains images depicting scenes of crews laboring on the tracks,
plowing and shoveling snow, filling a sinkhole, as well as images of trains
and yard offices. With annotations in red ink underneath most images,
this album tells a narrative of working at a rail yard in the 1920’s. Also laid
in are six newspaper clippings, some praising the Selkirk Yards and their
supervisor “F. J. Dailey,” others discussing the shift in the tracks caused by an
earthquake, and the work involved to fill depressions and fix the rails. Images
of sinkholes, laying of new tracks and four photos annotated “Vermont
Flood district” may be showing damage done by the earthquake. Some other
photographs of note are those depicting tracks “cleared of snow by electric
heaters,” the inspection party in Montreal, and cheerful shots of the rail crews.
Valuable for its historical and cultural record this album would be great for
the railroad enthusiast or avid historian. 014429.

$250
112

Includes two titles: “The Yarns of Sir Peter Schwiveliivitski and His Crew”;
and “Kid Le Ween (108lb Bedside) World’s Coming Bantam Weight - An
Account of an Attempt to Produce Short ‘Skit’ in Potlatch City in A. D. 2913
writ by Sir Peter McReavy - Manager-Promoter-’Angel’.” Humorous tales of
the “hero” Sir Peter Schwiveliivitski
adventuring to the North Pole, and a
different Sir Peter, Peter McReavy, at
a boxing match, visiting a doctor for
a sore throat, and more. Of note is the
location of this publication, “Potlatch
City.” This could be Potlatch City,
Idaho or Potlatch, Washington.
Printed near the copyright
information is a bookseller’s
information: “This volume may be
had at Ye Old Bookstore kept by Silas
The Aphorist, cor. 3rd and Cherry,
Potlatch City, (Seattle) Wn. for the
mild sum of 4 bits...” This points
towards Potlatch, Washington but
is still not definitive. No copies on
OCLC as of November 2017. 014560.

$425
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221. SCOTT, Rev.
James L. Journal of
a Missionary Tour
through Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Iowa, Wiskonsin and
Michigan.
Providence, Published
By the Author, 1843. First
Edition. 12mo 7” - 7½”
tall. 203pp. Hardcover.
Good. Brown cloth boards
with gilt design on front
and back, and “Scott’s
Western Tour” gilt on spine.
Boards have heavy soiling,
moderate wear to all edges
and moderate chipping to
corners; endpapers have
light pencil marginalia
and moderate toning and
dampstaining; text block has
moderate toning and foxing;
second signature has almost
detached from binding.
Howes states that this
book provides “a valuable
description of the country
from Pennsylvania to Iowa
and Wisconsin.” Howes
S-226. 014358.

$325

SIGNED BY THE FATHER
OF DOWNHILL SKIING
222. [SKIING] Lunn, Arnold.
History of Ski-ing.
London, Oxford University Press, 1927.
First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 492pp.
Hardcover. Very Good. Navy blue cloth
boards with gold imprint on spine. Some
wear to corners with very slight fading on
spine. Light soiling to boards. Tight binding
and clean interior.
A complete and exhaustive record of the
history of skiing. Arnold Lunn is often
called the ‘Father of Downhill Skiing’
for his endless campaigning to have
downhill and slalom racing recognized as
International Ski Federation and Olympic
events. Signed and inscribed by author
to Faith Donaldson, a member of the first
American ski team
to tour Europe.
014686.

$700

223. [TRAVEL] Colton, J. H.; A. J. Johnson; T. B. Tilden.
Johnson’s New Illustrated (Steel Plate) Family Atlas, With
Descriptions, Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Compiled, Drawn and Engraved Under the Supervision of
J.H. Colton and A.J. Johnson - T.B. Tilden.
New York, Johnson and Browning, 1860. First
Edition. Second Issue. Folio 13” - 23” tall. Hardcover.
Very Good. Rebacked first edition, second issue of
Johnson’s New Illustrated Family Atlas from 1860.
Collated and complete. Brown cloth boards over
half-leather binding with gilt title embossed on front
board and blind embossed on rear board; all edges
marbled. Professionally rebacked with original cloth
boards and leather corners used; repair to all edges,
gutters, title page and first few leaves of text block;
amateur repair job by previous owner completed with
lined paper and repair tape to original rear endpaper; glassine paper restoration
to half title page and a few maps; moderate toning and foxing throughout
text block; contemporary signature on title page. Text and maps paginated
separately: 95pp in text block, 92pp of maps. David Rumsey states the 1860 first
edition, first issue has smaller maps of New York and Texas and contains a total
of 83pp designated to maps and diagrams, whereas this second or later 1860
issue has two-page maps of said states and has 92pp of maps. This issue also
includes “T. B. Tilden” as a co-author, his name being set in a different typeface
beneath Colton and Johnson’s names.
Maps are beautifully hand-colored, diagrams of note include a fascinating plate
arranging rivers and mountains of the world relative to size and a “Universal
Time and Distance Indicator.” These atlases, issued almost every year from 1860
to 1887, “accurately reflect the expansion of the country, showing the growth of
cities, towns and counties, as well as the emerging state boundaries in the west,
and the development of the railroads nationwide.” This rare and beautiful atlas
is an excellent example of an essential household tool of the 19th century. No
copies of this edition found in commerce as of January 2018. 014842.

$1,500
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224. [TRAVEL] Clason’s Touring Atlas of the United
States with Road Maps of Every State and Ontario and
Quebec, Canada.
Denver and Chicago, Clason
Map Company. 4to 11” - 13”
tall. 48pp. Softcover. Good.
Pictorial wraps, staple bound;
atlas is folded in half vertically;
when unfolded each leaf
measures 16 ¼” in length and
12” tall. Published in 1925 or
1926. Cover title reads, “Best
Roads of All States - Across
the Continent Motor Atlas Paved Roads, Road Distances.”
Contemporary manuscript
underneath cover title reads,
“For Sale - price 50 cents. By
William R. Harshbarger, 117
East 4th Ave, Altoona, PA.”
Wraps have heavy soiling and
moderate wear and creasing
to all edges; maps have light
toning.
Atlas opens to a two page pictorial of national parks and other “wonders
of America.” Clason’s maps pioneered automobile cartography.
Before Clason’s atlas “the road component of [other road] atlases was
rudimentary at best, consisting of nothing more than a few ‘main roads’
that had been crudely overprinted in red on some already existing state
railroad maps. By contrast, Clason’s road atlas contained fresh state maps
that focused just on the road networks and that provided such details as
the mileage between towns as well as the quality of the roads” (Leidholm,
Carl, “Dating Clason Touring Atlases”). 016573.

$350
114

PENNSYLVANIA’S MONONGAHELA ROUTE
225. [TRAVEL][STEAMSHIPS] Monongahela Route Broadside.
Pittsburgh, 1845. Broadside. Very Good. First few lines of the Broadside read:
“Speed and Comfort! Mononagahela [sic] Route, for Baltimore, and Philadelphia,
the Splendid Fast Running Steamers Consul & Louis M’Lane, owing to the great
increase in travel, are now making Double Daily Trips.” The remaining lines of the
broadside contain times of departure, connections to Baltimore and Philadelphia
via the Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road, and total trip times. Broadside is printed
on yellow paper and has bold black lettering; measures 4 ¾” x 12” and includes
three illustrations. Top edge of broadside was cut unevenly. Broadside has light
soiling, light wear and was at one time folded multiple times. Included with this
broadside is the previous owner’s typed description
and illustration of the Monongahela Route in
Pennsylvania.
The Monongahela River was Pennsylvania’s national
road, the waterway being the most efficient mode
of transportation during the 19th century. From
Pittsburgh to Baltimore the route was widely used.
“Records from the Pittsburgh Custom House, which
kept track of all boats registered in the area, their
destinations, cargoes, tonnages, and passengers, show
that between 1844 and 1852 some 200,000 passengers
left Brownsville and boarded Monongahela River
steamers” (National Road Heritage Corridor). An
important piece of Pennsylvanian and transportation
history. No copies found in OCLC as of July 2018.
016385.

$525

PROMOTIONALS
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226. [ARIZONA] Wells, A. J. New Arizona - Homes and Wealth for
Out-of-Door Folks.
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Item Numbers:
226 to 250

San Francisco, Southern Pacific, 1907. 16mo 6” - 7”
tall. 80pp. Pamphlet. Good. Green pictorial wraps,
originally string bound but also has modern staples for
binding. Wraps have moderate sunning and are faded;
string binding is loosening but staples help; text block
has light toning, and a 1/2” tear to fore edge affects
about one quarter of the text block.
This promotional includes many illustrations of
Arizona’s towns, ranches, structures, and scenic views,
and describes in detail the resources available for
prospective residents. 016707.

$60

SOUTHERN PACIFIC PROMOTIONALS
227. [CALIFORNIA] Wells, A. J. Sacramento
Valley of California.
San Francisco, California Passenger Department,
Southern Pacific, 1908. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 95pp. Pamphlet.
Good. Colorful pictorial wraps, string bound. Wraps
are detaching from text block and archival tape has been
used on spine; wraps have light chipping to spine and
minor tears to top edge; text block has light toning and
soiling.
A comprehensive guide book with maps of the
railways, detailed information about towns, and many
illustrations. 014961.

$50
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228. [CALIFORNIA] Wells, A. J.
San Joaquin Valley of California.

230. [CALIFORNIA] Scenes Through the Feather River
Canon.

San Francisco, California Passenger
Department, Southern Pacific Company,
1908. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 96pp. Pamphlet.
Very Good. Colorful pictorial wraps, string
bound. Wraps have been stapled at spine to
reinforce binding; wraps have light soiling to
edges and light chipping to spine; text block
has light toning and one leaf is starting to
detach from binding.

San Francisco, CA,
Van Noy-Interstate Co.
Oblong Folio 13” - 23”
tall. Softcover. Very Good.
A view-book with scenes
of Feather River Canon
in Northern California.
[13 pp] with14 color
Albertypes (collotypes)
measuring between
4” x 6” and 7 3/4” x 5
3/4”. String bound, and
fore edge is deckled.
Published circa 1915.
View book is in very good condition with minor chipping to wrappers,
and light soiling to one of the photographs.

A comprehensive guide book that includes
railway line maps, information on towns and
cities, and many illustrations. 014966.

$55
229. [CALIFORNIA] California South of Tehachapi - From Notes
by the Agents.
San Francisco, California Passenger
Department, Southern Pacific Company,
1908. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 96pp. Pamphlet.
Very Good. Colorful pictorial wraps, string
bound. Wraps have been stapled at spine to
reinforce binding; wraps have light soiling to
edges; text block has light toning and soiling.
A comprehensive guide book that includes
information on towns, maps of railway lines,
and many illustrations. 014964.

$55
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Likely produced to advertise the Feather River Inn, which is still in
operation, this view book depicts scenes from the hotel and many images
of surrounding scenery. Colorful photographs include images of the
Feather River, Indian Creek and Jamison Canyons, Sierra Buttes, Stork
Mountain, Eureka Peak and more. Two copies found in OCLC as of
November 2017. 014548.

$225
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231. [COLORADO] Bridgman, W. E. “Seeing Denver” - A Book of Views
of Colorado - Compiled and Copyrighted in 1906 by W. E. Bridgman - For
the Use of the American Sightseeing Car and Coach Company.
1906. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. Softcover. Very Good. Brown
wrappers with light blue lettering and illustrations.
Text block is printed on thick, textured paper and
is string bound. Unpaginated. Includes many
illustrations. Wrappers have light soiling, light
creasing to spine and top edge, light soiling to all
edges; light soiling to text block.
Includes many illustrations of residential areas,
government buildings, city parks, mountain views,
mining towns, as well as descriptions of notable
areas to stop and explore. Only three copies found in
institutions as of November 2017. 014575.

$150

232. [COLORADO] Out of Doors in Colorado Edition of 1915.
Denver, CO, Issued By the Passenger Department of the
Colorado and Southern Railway, 1915. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 36pp.
Very Good. Colorful, pictorial wraps, staple bound. Wraps have
light wear to edges, light soiling, and light toning on rear wrap;
light soiling throughout text block.

233. [COLORADO][UTAH] Scenic Colorado
and Utah.
Burlington Route,1916.
Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall.
26pp. Pamphlet. Very
Good. Promotional
pamphlet on the towns
and cities along the
Burlington Route.
Pictorial wraps, staple
bound. Pamphlet has
light wear to edges and
light soiling to wraps;
text block is clean.
Details smaller towns
of Colorado with
information such as
elevation, population
and attractions, and
includes longer articles
on Colorado Springs, the
Pikes Peak region, Rocky
Mountain National
Park and Salt Lake City.
015051.

$175

This promotional contains many enticing images of Colorado,
including scenery, resorts to visit, and outdoor activities to
partake in such as camping, fishing, hunting, hiking and more.
No copies of this issue on OCLC as of March 2018. 015101.

$85
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DAKOTA TERRITORY LAND PROMOTIONAL
234. [DAKOTAS] Free Lands in Dakota and How to Get Them - The
North Western Railway for All Points in Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado,
Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, and California, this is the
Short Line.
Chicago and North Western
Railway Company, 1882. Very
Good. Dakota Territory land
promotional with detailed map
published in 1882. Total of 14
pages on one sheet; map on verso,
measuring 18 ¾” x 25” when
unfolded. Map is titled “Correct
Map of Dakota - Compiled from
Territorial Surveys - April 1,
1882.” Moderate wear and soiling
present; map has moderate
chipping to edges, a few ½” or
smaller closed tears at folds, and
one 2 ½” tear near edge that has
been repaired with archival tape.
Map contains state and county
lines, towns, natural features, and
railroad routes; text promotes the
territory for settlers and travelers
alike. Five copies in OCLC as of
September 2018. 016952.

$495

118

235. [DAKOTAS] Map of North Dakota Compliments of Northwestern Land Companies
- Dealers in Farm Lands.
Saint Paul, Minn., Northwestern Land Companies, 1909.
Softcover. Folded color map of North Dakota in orange wrappers.
Map measures 21” x 14” and is in very good condition. Wrappers
have minor chipping and light soiling to bottom edge and top of
spine; rear wrap has light soiling; map is clean with light foxing
in margins and light wear to edges.
This promotional map, printed by Rand, McNally & Co. for
the Northwestern Land Companies, depicts railroad lines and
stops, natural features, coal deposits, creameries, and Indian
reservations with each county distinguished by a different color.
Northwestern Land Companies was managed by J.E. Ricketts
and promoted farm and prairie lands in North and South Dakota.
North Dakota became a state in 1901, this rare map encouraging
farmers to invest in the land and its prosperity. 014568.

$350
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236. [DAKOTAS] Souvenir of Fargo, N. Dak.
Oblong 16mo 6” - 7” tall. Pamphlet. Very Good. Green
wrappers with title in black and border in red; staple bound;
unpaginated. Wrappers have light wear to all edges and text
block has light toning.
A view book of Fargo, North Dakota compliments of H.
Amerland and published circa 1910. Images included depict
views of residential streets, the post office, Fargo College and
the Catholic Church, most of which are credited to “Dewey
Photo.” One copy in OCLC as of September 2017. 014324.

238. [MINNESOTA] Rhame, A. E. Plat Book of Goodhue County,
Minnesota.
Red Wing, MN, A. E. Rhame, 1926. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. Wrappers. Very Good. Cream colored
wrappers with black text on front and back. Brown taped spine over staple bound booklet.
Wrappers are lightly soiled with dog-eared corners. Binding is tight and interior is very clean.
Includes 27 plat maps plus hundreds of ads for businesses within Goodhue County,
Minnesota. One bank statement dated December 1925, so likely 1926 issue. 014460.

$55
239. [MONTANA] Butte, Montana.

$65

1905. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 31pp. Pamphlet. Good. Blue wraps
with decorative silver, red and black title and illustration on
front, staple bound. Wraps have small window in front wrap
showing a b&w illustration printed on first leaf. Published for
the Butte Business Men’s Association. Wraps have moderate
soiling, moderate creasing to spine, moderate chipping and
creasing to bottom edge; text block has light soiling, one
signature has detached from binding.

237. [DAKOTAS] 1890 - Facts about South
Dakota: An Official Encyclopedia.
Aberdeen, S.D., Aberdeen News
Company, 1890. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
64pp. Good. Green wrappers
with black lettering, staple
bound. Wraps have moderate
toning to all edges, light soiling
and moderate chipping to all
edges and spine, and light
creasing to front wrap; text block
has light toning and foxing.
Compiled by South Dakota
Department of Immigration
and Statistics, this pamphlet
provided settlers with facts
about South Dakota, including
the newest information about
the opening of the Sioux Reservation. Adams Herd 2113. 014737.

$215

“Butte, the Unique” is described with attractive attributes
featured. Four copies found in institutions as of April 2018.
015391.

$125
240. [NEVADA] Hoover (Boulder) Dam and the Lake Mead
Recreational Area.
Boulder City, Nevada Desert Souvenir Supply. Oblong 8vo 8” to 9” tall. Pamphlet. Very
Good. Colorful wraps; staple bound. Published circa 1950. In very good to near fine
condition with light wear to spine and minor toning to text block.
Includes 34 color illustrations with descriptive captions promoting the progress of
humankind and the beauty of the recreational area. 016602.

$50
119
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SANTA FE RAILROAD POSTERS
241. [RAILROAD] Perceval, Don. Santa Fe
Railway Travel Poster – Hopiland.
Very Good. An original Santa Fe Railway travel poster
printed circa 1949. “Don Perceval, Loma Hongna” is printed
in the top, left corner, and “Buffalo Dancer” is captioned
above Hopiland. Poster measures 18” x 24” and is in very
good condition. Poster is shrink-wrapped, has not been
examined out of shrink wrap. Poster has light creasing and
soiling to margins.
These bright, exciting posters highlighted possible areas
to explore, furthering the growth of train travel and the
Railway’s popularity. Don Perceval, an English-born
artist, first visited northern Arizona’s Hopi and Navajo
lands in 1927 and returned to the area after World War II.
He designed a series of posters for the Santa Fe railroad
featuring attractions of the West. 015294.

$575
242. [RAILROAD] Santa Fe Railway Travel
Poster - Land of Pueblos, New Mexico.
Very Good. An original Santa Fe Railway travel poster
printed circa 1949. Poster measures 18” x 24” and is in very
good condition. Poster is shrink-wrapped, has not been
examined out of shrink wrap. Poster has light creasing to
margins, and light creasing affecting content.
These bright, exciting posters highlighted possible areas to
explore, promoting the Railway and furthering the growth
of train travel. 015293.

$625
120

243. [RAILROAD] One Million Acres - B. & M.
Railroad Land in Iowa and Nebraska for Sale at
Low Prices and on Liberal Terms.
12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 32pp. Softcover. Good. Green wrappers
with title and border on front wrap, and map of railroad
routes to the West on rear wrap; rubber stamp of “F.G.
Dwight, Agt - Reading, Penn” on front wrap; string bound.
Wrappers have heavy soiling and moderate foxing; text
block has moderate foxing
throughout. Also includes two
maps on the inside of front
and rear wrapper; one map
of southeastern Nebraska,
showing the lands of the
Burlington & Missouri River
Rail Road Company for sale
which included 950,000 acres,
selling for $1.50 to $8.00 per
acre; the other map of southern
Iowa, showing lands for sale
by the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Rail Road Company.
Published circa 1878.
The Burlington & Missouri
River, and the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy Rail
Roads provide this promotional
pamphlet for any interested in
solving “the labor problem”
or to discover “where the new home shall be founded.” The
pamphlet includes descriptions for each state, testimonials
from land owners, terms of sale, and a list of local land
agents. Three copies in OCLC as of November 2017. 014561.

$450
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244. [RAILROAD] Reconnaissance of the Golden
Northwest.
Buffalo, N. Y. Matthews, Northrup & Co., 1883. Large 8vo
9” - 10” tall. 104pp. Good. Subtitle: “Illustrated - Artist: John
Fleming - Itemizers: Detail From the Cosmopolitan Club Secretary: “Barton,” of the North American, Philadelphia,
PA.” Green and yellow pictorial wraps. Moderate chipping
to corners and edges, rear wrap has 1/2” piece missing from
fore edge, light soiling; text block has light toning and soiling
throughout.
This guide book details a journey on the Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paul Railroad and includes many illustrations. 015046.

$55
245. [RAILROAD] Views Along the Denver &
Rio Grande & D.&R.G.W.R.R.
Columbus, OH, Ward Brothers,
1889. 24mo 5” - 6” tall.
Hardcover. Very Good. Red
cloth boards with gilt title
on front; text block is set up
accordion style with numerous
views. Boards have light soiling
and wear to all edges; excluding
the first panel, which has light
soiling, the views included are
in pristine condition with no
wear or soiling.

246. [UTAH] Savage, C. R. Views of Utah and Tourists’ Guide Containing a Description of the Views and General Information for the
Traveler, Resident, and Public Generally, from Authentic Sources.
Salt Lake City, Art Bazar, [1887]. Oblong 24mo 5”
- 6” tall. 30pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Embossed
maroon-colored cloth board with title gilt on front.
Includes 16 lithographs bound in accordion style
and 30pp of text. Boards have light soiling and
slight bumping; text block has minor dampstaining
and one seam of lithographs has torn at the fold.
View book for 19th century Utah, including Salt
Lake City, Utah Valley, Ogden, and Logan. Charles
Roscoe Savage (1832-1909) was an English-born
Mormon convert who was famous for his western photography. 016333.

$125
247. [UTAH] Glimpse of Ogden.
Ogden, UT, Issued By Weber Club, The Business
Men’s Association. Oblong, Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall.
Good. Light blue wraps with images of Ogden and
black lettering on front wrap. Unpaginated. Wraps
have moderate soiling and light creasing at edges;
text block has light soiling throughout. Published
circa 1918.

This view book contains many illustrations including Animas
Canon, Echo Cliffs, Valley of the Gunnison, Castle Gate, Ogden,
Salt Lake City, Denver and more. 015213.

This promotional includes facts and figures regarding
climate, health, agriculture, scenery, mining,
manufacturing, and also, poetry. The last stanza of
the opening poem titled “Fair Ogden” reads, “Have you ever been to Ogden, the best town
in the West - which by natural advantage - simply walks and leads the rest - a city too, kind
stranger, if you’d look this country o’er - you’d choose for your abiding place and dwell there
evermore?” Eight copies in OCLC as of June 2018. 016282.

$250

$85
121
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248. [UTAH] Saltair Beach on the Great Salt
Lake: Utah’s World-Famed Pleasure Resort.
Salt Lake City, Salt Lake & Los Angeles Railway, [1893].
First Edition. Oblong 24mo 5” - 6” tall. Pamphlet. Very
Good. Grey pictorial wraps with green and gilt lettering
and illustration; staple bound. [12pp]. Wraps have light
wear to edges; text block has light soiling and foxing.
Brochure for the Saltair resort, which was finished in
1893 and jointly owned by the Salt Lake & Los Angeles
Railway and the LDS Church. The resort boasted a large
pavilion, piers, observatories, and of course the novel
buoyancy of swimming in the Great Salt Lake. It was
conceived as a Coney Island of the West, and was one of
the most popular resort destinations west of New York at
the turn of the century. 016334.

$200

122

249. [WASHINGTON] Puget Sound
Hotels Washington--The Summer
Playground of America.
8vo 8” - 9” tall. Pamphlet. Very Good. Eyecatching pictorial wrappers; pamphlet has light
wear to edges. Likely published by the Automobile
Club of Washington circa the 1920’s.
A promotional pamphlet for Pacific Northwest
travel with text describing Tacoma, Bellingham
and Olympia with a colorful road map and b&w
illustrations. 014321.

$45

250. [WISCONSIN] Dells of the
Wisconsin.
Kilbourn, Wis., Dells Resort Co. Oblong
16mo 6” - 7” tall. 11pp. Pamphlet. Good.
Pictorial yellow wraps; staple bound. Dated
to 1896 within text block. Wraps have
moderate soiling, affecting content, and
light wear and creasing to edges; text block
has light soiling. No copies of 1896 in OCLC
as of September 2018. 016701.

$75

TRADE CATALOGS
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251. [DAIRY] Bump, James H. J. H. Bump’s Atmospheric Attempering
Churn Broadside.
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Item Numbers:
251 to 273

Morris, NY, A.S. Avery, Job Printer.
Broadside. Very Good. Broadside
measuring 17 ½” x 24” with black
lettering and decorative border.
No content on verso. Published
circa 1859. In very good condition
with minor creasing to top edge,
one ¼” tear to bottom edge not
affecting content, and very light
foxing. From the first lines of the
broadside: “The subscriber calls
attention of all dairymen and all
other persons interested in the art
of butter making, to this improved
atmospheric churn. Patented by J.
H. Bump of Morris, Oswego County,
New-York, the 26th of October
1858.”
This dramatic broadside entreats
farmers to examine the churn, and
to discover the ease in which it is
operated and the quality of butter
produced. The broadside contains
many recommendations from
dairymen and quotes the Scientific
American to describe the churn’s
method of aerating milk and cream
for the best outcomes. Surely this
is butter making at its finest. Five
copies in OCLC as of May 2018.
015854.

$550
123
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252. [FERTILIZER] E. Frank Coe’s Standard
Bone Fertilizers 1890.
[New York, E. Frank Coe, 1890.] Small 8vo 7½” - 8” tall. 48pp.
Pamphlet. Good. Pictorial wraps with brown and yellow text
and illustrations. Hole punch and string in upper left corner.
Salesman’s information printed on front wrap: “New Sharon,
N.J., Thomas West.” Has musty smell. Light chipping and
staining to edges of wrapper. Text block is lightly toned but
otherwise clean. No loose pages.
Annual pamphlet and calendar for the year 1890 from E.
Frank Coe, manufacturer of bone fertilizers for farming. One
copy at Yale as of May 2018. 015962.

$45
253. [FERTILIZER] Peruvian Guano; Its Qualities: Brands Under
Which It Is Sold, and Brief Directions for Using It, Issued By
Authority of MM. Hobson, Hurtado & Co.,
Agents of the Peruvian Government, No. 63
Pine Street, New York. January, 1877.
New York, Charles H. Jones & Co., Steam Printers, 1877.
8vo 8” - 9” tall. 40pp. Softcover. Good. Buff wrappers
with black lettering and advertisement on rear wrap.
Wrappers have moderate soiling, light creasing and light
wear to all edges; text block has moderate soiling and
foxing throughout; binding tight.
The quality and superiority of Peruvian Guano is
discussed, objections to its use refuted, and directions
for its application to soil are provided. This promotional
pamphlet certainly did the trick as the fertilizer is still
popular today. Only six copies in institutions as of
January 2018. 014823.

$125
124

254. [FERTILIZER] Stevens, Chas. Hardwood Ashes
and Their Use as a Fertilizer, By Chas. Stevens,
Napanee, Ontario, Canada.
Napanee, Printed at “The Star” Job
Office, Chas. Stevens, 1896. 8vo
8” - 9” tall. 30pp. Very Good. Pink
wrappers with black lettering on
front wrap, illustration on rear
wrap. Wraps have moderate toning
and light wear to all edges, and light
chipping to foot of spine; text block
has light toning. Includes 2pp of
advertisements.
This pamphlet covers “practical
facts,” analysis, application and
testimonials of using hardwood
ashes as fertilizer. No copies of this
issue in OCLC as of January 2018.
014735.

$55
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255. [GREAT BRITAIN][JOWETT CARS] “The Big Pull.”
Idle – Bradford, [England], Jowett
Cars Ltd. Oblong Small 4to 9” - 11”
tall. 23pp. Softcover. Very Good. Buff
wrappers have red lettering and tan
border with window on front wrap
showing b&w photo tipped in on
first leaf; wrappers have yap edges
and are staple bound. Front wrapper
has teal rubber stamp from a garage
in Bradford; wraps have moderate
soiling and light creasing to fore
edge; minor dampstaining to fore
edge of text block, otherwise clean.
Published circa 1920.
The Jowett Car is known throughout the world as “the little Engine with the Big Pull.”
The company was founded in 1901 by William and Benjamin Jowett and Arthur Lamb.
The Jowett Motor Manufacturing Company was incorporated in 1904, made its first car
in 1906, and changed the name to Jowett Cars Ltd in 1920. The Company was known
for making cars that were light weight and had low running costs, and were quite
popular through the north of England. A rare promotional including five beautiful
color-lithographs of Jowett vehicle models along with b&w illustrations of models and
parts of machinery. No copies found in OCLC as of January 2018. 014824.

$350
256. [ILLINOIS] Jewel Gas Radiators and Heating Stoves, 1894-5.
Chicago, George M. Clark & Company, 1894. 24mo 5” - 6” tall. 47pp. Pamphlet. Very
Good. Buff wraps with black lettering; staple-bound. Light soiling and toning to wraps;
light toning to text block.
An illustrated catalogue and price list for Jewel Gas radiators and heaters for 1894 and
1895. No copies in OCLC as of August 2018. 016459.

$45

PREVIOUSLY UNRECORDED
BROADSIDE FROM PRE-FIRE
CHICAGO
257. [ILLINOIS] Christian
Times Extra - Evarts’ Shingle
Mill.
Chicago, Hays & Thompson. A rare
newspaper extra of the Christian
Times previously unrecorded. This
broadside measures 15” in length
and varies from 5 ½” to 6” wide.
Published circa 1856. In very good
condition. Broadside has light foxing
and bottom, right corner is missing
but cleanly cut, not affecting content.
The Christian Times was a newspaper
published in the 1850’s in Chicago,
Illinois by J. A. Hays. A Baptist
newspaper, it covered interesting
content leading up to the election of
Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War,
along with the expected religious
themes. This extra advertises the
Evarts’ Shingle Mill and includes
an illustration of the machine.
It was patented in 1854 with the
“average working speed of mill…ten
thousand in ten hours…unequaled in
smoothness and rapidity of its work.”
No copies of this newspaper extra on
OCLC or in commerce. 014785.

$150
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258. [ILLINOIS] Peoria
County Poland China
Breeders’ Association - 20
Boars 25 Gilts - Big Type
Poland Chinas - Sale Held
on Fair Grounds - Tuesday,
November 4, 1919 at 1:00
P.M., Peoria, Illinois.
Peoria, IL, Peoria County Farm
Bureau, 1919. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
Pamphlet. Very Good. Orange
wrappers with gilt title and b&w
photo on front; staple bound; leaves
are unpaginated. Wrappers have
light wear to all edges and light
soiling; text block is moderately
toned.
Advertising an upcoming sale of
Poland China hogs in Peoria County,
Illinois, and includes a list of boars
and gilts available for purchase. No
copies in OCLC as of September
2017. 014322.

$55

259. [IOWA] Birds, Fancy Fish and Sea Shells-Iowa Bird Co. Des Moines, Iowa.

Oblong 8vo 8” to 9” tall. 37pp. Fine. [Old Town, ME,
Old Town Canoe Company, 1937]. A fantastic copy of
an Old Town Canoe trade catalogue. Pictorial wraps,
staple bound; includes company’s original mailing
envelope with 2-cent stamp affixed. Catalogue is in
fine condition with no wear or soiling present; mailing
envelope has light toning and light wear to edges.

Des Moines, IA, Iowa Bird Company, 1905. Oblong 8vo 8”
to 9” tall. 64pp. Softcover. Good. Trade catalogue for the
Iowa Bird Company with colorful pictorial wrappers, staple
bound. Wrappers have moderate foxing and soiling and all
edges have light wear; text block has moderate toning and
leaves have a slight wave.
The Iowa Bird Company was at one time a department
within the Iowa Seed Company of Des Moines. Includes
many b&w illustrations of items for sale; including fish,
parrots, sea shells, minerals, aquariums and bird cages. No
copies of this year in OCLC, only one copy from 1901 found.
014362.

$175
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260. [MAINE] Old Town 1937 Canoes and
Boats.

A well-illustrated catalogue, representing numerous
models of watercraft including canoes, dinghies,
double-ended boats, rowboats, ocean-boats and more.
Accessories and canoe equipment are also listed and
illustrated; some items include fancy folding chairs
and seat cushions, carrying yokes for portaging, and
options for embellishments. The inside of the rear wrap
contains beautiful illustrations of the famed canoes; the
colors still bright and illustrations as if new. 017039.

$150
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261. [MINNESOTA][TRADE
CARDS] J.G. Schmidt, Boat
Builder Trade Card.
A trade card for a boat builder out of
Minnesota with b&w illustration. Blank
on verso and measures 4 ¾” x 3 ½”. Card
is in good condition with light soiling to
edges and on verso. Trade card states “J.
G. Schmidt, Boat Builder - Canoes, hunting
boats, launches, row boats, oars, paddles Manufacturer of toboggans and skis - 707
Virginia Ave, Cor. West Minnehaha Street
St. Paul, Minn.” and includes a phone
number and connecting car lines.
Documentation can be found of J. G.
Schmidt’s business starting in 1880 but
likely this trade card was printed circa
1900. 014591.

$95

262. [NEW JERSEY] Buck-Thorn.
Vol. 3. No. 4. September, 1883.
Trenton, New Jersey, T. V. Allis
Manufacturing Co., 1883. Very Good. Yellow
broadsheet advertising Buck-Thorn fencing
with salesman’s information printed at
bottom, “For Sale by L. C. Parmenter & Co.,
Athol, Mass. Dealers in Hardware, &c.”
Published periodically by manufacturer,
T. V. Allis Manufacturing Co. Broadsheet
measures 14” x 18”. Broadsheet was folded
multiple times, has light soiling, a few 1/8”
closed tears at folds, and light chipping to all
edges.
A well-illustrated broadsheet promoting the
steel-barbed fence, providing instructions
for installation, and many glowing reviews
and facts about its virtues. Only one issue
from 1882 found in OCLC and no copies in
commerce as of April 2018. 015390.

$275

263. [NEW YORK] Buffalo Trunk Manufactory,
Established 1838. S. Henry Runcie, Manufacturer
of Trunks, Traveling Bags, and Traveling Goods
Generally.
Buffalo, NY. 12mo 7” - 7½”
tall. 88pp. Very Good. Tan
wrappers with title in black
and red lettering, staple
bound. Inside of front
wrapper has a folded price
list tipped in. No publication
date but likely in the1880’s.
Wrappers have light soiling
and light creasing at spine;
wrappers are starting to
detach from spine but all
content is present; text block
is clean.
This trade catalogue
provides illustrations and
a descriptive list of items
for wholesale trade. In the
late 19th and early 20th centuries Buffalo, New York was an
important city in the trunk manufacturing business, considered
to be in a prime location and to have excellent transportation
services. Established in 1838 by James Runcie, the Buffalo Trunk
Manufactory was a successful business, well-known and favored
by dealers throughout the Eastern United States. James Runcie’s
son, S. Henry Runcie, ran the company until 1894 when it was
sold to William Knight. The name was changed to the Buffalo
Trunk Manufacturing Company in 1896 when it was purchased
by Mr. Theo Speyser. No copies found in commerce or on OCLC
as of November 2017. 014562.

$150
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264. [NEW YORK] Marchal & Smith Catalogue for
1881.

266. [NEW YORK] Schoemann & Mayer, Inc. - Importers of Hygrade
- S&M - Products.

New York, Marchal & Smith Piano
Co., 1881. 4to 11” - 13” tall. Very
Good. Catalogue for Marchal &
Smith Piano Company of New York,
dated to 1881. Catalogue is on yellow
paper with black lettering and has
a total of 4 pages. Catalogue has
mailing folds; moderate soiling and
minor chipping at edges.
Includes illustrations of the “Vox
Argentine,” the “University Piano,”
and the “Crowning Success” organ.
No copies from this year found in
OCLC as of September 2018. 016708.

New York, N.Y., Schoemann & Mayer, Inc. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
30pp. Good. Buff wraps with lettering and illustration in blue
on front wrap. Wraps have heavy soiling, moderate toning
and light wear to all edges; text block has light soiling. Likely
published circa 1930.
Trade catalogue for Schoemann & Mayer, Inc., promoting their
most popular line of dog collars, leads, combs, brushes, carriers
and sweaters. Includes detailed product specs and illustrations,
and a few well-dressed pups as models. No copies found in
OCLC as of March 2018. 015045.

$225

265. [NEW YORK] Price List of Snyder’s Little Giant
Steam Engine.

267. [NEW YORK] Steam--Its Generation and
Use--With Catalogue of the Manufactures of
the Babcock & Wilcox Co. 30 Cortlandt Street,
New York and Babcock & Wilcox, Limited 114
Newgate Street, London.

New York, Ward B. Snyder, 1876. Large
8vo 9” - 10” tall. [4pp]. Very Good.
Pamphlet with red and black lettering,
decorative border, and engravings.
Pamphlet was folded twice and has light
soiling at folds and light wear to edges.

New York and London, The Babcock & Wilcox Company, 1892.
Twenty-Sixth Edition. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 160pp. Hardcover.
Good. Brown cloth boards with gilt title and illustration on front
and spine. All edges are dyed red. Boards have moderate soiling
and wear, head and foot of spine have moderate wear, corners
bumped. Text block has light soiling. Previous owner’s signature on front endpaper.

Titled a “price list” for Snyder’s Little
Giant Steam Engine and Boiler, this
pamphlet mostly contains testimonials
from customers and reviews by scientific
papers, with a few prices on last leaf.
016392.

Glassine leaf tipped in on title page stating, “The Babcock & Wilcox Boilers were
awarded the Grand Prix (highest award) at the Exposition Universelle Paris, 1889.” This
thoroughly illustrated catalogue presents the efficiency, ease and use of the Babcock
& Wilcox boiler, describing individual parts, average cost of repairs, locations where
products are sold or in use, and general information for “steam users.” No copies found
in commerce and two copies found in OCLC as of November 2017. 014524.

$95

$165

$68
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CLARENCE’S CREATIVE
CATALOGUE
268. [PENNSYLVANIA]
Suplee, C. E. Hardware Scrap
Book - Full of Household
Hints for the Whole Family
- Compiled by C. E. Suplee Paoli, PA - Berwyn, PA.
Self-Published, 1930. 4to 11” - 13” tall.
Softcover. Good. Charming vernacular
catalogue self-published for use within
hardware stores run by C. E. Suplee
in eastern Pennsylvania. Buff wraps with black lettering and
illustrations on front wrap, 1930 monthly calendars on rear
wraps, wraps are bound with twine. Illustrations, diagrams
and text are lithographed on wrappers and throughout text
block; leaves of text block have thirty-seven brochures affixed
with hinges on recto, text and diagrams on verso; unpaginated,
17 leaves. Wrappers are very fragile with heavy chipping to
all edges and heavy toning; some brochures in text block have
detached from hinges. Copyrighted to 1928, likely published in
1930.
Clarence Suplee started his hardware store in Paoli,
Pennsylvania after his return from World War I and remained
there until 1947 (Tredyffrin Easttown Historical Society). With a
collection of 37 brochures, illustrations and text, the purpose of
this scrap-book was to provide the customer or store employee
with accurate information on what products the store carried or
could acquire. The hand-drawn illustrations, colorful brochures
and overall resourcefulness made this scrap book an invaluable
tool for all. Not found in OCLC as of January 2018. 014825.

$275

269. [PENNSYLVANIA] Catalogue of Seals, Charms, Talismans, Books,
Etc.
Palmyra, PA, P. & M. Agency. Oblong 16mo 6” - 7” tall. Very Good. Light blue wraps with
title and border in red; unpaginated. Faded wraps have light soiling and toning; text block
has light soiling. Published circa 1900.
The P. & M. Agency did not produce the most reputable of circulars, and was accused by
many periodicals of the time to advertise fake prospecting instruments and other trinkets.
The last leaf of the catalogue contains an advertisement for the “goldometer” which was
discussed in length by other mining and engineering periodicals (with no positive reviews).
Includes many illustrations of talismans and seals that guarantee the wearer the ability to
“charm, fascinate or captivate.” No copies of this catalogue in OCLC as of April 2018. 015198.

$85
270. [PRES-TO-LOGS] Make this Dry Fuel Part of Your Necessary
Equipment When Fishing, Hunting, Camping, Picnicking “Pres-to-logs”
- Safe Concentrated Fuel - Half a Log Cooks a Meal.
Very Good. A colorful, illustrated poster
advertising “Pres-to-logs.” Poster measures
42” x 28” and is in shrink wrap. Has not
been examined out of shrink wrap. Likely
printed circa 1940s. In very good condition.
Colors are still bright; margins have light
soiling; a 1 ½” tear on bottom edge in the
margin, not affecting content; three ½”
and smaller tears to right edge margin, not
affecting content; 1/8” hole near top edge,
affecting content.
“Pres-to-logs” were made of compressed wood shavings, sawdust and chips, and were first
produced in 1936 by Wood Briquettes Inc. owned by the Potlatch Corporation (University of
Idaho, Special Collections). The poster depicts families enjoying the outdoors and cooking
over camp stoves, with “Pres-to-logs” nearby. 016540.

$350
129

HIGHEST QUALITY FABRICS AND TAILORING GUARANTEED
271. [SALESMAN SAMPLE] Royal Tailors Counter Display
Advertising Case with 70 Sample Cards.
1930. Original tin-lithographed counter display sample case. Measures 16½
x11¼ x4¼ inches (when closed); divided into two compartments, with lid that
folds down. Lid, emblazoned with beautiful color illustration of the Royal
Tiger, is 8½ x 16½ inches and pivots on each end. Includes 70 sample cards,
printed borders, most with Royal Tailors Tiger logo in corner, with a total of
88 original textile fabric samples of wool, wool over coating fabrics, worsted,
cheviot, wool blends, and wool felts. Each card measures approximately 8
x 10¾ inches. Minor dampstain to rear of one card, minor edge wear to one
sample, some crackling to the lithograph image on raised lid, creasing down
the center from rubbing against the divider of the lower portion of the case;
overall very good. Scarce and unusually complete salesman sample case
for woolen fabrics used in men’s suits, overcoats, pants, and even
women’s raincoats and overcoats in the 1930s.
Prior to 1932, these Royal Tailors display cases were usually made
from wood covered in paper, or book cloth, and thick press board.
The application of color lithography to pressed-metal made for a
very durable and lightweight display case which appeared modern
and appealing in the 1930s. The woolens in this display were likely
intended for fall and winter as the majority are darker colors, and
include many versions of coat and overcoat wool blends. The
catalog offers invaluable tactile textual reference for the fabrics
during the era of fashion highly influenced by the elegance and
glamour of Hollywood films of the era. Joseph Vehon (1834-1918) was a
pioneer in the idea of wholesale merchant tailoring, and built one of the largest
firms of its type in the world. He had emigrated from Poland to the United
States just before the Civil War, and initially founded a dry goods store which
failed. He then began building a thriving business across eastern Texas as a
traveling store with large wagons of stock. He later established his clothing
store in Iowa in 1870, and was one of the first to offer a money back guarantee
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if the customer was not satisfied. His business took off, and within 20 years
was building an empire which would expand to over 10,000 towns and cities
across the United States. His children, Morris Vehon (1876-1950) and Emma
Vehon, continued to build and expand upon the company’s success employing
over 2000 tailors and seamstresses at its height. 014611.

$1,050

ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY CATALOGUE WITH PHOTOS AND BLUEPRINTS
272. [VERMONT] Information about Estey Pipe Organs: For Churches,
Residences, Concert halls, Hotels and Moving Picture Theatres.
Brattleboro, VT, Estey Organ Company. Folio
13” - 23” tall. Hardcover. Very Good. A pipe
organ catalogue and reference published by
the Estey Organ Company of Vermont, and
specially prepared for architects. Heavy duty,
4-ring binder with buff paper and brown cloth
boards; “Estey” in black lettering with orange
border on a label on front board; title on spine is
in faded red lettering; decorative pastedowns.
Includes 6 b&w photographs, tipped in,
measuring between 7 ½” x 9 ½” and 9 ¼” x
14”, and 12 folded blueprints, most measuring
about 19 ½” x 21 ½”. Unpaginated but contains
45 leaves. Published circa 1923. In very good
condition. Title page is missing; boards have
moderate soiling and dampstaining, and light
wear and chipping to all edges; all leaves have
white hole punch reinforcements; all leaves have
light toning and soiling; photographs have light
silvering; blueprints are in fine condition.
This fantastic catalogue not only displays the
wares of the Estey Organ Company, but also
provides a comprehensive reference for pipe organs and their installation. The catalogue
contains information regarding installations and specifications, along with photographs and
blueprints for residential, church, concert hall, hotel and theatre organs. Six copies in OCLC as
of September 2018. 016574.

$700
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273. [WISCONSIN] National Hammocks Woven Hammocks - Couch Hammocks.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, National Rug and Hammock Mills.
Oblong Small 4to 9” - 11” tall. 15pp. Very Good. Buff wraps
bound with staples and one metal brad. Paginated 2-15 with
three unpaginated leaves added at the end of the book with
more hammock options; three unpaginated leaves are likely
the reason for the metal brad. Wraps have moderate soiling
and light wear to edges; text block has light soiling and some
of the hammock item numbers have been crossed out and
rubber stamped with new item number. Published circa 1920.
All leaves of text block have beautiful color illustrations of
hammocks with different patterns or colors for each of the 15
woven hammocks. Examples of hammocks offered include,
the “Water Lily” with a fancy floral design and twill weave,
and the “Baroda” with a Grecian shield effect in pleasing
colors. No copies found in commerce and one copy at the
American Textile History Museum in Massachusetts as of
February 2018. 014942.

$300
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Item No. 274
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A MILESTONE IN THE MAPPING OF THE AMERICAN WEST
274. PIKE, Zebulon Montgomery. An Account of Expeditions to the Sources of
the Mississippi, and through the Western Parts of Louisiana, to the Sources of
the Arkansaw, Kans, La Platte, and Pierre Jaun, Rivers; Performed by Order of
the Government of the United States During the Years 1805, 1806, and 1807. And
a Tour Through the Interior Parts of New Spain, When Conducted through these
Provinces, By Order of the Captain-General, in the Year 1807.
First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. Very Good.
Philadelphia, Published by C. & A. Conrad &
Co. No. 30 Chesnut Street; Somervell & Conrad,
Petersburgh; Bonsal, Conrad & Co., Norfolk; and
Fielding Lucas, Jr. Baltimore. John Binns, Printer,
1810. Includes six maps (five folding, one of these
on two joined sheets), three folding charts, and
frontispiece portrait as called for. Paginated 5,
[3], 105, [11], [107]-277, [5]; 65, [1], 53, [1], 87pp.
Ex-Libris of James Wickersham with his Alaska
bookplate on front pastedown; collated by Charles
Eberstadt with “collated OK CE” in pencil on
front pastedown. Nineteenth-century half leather
and marbled boards with raised bands and gilt
title on spine. Boards have light shelf wear; text
block has minor offsetting, light toning and foxing
throughout. All maps are located at rear of the
volume, and all have minor offsetting and light
toning. “The First Part of Cap’n Pike’s Chart” has
a 2” tear where bound in, affecting content; “A
Chart of the Internal Part of Louisiana” has a 1”
tear near left edge, affecting content; “A Map of
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the Internal Provinces of New Spain” has two ¼”
tears in margins, not affecting content; “A Sketch
of the Vice Royalty” has only minor offsetting;
“Map of the Mississippi River from its Source to
the Mouth of the Missouri” has moderate chipping
and creasing, affecting content near right edge,
and 1/8” hole near bottom left corner; “Falls of St.
Anthony” has light toning and offsetting.
Wheat calls these maps “the first to exhibit a
geographic knowledge of the Southwest based
on firsthand exploration and are considered
milestones in the mapping of the American West.”
Along with the writings of Lewis and Clark, this
publication is one of the most important works
of western exploration. This copy complete with
maps, charts and in very good condition, is an
essential piece for the Western Americana collector.
Wheat Transmississippi 297, 298, 299; Graff 3290.
017014.

$18,000
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TAVERNIER’S TRAVELS THROUGHOUT ASIA
275. TAVERNIER, Jean-Baptiste. Six Voyages of John Baptista Tavernier, a
Noble Man of France Now Living, through Turky Into Persia, and the EastIndies, Finished in the Year 1670. Giving an Account of the State of Those
Countries. Illustrated with Divers Sculptures. Together with a New Relation
of the Present Grand Seignor’s Seraglio, by the same Author. Made English
by J.P. To which is added a Description of all the Kingdoms which Encompass
the Euxine and Caspian Seas. By an English Traveller, Never Before Printed.
4to 11” - 13” tall. Very
Good. This is Volume
I of Tavernier’s Six
Voyages in English.
It is divided into four
parts and paginated
as follows: [2], 2,
[18], 264; [2], 214; [6],
97; [8], 107-19, [3].
Includes publisher’s
advertisements,
plus twenty-four
engraved plates and
illustrations. This volume includes two title pages;
the first reading “The Six Voyages of John Baptista
Tavernier, Baron of Aubonne; Through Turky,
into Persia…”, and publication info as follows,
“London: Printed by William Godbid, for Robert
Littlebury…1677”; the second title page which
denotes Volume I, and which used as the title for
this description, has the following publication
information, “London: Printed for R. L. and M. P.
and are to be sold by John Starkey…and Moses
Pitt…1678.” Bound in 20th century quarter leather
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and marbled boards, raised bands and gilt
title on spine, all edges marbled; modern
pastedowns and endpapers. Boards are clean;
text block has light toning, foxing and soiling
throughout, minor dampstaining and small
tears to fore edge in the margin; plates have
light toning, foxing and minor offsetting.
This volume records the travels of John
Baptista Tavernier throughout Asia, focusing
on Turkey and Persia. Widely circulated,
it was printed in French, English, German,
Dutch, and Italian, and was one of the most
popular books of the 17th century (Lach, Asia
in the Making of Europe, Volume III, Book 1).
Contemporary scholars were rather dubious
about the accuracy of Tavernier’s records;
today, the fine engravings and detailed
documentation of routes, traveling conditions
and trading practices make it a highly sought
after publication. 017015.

$5,000
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COMPREHENSIVE ARCHIVE ON ENGLISH DRAUGHTS
276. [CHECKERS][DRAUGHTS] English Draughts, or American Checkers: A Collection of Guides, Tournament Records,
and Periodicals (1859-1966).
This is a collection of 245 monographs and 637 periodicals (mostly 9” x 6” or
smaller) along with 12 binders (9 ½” x 14” x 1”) containing typed gameplay
records, and a few miscellaneous items including 2 card sets, a yearbook,
a players’ directory, a poster, some handwritten game records, and a letter.
Overall condition is good-plus to very good.
English draughts, American Checkers, or, more simply, checkers, is a popular
strategy board game played on an 8 x 8 checkered board with 12 pieces per
side. It is one of a family of related games with ancient origins. The World
Championship of English Draughts was first held in the 1840s in England, and
English Draughts tournaments into the present have mainly pitted English,
Scottish, and American players against each other. Successful gameplay is
mathematical in nature, and move variants have been extensively cataloged in
studies and guides. Matches are noted numerically, with each playable space
on the board numbered 1-32, moves described in a from-to format, and turns
of gameplay prefaced with a count, i.e. “1. 9-14 23-18 2. 14x23 27x18 3. 5-9 2623” etc.
This collection of 172 playing guides, 75 tournament and match game
accounts, and 637 periodicals (including 42 multi-issue collections) extensively
documents the culture and activities of English Draughts-playing from
the latter half of the 19th century into the 1960s. It contains tournament
records and publications related to important early draughts players such
19th-century Scottish players Andrew Anderson and James Wyllie, English
players such as Robert Stewart, and prodigious Americans such as Asa Long
and Newell W. Banks. Banks, famous for his blindfolded checker games, is
extensively covered here. Numerous other figures, many of whom are wellrepresented through the guides they authored or published, include John
T. Denvir, Preston Ketchum, William F. Ryan, William Timothy Call, John
Drummond, Frank R. Wendemuth, Joshua Sturges, J. A. Kear, James Lees, and
many more.
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The collection is mostly composed of rare titles and editions only available in
a handful of libraries or none at all. American publications such as “MorrisSystems Checkerist” or “Home Checker Companion. Our Boys at Home,”
(Harvey L. Hopkins, Newell W. Banks, 1916) are held in only two collections
focusing on checkers in the US, at Cleveland Public Library and New York
Public Library. Older or more obscure titles (Henry Spayth’s “American
Draughts Player,” 1864; William T. Call’s “Rambles with the Switcher,” 1916)
appear to be held in only one library, the British Library for the former, or

none at all for the latter. Many of the small and private imprints responsible
for these publications existed outside of publishing centers and were run in
working-class cities such as Detroit, MI, Woonsocket, RI, Abilene, TX, and
Gary, IN. One publication, “Impromptu Match at Checkers: Newell W. Banks
vs. Andrew J. Dossett,” bears an imprint from the tiny town of Saco, Montana
(current population: 197). A complete inventory is available upon request.
The volume and breadth of the material contained in this collection within its
years of scope is nearly comprehensive. For scholars of checkers or fans of the
game, the contents of this collection would surely sustain advanced research
and spur new and original discoveries.

$13,300
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